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40 Casco Bay Weekly 
Desk Top Garden 
Delight your secretary with a " 
handsome terra cotta pot and saucer 
brimming with fresh spring flowers 
and a pretty french ribbon. 
$34.95 
way to say, 
done." 
ITD 
Best Secretary Bouquet 
A handsome wooden bud vase 
liatrice, alstroemeria lilies and a uea1ll~tnl 
gerbera daisy. A special way to say 
$19.95 
••• 
freshness U7.Jd in the office. 
Secretaries Week is April 24-29 
Secretary Survival 
Basket 
A wonderful assortment of coffees, 
candies, flowers, a ceramic coffee mug 
and other gifts for your secretary 
$45.00 
ITD Time Finder 
Bouquet 
There will always be time in the day to 
enjoy the beauty of flowers. 
Alstroemeria lilies, miniature carnation 
and white button poms are creatively 




A stunning array of fresh cut 
in an elegant styled glass vase. The 
perfect addition to any desk. 
$34.95 
Basket of Spring 
A brimming white-washed 
basket of beautiful spring 
blooms. This is a bouquet 
that is sure to please that 
special assistant. '" 
$39.95 
I Fax In Your Orders! 854-3200J 
*-HARMON'S ~ BARTON'S 
584 Congress Street • Portland 
774-5946 1-800-SUN -LILY 








I BULK RATE 
~,4-c..QI".A-J2a.~l.1~ _---,:-----:=-..",.,.....".,..=,..,." ............ ===~~~~_~ ______________________ _==__=__ __ ~ 
2 Casco Bay Weekly 
April is a mom .... "..,,..J'J~ 
for us here af 1£··,...foN"',·"" 
an 
We have to 
thank everyone tnlw a 
eating here, for 
sending their friends 
here and for making 
our restaurant a 
success beyond our 
wildest dreams!! 
774-1740. Spring and High Street 







Available 4128 UDtlperlllS1G1OO. 
IIeDalmPlwt 
Lower L.UllI.JY, 151 Middle St. • Portland, 773-1999 • Open 10-11 Daily 
FALMOUTH 
781 -4020 
us ROUTE 1 • FALMOUTH, ME 
36 Mo •. @$159/ $169 closed-end leo ... with purcha.e option. Seven hundred and fifty ca.h down or ~ad •. 16 
acquisition fee, Sales tax & ti tle excluded . Security deposit due @ 519nin9 ... 10 4 per mile in excess of 30,OOOtl, 
HOrTle Furnishings 
A New Day For Home 
Furnishings in Maine 
Richard Parks is pleased to announce 
the opening of their new store at 
100 Commercial Street in Portland. 
Please stop by for the best in classic 
and contemporary furnishings. We 
are celebrating with Special Pricing 
throughout the store. 
Hope to see you, 
100 Commercial St. • Portland 
The Thomas Block· 7741322 
~BmD~8=.a8BU~=~~E~BmD_~~ 
A conversation with Lauretta Gregoire April 27, 1995 3 
1fyOll study a martial art to Its fullest extent, It becomes a way of life Y be 
. ou come a warrior." 
Lauretta Gregoire of Portland is the first woman to Wh d 
loieve the rank of master of hapkido under the alt 0 you think of the Image of martial 
arts n films and on t I I' 7 
rounder of Ihe Korean martial art, grandmaster Ch '" e ev slon. 
. 01, The Ka t Kid"' ' " 
Young Sool. Gregoire, who is currently the highest- ra e . IS a posItive Image. Someone 
talk 
ranked woman in the took me to a martial arts movie recently. It starred 
world, began stud _ Steven Seagal.l walked out. I don't believe in using 
ing hapkido in 19;:' mar~al arts for b~oo~ and guts. In most of these 
after surviving an movies the premIse IS vengeance. The foul language, 
altack.She recently won first prize in competition f ma~ho men, w.omen as sex objects - everything I'm 
~performance of an ancient samurai sword form or against. Now, I~ the T~ show "Kung Fu" - here's a 
'The Single Cut of the Warrior," which she perfor~ed man .who IS against racIsm and violence. He used 
ro theMelissa Etheridge song, 'Tm the Only 0" ~artlal arts only to help people and to defend 
ne. himself. 
IIeIlssa Etheridge and hapkldo? 
Iwas studying this SOO-year-old samurai sword 
IDtm and was having a hard time with it. I heard the 
\!ehssaElheridge song on the rad io and suddenly I 
muld picture it. This was only my second time 
mmpeling. The first time I cam e in second - lost 
~o·tenths of a point for overkill . 
How were you attacked? 
. I decided to jog up to the shopping center to get a 
zipper for the dress I was making. It was afternoon _ 
daylight. I took a shortcu t through a field . There were 
people around, traffic going by on the street, a woman 
With a baby carriage in front of me. A man started 
chaSing me. A t first I thought I was being paranoid, 
A Very Special Evening with 
Mel Tormi 
DA:1D"SE:& 
with Ass Ponys 
- ~ .:ll·~ese oGtlets 
-' ~.' ~er rebvrk 
. '.'J 
.~ ·~3 .. 6~71 1 
Friday, May 19th 
All Seats $15.50 / Doors 7pm, Show 8pm 
but I ran faster and he ran faster. He tackled me like a 
f~ot~all tackle. I had never fought with anybody. I 
dldn t know I could scream. I fought and screamed. [ 
had to break free three times before I finally got away. 
How has hapkldo changed you? 
I remember when my teacher was teaching us to 
break boards. I broke four stacked boards and my 
teacher said, " If you can do that, you can probably 
break someone's neck." 
It was like a huge weight lifted . I thought "H 
I' d ' ey, 
m angerous." But, if you study a martial art to its 
fullest extent, it becomes a way of life. You become a 
warrior . 
You don't like violence, but you consider 
yourself a warrior? 
A warrior, in a true sense, walks through life 
prepared for anything. 
By David Wainberg; photo by Matthew Robbins 
Neville Brothers 
featuring: Aaron Neville 
with special guest: Ivan Neville 
Sunday, June 4th 
General Admission 126.50, 124.50, 121.50 
G.A. Doors 7pm 
Show 





See the most beautiful 
diamond you can buy ... 
A Cross Diamond 
Cross 
Jewelers 
. The Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Stree •. PonJand. Maine' 773-3107 C92 
• 
• SoIwnl Free 
• Spatter Rniltlnl 
• For IIHOII w:alis 
.nd (tilite' 
• SoMnI Free 




• Solftal !Tee 
• Spaner RuiJurat 
• For \Itt 0fI trim, doors, 
cabineu, walls aM cnlinp 
• For \Ue 0 11 wan., uilinp. 
trin., abineq and doou 
Portland 









PRIMER SEALER 211 
• SoIwnl Fr'tf; 
• Splner Ruilranl 
• PrinM'.J.nd .al. drywall, 
corQp06itiDD ho.rd, concrete, 
pWlef, and od:r.u poroWi aurfKu 
HOURS: MON-FRI 7:30-5:30. SAT 8-4. SUN (portland only) 9-2 
~~~ .. 
COMPLETE: TELEMESSAGING SERVICE CENTER 
INNKEEPERS - RESTAURATEURS 
! ALL SUMMER BUSINESS PEOPLE! 
LET US HELP!! 
Enjoy your spring and still receive all your 
summer information requests and reservations. 
SENTRY 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
will answer your phones 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
Our experienced telephone profesSionals can be your spring 
office staff or just a back up for special situations. Find out how 
economical and profitable an answering service can be for your busmess. 
Call today for a free consultation 
SENTRY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 





Buy • Trade· Sell • Repair· Lessons 
Union Station Plaza 
270 St. John St., Portland 
(207)774-2219 • (800)734-2219 
Open Mon-Fri 10-8 • Sat 10-5 • Sun 12-5 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland 
April 19 through 25. 
/t's a beetles reunion at the ~o~land Observatory. City 
officials announced A prJl 19 that the histone tower on Munjoy Hill would 
be closed for the season due to an infestation of wood-eating anaboid 
beetles. The bugs have chewed gouges in the nearly 200-year-old 
structure's foundation . 
Nobody yet knows how serious the insect invasion is. Assistant City 
VaI~al1:,er Anita Lachance said it may be July before the problem's extent is 
M nown, and it may be weeks or months after that before it's fixed. 
The big problem is money. The city's Housing and Community 
i)eve'lopment budget has $150,000 set aside this year for improvements at 
1<'I4)WE!r., but repairs could run to more than five times that amount. 
Portland Landmarks, which operates the Observatory, is prepar-
i unch a fund raising driv.e to help offset the cost. 
Meanwhile, an exterminator IS scheduled to begin work on May 3 to 
rid the building of its six-legged squatters. 
A burned-out building will shelter homeless youths. 
MaineStay, a collaborative project by Ingraham, Preble Street Resource 
Center, the YWCA and Day One, is expected to open at 165 Cumberland 
next January, according to Jane Morrison, Ingraham's executive 
MaineStay will have 12 beds for street kids between the ages of 16 and 
years old. "These are the kids who fall between the cracks," Morrison 
The shelter will offer substance abuse counseling and help with 
:eR1clt!onlal problems. 
A Housing and Urban Development (HUD) grant 
million will pay operating costs for the first 
three years and can only be used to pay for 
services. Estimates for the purchase of the prop-
ertyand renovations are over $700,000. So 
MaineStay is asking the city for $140,000 out of 
lederal funding for nonprofits controlled by the 
city council. The council will decide whether to 
grant the request at its May 1 meeting. 
"They'll have to gut the house," said City 
Councilor Cheryl Leeman, who supports the 
project. "Everything has to be taken down and 
repaired." 
The discovery of asbestos in the building makes 
the renovation even more expensive. MaineStay is 
ISkingfor financial help from the Maine State Housing Authority and has 
applied for other federal grants. 
Clearing the tracks for passenger rail service between 
and Boston is going to take several more months than previously 
. At least. That's the assessment of almost everyone involved in 
trying to bring Amtrak service to Maine. 
Wayne Davis, chairman of the citizens' group TrainRiders / Northeast, 
the most optimistic view of the project. Davis predicted the first trains 
could run sometime this winter, even before tracks are fully upgraded to 
allow faster service. "The whole line doesn't have to be up to 80 miles per 
he said . "People would be satisfied if it took two-and-a-half hours 
to Boston, because it's better than being stranded or grounded in a 
winter storm." 
The only roadblock Davis perceives is the Legislature's approval of a 
passenger rail authority. Votes in the House and Senate, where a 
UWo-'IOI'r, ~s majority will be required so the measure can take effect 
are expected later this month. 
Even if the Legislature cooperates, state Transportation Commissioner 
Melrose doesn't believe winter service is likely. ·Our feeling is that 
We start service, we want to make it the best service possible," 
said. He ruled out any scheduled passenger trains before mid-
1996. "We still need an agreement with the Federal Transit 
!!IDIltnisltration on operating costs," he said . "Then we have to hold a 
hearing. Then we can sign agreements and start to draw down 
All that has to be done in a hurry. Federal funding for the new rail 
wiU vanish on October 1. "That's the drop-dead date," said 
• Amtrak is now working quickly to meet it. They seem to be 
their focus." 
')' 
it's certain the trains are on the way, Portland will hold off 
a train station. City transportation director Tom Valleau said, 
still seem to be a lot of questions. We ought to wait for these more 
items to fall in place. Once they do, we'll be ready to move 
on Our part. 
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Color ME green on renewable energy. A national study 
released April 18 reported that Maine leads the Northeast and ranks 11th 
nationwide in renewable energy generation. 
"Renewable Energy Sourcebook: A Primer for Action" was prepared 
by Public Citizen, a Washington, D.C.-based consumer advocacy group. 
The stUdy found that nearly half Maine's electricity comes from renew-
able resources, compared to a national average of 12.7 percent. Maine's 
renewable electricity was mostly from hydroelectric (25 percent) and 
biomass (24 percent), with trace amounts of power ~enerated from 
photovoltaic cells and wind. 
Matthew Freedman, the study'S author, said Maine did well in the 
survey because of geographic Circumstances. "Maine's policies are not 
particularly innovative nor do they provide substantial incentives for 
renewable resources," he warned. 
Freedman said that Maine, which generates negligible amounts of 
electricity from wind, has a staggering potential for wind power. The 
study noted that a network of Maine windfanns could generate 51 billion 
kilowatts of power - or nearly five times the amount Mainers consumed 
last year. 
Freedman urged Maine policymakers to look 
toward states such as Minnesota, New York 
, and Iowa, all of which require that utilities 
generate a percent<.ge of their electricity from 
wind power or other renewable resources. 
"This a great opportunity for the state to take 
advantage of its abundant resources, and use it 
as an environmental tool and a strategy for economic 
development," Freedman said. 
A public relations extravaganza is set 
for May 2, when the Legislature'S judiciary 
committee holds a public hearing on Con-
cerned Maine Families' (CMF) bill to repeal 
..... . '1. Portland's gay rights ordinance and prevent 
other municipalities from passing similar 
measures. Because the proposal will almost 
certainly be rejected by the Legislature and 
sent to referendum in November, the hearing 
has little significance other than to give both 
sides a chance to test their campaign themes. 
"It's important because it gets our message 
,~ out," said CMF founder Carolyn Cosby. 
"This bill does not legalize discrimination." 
Cosby promises to bring in Bruce Fein, the conservative Christian 
attorney from Virginia who authored the bill, to testify as to its merits. 
The Christian Civic League of Maine will use the public hearing to "better 
define" its position on the referendum, according to League Director 
Michael Heath. 
Opposing the bill will be an array of organizations, including the state 
attorney general's office, the Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
the Maine Civil Liberties Union and the Maine Council of Churches. Amy 
Pritchard, director of Maine Won't Discriminate (the umbrella group 
coordinating the campaign), said many individuals who have suffered 
from discrimination will also testify. "This is the first time both sides ha ve 
had a chance to face off," Pritchard said. "A majority' of the voters don't 
know this thing is going to be on the ballot, so it's a good opportunity for 
us to make them aware and present our message." 
The hearing is scheduled for] :30 p.m. at the Augusta Civic Center. 
A grocery store will open on MunJoy Hili in Levinsky's 
Plaza. Steve Pollinger, owner of Vermont Discount Food, said Portland 
Discount Food, will open May 12. The Congress Street store is the first of 
several Pollinger plans to open in Greater Portland. 
"We fill a niche," Pollinger said. "The people of Munjoy Hill need 
something like this." The store will carry canned goods, ethnic foods, pet 
food and cat litter. "We'll carry some of everything," Pollinger said. "The 
store will be chock full of merchandise ... loaded to the ceiling." 
Two Vermont employees of the company are moving to Portland to 
manage the store. Pollinger expects to hire eight to 10 local employees. 
weird news When state police in Ogdensburg, N.Y., caught William 
J. Hess, 39, burglarizing a greenhouse, he was wearing 
nothing. He explained that he was naked so that anyone who saw him in 
the greenhouse couldn't identify him by describing his clothing. 
Reported by Christopher Barry, Wayne Curtis and Al Diamon; 
illustrated by Stephen Kurth 
I REAR 






II Save 50% off our regular $69* price. Save 33% off our regular $89* price. : 
: You pay only $ 34.50 You pay only $ 59.63 : 
I lVIoraU Brake • Free Inspection I 
I for safety's sake • One Hour Service I 
I 1080 Forest Ave., Portland, ME I 
I 797-6590 • Lifetime Guarantee I 
• Most cars. Coupon has 00 cash value" Expires May 31 .J L Limit one per c ustomer. Other offers 1Oliahd. 
------------~~======~ 
Tortilla Flat - A memorable Mexican experience you can 
afford anytime. Serving New England for over 24 years. 
Week long Celebration! 
•. ~ Cnll'ilce@ rdl~ M~y(Q) 
q~ ~ (Mexican Independence Day) r~ 
~V.3t Sunday, May 1 through Friday, May 5 
~,,~:, fiJ": . • Drink Specials· New Menu Items 
i/.:,"i ~ , • Dinner Specials· Chili Happy Hour 4-7 
~i~'r::~' ~l"" T-Shirts, Prizes & Giveaways in Lounge Friday Jf~ :\ 
lJ j id '?:. 3t::~ 
~}~l' :" .. ~~;:;;;~/ 
-.~' . 
f'-'n . . - OPEN EVERY SUNDAY AT NOON 
~< -~ ,; , ~ ' i~;~~?:' 5follg":~~ 1871 Forest Ave., Portland· 797-8729 • Open 7 days 
Our Best Ride 





Buy two(2) NAPA'SENSA· 
TRAC' Strut5 or four(4) NAPA 
5en5a-Trac Shocks and got a 
FREE 60-minute long di5tance 
calling card. And with a 5et 
of four(4) 5en5a-Trac Shocks 
and Strut5, get the FREE calling 
card plu5 the exclu5ive Best 
RideEver Guarantee!"" 
SENSA-TRAC is a registered trademark of Monroe Aulo Equipment Company. 
11me may vary when calling outside the Continental U.S.A. 
MAILMAN'S SERVICE 
260 WOODFORD STREET 
PORTLAND 
TEL 773-6115 
AUTO TECH & ELECTRIC 
1569 fOREST AVENUE 
PORTLAND 
TEL. 797-8820 
DUVAL'S SERVICE CEmER 




44 ROOSEVElT TRAIL 
WINDHAM 
TEL. 892-9420 
McKENNEY'S SERVICE CENTER 
509 WESTBROOK STREET 
SOUTH POATLAND 
TEL. 773-8560 
MAINE AUTO ELECTRIC 













• By Al Diamon 
I asked for water 
(he gave me gasoline) 
Gov. Angus King escaped having to 
eat crow over car emissions testing. But 
that doesn't mean most Mainers aren't 
going to have to swallow something 
nasty before this mess is over. 
King kept his campaign promise to 
eliminate the unpopular tests by 
proposing to keep the nearly-as-
unpopular reformulated gasoline in the 
southern part of the state. And the 
governor also wants to force gas 
stations to install soon-to-be-unpopular 
and expensive eqUipment to control 
fumes. If none of that works suffi-
ciently to lower the ozone level, King is 
threatening to bring back the haven't-
we-a1ready-proved-it's-wildly-unpopular 
55-rnile-per-hour speed limit. 
King's plan may also reqUire large 
Maine industries, such as ... urn .. . well, 
he's probably referring to places that 
silkscreen little lobsters on junky 
tourist items made in sweat shops in 
the Far East where the only air emis-
sions anybody worries about are those 
from government soldiers' guns. 
Anyway, whatever local industries are 
left will likely have to cu t their air 
pollution by purchasing enormously 
expensive machines which monitor the 
companies' smokestacks. Whenever 
emissions exceed legal limits, the 
machines automatically print up a 
batch of layoff notices. Like the 
previously mentioned solu tions to the 
ozone problem, this idea may prove to 
be something less than a popular 
success. 
But that's not the worst of it. Once 
the King plan has fulfilled its goal of 
making the state a place in which one 
can breathe freely - (It' ll have to be 
free . No one will have a job. Nobody 
could afford the gas to go where there 
are jobs. And even if they could, they 
couldn't legally drive fast enough to 
get there before somebody else 
grabbed it first anyway.) - there's still 
the little problem of paying off CarT est. 
That's the company that owns the 
centers where drivers were forced to 
get test probes shoved up their 
tailpipes for the biennial fee of $24. 
CarTest has a contract with the state, 
which is supposed to allow it to turn a 
tidy profit on its $15-million in vest-
ment in buildings and eqUipment. 
CarTest also has a lawyer, former state 
legislator Richard Spencer, who has a 
tendency to talk in terms of suing 
Maine for $25 to $30 million dollars if 
King's plan goes forward . 
It's tough to feel sorry for CarTest. 
During the brief time their testing 
centers were in full operation last year, 
they did a lousy job of public relations, 
customer service, complaint resolution 
and personal grooming. In addition, 
lots of people, many of them with 
degrees in important scientific fields, 
think the tests were about as accurate 
at predicting how much a car would 
pollute as the last couple of governors 
have been at predicting the state's 
budget needs. 
Nevertheless, CarTest has a contract 
and a lawyer, which, under our sys~m 
of jurisprudence, are nearly all the 
materials reqUired to convince a judge 
to order the state to pay the kind of 
settlement that makes little old ladies 
who dump cups of hot McDonald's 
coffee in their little old laps exceed-
ingly envious. Governor King is talking 
tough in public about the contracl 
being void under terms of a clause the 
state somehow forgot to include in the 
actual document, but most observell 
think King is taking a different ap-
proach behind closed doors in the 
ongoing negotiations with Spencer. 
It doesn't really matter whether the 
company works out a deal with the 
governor or wins a settlement in OOU~ 
The only real question is how muchit'l 
going to cost Maine to make Spencer 
and CarTest go away and leave us 
alone. The figure most often discusS€il 
is in the neighborhood of $20 millio~ 
which would give the company a 
modest 33 percent return on its 
investment, minus attorneys' fees and 
expenses for all those little doodads 
with lobsters silkscreened on them !hil 
CarTest officials bought when they 
visited Augusta. 
The amount the state has available 
to pay for this unforeseen expense ~ 
currently zero. 
If this were the McKernan adminis-
tration, that wouldn' t be a problem, 
Jock would just slip into a trance and 
speak in tongues, whereupon his 
economic advisors would announce 
higher revenue projections. Or ma)'~ 
they'd just push the whole mess inlo 
the next fiscal year, and let some othn 
governor worry about it. 
But King has more than three yea~ 
to go on his current tenn, so thai kind 
of fudging probably won't work. 
Instead, King may find inspiration in 
the fiscal machinations of an earlier 
governor who, like King, promised n~ 
to raise taxes. Joe Brennan discover!d 
he'd never pledged not to increase fm 
so he slapped" premiums" on liquor 
and other products to pay for pro-
grams that have long since been 
dismantled, although the state is still 
collecting that extra revenue. 
So don't be surprised if the CarT!!! 
settlement comes out of yourpocketi 
the form of a surcharge on automOOilt 
registrations. The idea of extracting~ 
extra $5 or $10 per car has already l>ie 
discussed informally among le~slati!\ 
But don't worry. They've also talked 
about making sure the new charge 
would sunset after two years, just the 
way the emergency increase in the 
d'dn't sales tax was supposed to, but I 
Oops. Looks like you're goinglO 
need extra income. Silkscreemng 
lessons, anyone? 
Lose weight now without exeraseordidil/ 
Shed the heavy burden of knQWledgt ~ 
ponderous political activity by sendingtlt 
fleshy facts to this column, careafCaS(O~ 
Weekly, 561 Congress St., porthln~M! 
04101 . Or call our fat cat hotline at 1I~ , 
I By Al Diamon 
The powers that be at Portland City Hall don't 
cardf you vote in the May 2 municipal election. 
They think big turnouts are OK for chOOSing presi-
dents or governors, but they don' t see any reason 
why Portland can' t get along just fine with an 
average of 17 percent of the voters bothering to show 
up each year to choose city councilors and school 
committee members. 
'What does higher turnout give you?" asked 
retiring City Councilor Tom Allen. "It has very little 
todo with the quality of government. If you put the 
election in ... November, more people would vote, 
but you wouldn't get better government." 
' Those people who 
lake an interest in city 
vote~ w~o don' t go to the polls, and voters ignore 
electIOns In which no candidate bothers to tell them 
why it's important to vote. 
Those caught up in this death spiral for democ-
ra~y aren't just the uneducated or the poor. Along 
With Joe and Jane Sixpack, some of Portland' s most 
prominent ~itizens don't bother to vote in city 
electIons. City Councilors Jack Dawson and George 
Campbell were no-shows at the polls in each of the 
two ~ea~s before they won their seats. "Nobody in 
my dlstnct was running," explained Dawson "and I 
didn't know any of them running at-large. I don't 
know if it's to the voters' credit to not vote, or to just 
guess." 
Dawson is likely to be the city's next mayor, a 
position filled by the 
affairs turn out now," 
said City Councilor 
Cheryl Leeman , "If you 
moved the election to 
~ovember, you'd get 
people lea ving the 
municipal ballot blank." 
' I don't buy the 
argument that better 
One in five. That's about how 
many people vote in the aver-
age city election. How about 
some alternatives? 
Council and lacking any real 
power. But the mayor's 
visibility might give 
Dawson a platform to 
preach about doing some-
thing to solve the problem. 
And perhaps because he's 
been there himself, Dawson 
voter turnout is a panacea for what's wrong with 
municipal government," said City Manager Bob 
Ganley. "If most people know what they' re voting 
for, that 's fine. But if not, it' s not a quality vote. The 
small turnout may reflect a general satisfaction with 
Ihe way things are going in the city." 
The result of this kind of thinking is a council and 
~hool board composed of people elected by a tiny 
percentage of the population. The nearest anyone in 
POT~and's government comes to having a popular 
mandate is school committee member Nick 
Mavadones, who won the election in ] 992 with the 
backing of just under 13 percent of the city' s regis-
tered voters. The average at-large councilor over the 
lastthree years got support from less than 8 percent, 
while the average district councilor can claim the 
~Ie~ance of under 3 percent. 
'We're supposed to be elected by the masses," 
~id Councilor Charlie Harlow, "not by the elitists." 
The low turnouts effectively prevent any elected 
official from establishing much of a political base. By 
default, power is left in the hands of appointed 
ificials - most notably the city manager. So it's 
probably no coincidence that Ganley is opposed to 
almost every proposal offered to convince more 
f!ople to take an interest in local government. And 
is also no coincidence that without Ganley's 
SUpport, all efforts to change the system, from 
moving the date of the election to creating a popu-
larly-elected mayor, have gone exactly nowhere. 
Will you love me in November? 
When Tom Allen first ran for the Portland City 
Co 'I' uncI In 1989, he did what all smart campaigners 
~o. He got a list of regis tered voters who'd cast 
~Uots in the most recent municipal elections . Then 
Went door-to-door meeting those voters. "There 
WiSlOls of interest," Allen sajd. "But occaSionally I'd 
!Oto other doors, where there were registered voters 
who didn't take part in the city elections. The 
~ ct' 
a Ion was always the same. It was, ' Huh? What 
il!you doing here?'" 
So Allen and most other city candidates do the 
!!!sible thing and skip over the more than 80 per-
:tofPort!an~'s voters who skip over the 
IlI!icipal electIOns. Of course, that tactic produces 
lilnelhing of a vicious cycle. Candidates ignore 
is more sympathetic than 
most at City Hall to the 
great silent majority of no-shows. He favors moving 
the election from May to November, when state and 
federal races draw voters to the polls. "If the argu-
ment is that the city election would get lost in the 
shuffle," he said, "that's not a strong argument. It's 
getting lost now." 
But Ganley employs a slightly different tactic 
against the November date. The city manager thinks 
the large number of races on the ballot would spell 
the end of low-budget, grassroots campaigns. In 
order to gain name recognition, candidates for city 
offices would be forced to spend heavily on mass 
media. There's probably something to that, since the 
record amount spent on a council campaign is still 
less than $14,000, which wouldn't buy enough TV 
time to spark an interest in sex, let alone City 
Councilor Orlando Delogu. 
Ganley also claims mixing municipal races with 
contests for state and federal offices would allow the 
ugly blight of partisanship to pollute Portland's 
political waters. "It would be very difficult to be 
nonpartisan in the midst of a presidential race," he 
said. It would also be difficult to convince a neutral 
observer that there's currently no partisanship 
involved in municipal elections, and that the city 
council's overwhelming Democratic majority is 
simply a coincidence. 
Ganley is willing to try one proposed cure for the 
drought at the voting booth. He favors having the 
city return to the system it used until about 20 years 
ago when all councilors were elected at-large. Under 
that plan, the five district councilors would have to 
reside in the areas they represent but would be 
chosen by all the city's voters. That means three 
choices on the ballot each year, instead of one or two. 
The problem with that setup, and the reason it 
was dumped in the 1970s, is the tendency of conser-
vative voters in Deering, where turnout is generally 
higher, to dominate elections. 
Nevertheless, many councilors feel more comfort-
able running at-large, where the bigger pool of 
voters insulates them from the vagaries of neighbor-
hood disputes and personal conflicts. If Ganley ever 
decided to push the idea, he'd probably find plenty 
of support on the council. 
Of course, if Ganley decided to push almost any 
idea, he'd have significant backing. Since the city 
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lacks an executive branch of government headed by 
an elected official, the city manager fills the power 
vacuum. "He's the emperor of Portland," said David 
Redmond, chief of staff for former governor Joseph 
Brennan. 
"Ganley is the super-councilor," said Councilor 
Harlow. "The rest of us have nothing to work with, 
no power to change things, no control of the purse 
strings." 
No wonder Ganley is opposed to an elected 
mayor. 
Fixing the power vacuum 
"The city manager form of government doesn't 
lend itself to a lot of aggressive action on the part of 
the council," said Dawson. "If there was an elected 
mayor there'd be more of an agenda councilors 
would respond to," 
There'd also be more accountability at election 
time. Voters seem to have a hard time connecting the 
problems the city encounters with the names they 
find on the ballot each May. "Who's responsible for 
the deterioration in the parking garages?" asked 
Redmond. "Who's responsible for the screwup in the 
cost of the auditorium? Who's responsible for the 
schools falling down? You can argue we didn' t have 
the proper scrutiny from City Hall, but you never get 
to vote for or against the person who ought to be 
responsible, the city manager." 
A proposal to create an elected mayor will likely 
surface again sometime after the May election . 
Harlow, who sponsored the measure in the past, is 
counting noses. If Councilors John McDonough and 
Keri Lord win re-election to their at-large posts, or if 
challenger Peter Rickett knocks one of them off, and 
Tom Kane takes the District 3 seat, Harlow would be 
within a single vote of putting the idea out to the 
public. 
But don't count on that happening. "Ganley did a 
good job last time of corralling the necessary votes to 
defeat an elected mayor," said former state Sen. Jerry 
Conley Jr. " All of [the councilors] were taken aside 
and talked to." 
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Foster's politics are Similarly free of 
ttong ideological bias. The 27-year-
~~ director offood services at the 
Woodford Park Healt~ Ca~e and 
Rehabilitation Center IS a fiscal 
conservative with liberal stands on 
sodal issues. He's for using any 
continued from previous page 
While it would be easy to blame 
many of Portland's problems on the 
lack of an elected mayor, it wouldn't 
be fair. City voters may be just as 
turned off by the amount of time the 
council spends on seemingly trivial 
matters (nude dancing, off-track 
betting), and the lack of time spent on 
developing long-range policies. Asked 
how the public could rate municipal 
officials for effectiveness, Councilor 
Leeman said, "Constituent work is the 
big measure" - something that 
Conley defined as" getting cats out of 
_ trees and filling potholes." 
"The council rarely deals with the 
type of issues that crystallize public 
opinion or make them look like 
leaders," he added . "Only when 
there's the threat of a massive tax 
increase will the public be moved. No 
other issues get people motivated." 
But that's probably a consequence 
of having nine councilors with nine 
agendas and nobody but Ganley to 
get them in line or force them to set 
goals. An elected mayor might be able 
to accomplish that feat, but a strong 
executive also runs the risk of break-
ing the council into warring factions . 
For prime examples of how that 
works, one need only look next door 
to Westbrook or slightly to the sou~ 
to Biddeford and Saco, where intra. 
mural squabbling often pushes all 
other issues off the agenda. 
Of course, Portland's council has 
managed to engage in factional 
fighting even without an elected 
mayor. During the 1970s, longtime 
residents squared off against newclJQ. 
ers. During the 1980s, conservative 
male councilors barely spoke to the 
more liberal women. While the 
current council has rarely engaged in 
extended trench warfare againstead 
other, personal rivalries remain and 
could reignite at any time. 
There's no denying the increased 
voter interest an elected mayor 
generates. [n Westbrook, 56 percent« 
the registered voters cast ballots in Itt 
mayoral election in November, 1991. 
The turnout for Portland's municipij 
e lection in May of that year was 
11 percent. When Westbrookhelda 
special election in June of last year 
after the incumbent mayor died, a 
respectable 37 percent of those eligiljl 
cast ballots. The month before Port· 
land had managed to drag a mere 
10 percent to the polls. 
As Jerry Conley put it, "How can 
more democracy hurt?" • 
increase in state aid to education to 
duce property taxes. But he opposes 
~nting any tax breaks to businesses 
fhrough TIFs. And he might be willing 
105upport a local option tax on meals 
and lodging, but is against a munici-
pal sales or income tax. 
' The big issues are taxes and 
parking," Foster s~id . "I' d si~ some 
money into studymg the parking 
problem in Portland, but [ wouldn't 
iupport any other increases in 
spending." 
Fosterfavors more emphasis, 
llthough not more spending, on 
maintaining neighborhood streets. He 
opposescharging nonprofit organiza-
tions for city services. He' s against the 
Itate\\ide referendum to outlaw civil 
rights for gay men and lesbians. He 
wouldn't vote to res trict after-hours 
dance clubs or to shut down nude 
dancing emporiums, but neither one is 
apriority. "Why," he asked , " is the 
council wastil,1g time on this?" 
He supports an e lected mayor, and 
opposes efforts to abolish county 
government, although he wants an 
investigation into cost overruns at the 
new jail. He would back loan guaran-
teesforthe Gulf of Maine Aquarium, 
but would vote against any direct city 
funding of the project, which he 
trunks should be located on the 
waterfront land east of Bath Iron 
Works. 
~erthinks the city council 
AT-LARGE CANDIDATES FOR CITY COUNCil 
(VOTE FOR TWO) • 'put Portland first. " He cites 
the loss of the Deering Oaks Family 
Paula Agopian 
98 Monument Street 
772-5508 
Paula Agopian knows Munjoy Hill, 
but when it comes to the rest of the 
city, she's less certain about what's 
wrong and what needs to be done to 
correct it. Agopian, 44, sells advertis-
ing for the Munjoy Hill Neighborhood 
Organization's newspaper and has 
been involved in neighborhood issues 
dating back to the waterfront referen-
dum in 1986. She's pushing a 
still-evolving plan to organize some 
sort of coalition among the city, the 
banks and the real estate industry to 
promote owner-occupied housing in 
areas such as the Hill and Parkside. 
But if Agopian's housing scheme is 
a little vague, her stands on some city-
wide issues tend toward the invisible. 
Asked whether she'd support a tax 
increase to maintain existing city 
services, she said " it depends." 
Queried about whether any increase 
in state aid to education should go to 
fund schools or reduce property taxes, 
she responded there's "not a cut-.and-
dry answer." 
She has no proposals for either 
increasing or decreasing city services, 
nor does she have specific ideas as to 
how tax increment financing (TIP) 
requests should be handled, although 
she's quick to point out how angry 
she is about" speculative develop-
ment." She thinks local option taxes 
are" a creative way of generating 
revenue," but isn't sure whether she 
supports them. She's "not well 
versed" in how county government 
functions, and is consequently unSllre 
festival to the Maine Mall in South 
what, if any, changes might be Portland as an example. " We have to 
needed . She does fa vor a "more 
~op ~ving Portland away," he said. 
regional focus" on economic 'Wesacrificed that festival to save a 
ment, which could include sonle r~e llewblades of grass in the Oaks." 
for the county. 
Agopian does have clear positioru 
on some issues. She's against Can· 
cerned Maine Families' effort to 
outlaw gay rights legislation. She 
favors imposing property taxes 
nonprofit organizations, including 
churches. "Everybody needs to ~\I 
something," she said . She'd locate 
Gulf of Maine Aquarium on . 
Way, but opposes spending city 
money to help build it "at this time' 
She's against efforts to close down 
after-hours dance clubs at 1 a.m. ani 
Tony Holt 
IIl Parsons Road 
i61·5603 
Tony Holt d ares to speak the 
unspeakable. "My least concern is 
property taxes," he said . "I 
ooneslly don't think the citizens, 
6rept th elderly, are paying too 
luch.' 
Holt, a 47-year-old lawyer, artist 
.,d part-time substitute teacher, is 
iilling to raise taxes to preserve 
existing city services, and to improve 
proposals to ban nude dancing. 
. He believes the city's 
" leaning" toward opposing an _ ...• oh",I. are "seriously underfunded, 
mayor. inadequate." He would pump 
Agopian promises to work for dd ' . 
C. H~ II) a Ihonal state aid Portland closer cooperation between Ity I!!!ives into b . I 
and the school department. She uymg aptop computers 
krevery student. "Education will be 
the two could share a grant writer, tir' 1 
~ eydifferent in the next five 
that schools could be "more 
001 f!lJs: he said. "It will be all elec-to the community," and that sch .... 
III •• ,K. We haven't given any thought 
facilities could be better utilized. ml-Kiw to prepare our kids for that." 
she offers few details as to how H 
olt wants to create a port author-
that might be accomplished. "I 
"' 0 manage the harbor airport and 
~ . ' 
.. servIce. He sees the authority as a 
venture with South Portland to 
29 Morning Street the area as a trading center. 
874'{)944 . ~eed long-term planning," he 
The Portland City Council is W d . e nee to think about where 
nonpartisan, which meanVsolurlteel'IIIJIWlI,wnet,,..to be in a few years. Right 
should fit right in. Poster like the guy who wants to 
for Democrat Tom A lien during lall vac t' 
and ~ a lon, so he goes to the 
Year's gubernatorial primary, d d . tIr an says give me a ticket to 
Republican Susan Collins unng nice." 
Dan Foster 
general election campaign. 
He Opposes spending city money 
on an aquarium, and doesn't want 
such a facility built on the waterfront 
::That area's for catching fish," he said, 
not for looking at them." If the 
project does go forward, Holt would 
prefer to see it developed as part of a 
research and development center on 
Thompson's Point. 
Holt opposes the anti-gay rights 
initiative backed by Carolyn Cosby. 
He favors using TIPs to attract and 
retain bUSiness, but wants companies 
to make long-term commitments, to 
remain in Portland after the tax breaks 
end . He supports both after-hours 
dance clubs and nude dancing 
establishments in their efforts to 
defeat stricter regulations. He's 
against levying a property tax on 
nonprofits, but would favor charging 
agencies a fee for extensi ve use of 
particular city services. He backs the 
idea of local option taxes, but only if 
they're instituted on a regional basis. 
He opposes an elected mayor, and 
believes those calling for the abolition 
of county government are overreact-
ing. "We made a mistake with the 
jail," he said, "but that's a short-term 
problem. Otherwise county govern-
ment has worked fine for 150 years." 
Holt was convicted of OUI in 1987. 
He was fined and his drivers license 
was suspended. 
Keri Lord 
58 Deering A venue 
774-8473 
After three years on the city 
council, it seems Keri Lord has yet to 
figure ou t how to attach her micro-
phone to her lapel. Lord, a special ed 
teacher in Sanford, said her first term 
was just to learn how the council 
operates. And it shows. It's difficult to 
actually understand what Lord is 
talking about, either at council 
meetings or in an interview. Ask her a 
yes or no question, then five minutes 
later remind her that it's a yes or no 
question. Even with simple questions, 
the answers are, well, hard to under-
stand . 
Lord doesn't want taxes to go up. 
"But I don' t see the need for any cuts," 
she said . "What we have is just 
enough to maintain the standard of 
living we're used to. "She would like 
to see some things expanded -like 
the community policing program. 
Community policing is funded by 
gran ts, she said, and Lord would like 
to see the program grow and be 
included in the budget. But she 
doesn't know where she would cut 
the budget to pay for more commu-
nity policing. "I don't read the budget 
each night before I go to bed," she 
said. 
And she didn't like the way the 
aquarium was proposed, though now 
she supports it, as long as taxpayers 
don't have to contribute a dime. "It 
makes sense to have one. We are a city 
by the ocean," she said. " But I'd like it 
to have a teaching facility and re-
search center." 
One theme she repeatedly ad-
d resses is her vision of Portland as a 
city for working people. Lord doesn't 
feel residents should be forced to 
move out of the city because they 
can't find jobs. She cited her support 
of waterfront zoning as one way she 
helped preserve jobs. "We're a port 
continued on next page 
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Big Sounds from All Over presents 
Charlie Haden's Quartet West 
Jazz on Film/Jazz on Stage 
The leading jazz bassist performs in concert with his world class 
ensemble Quartet West, a band that draws cool inspiration from 
vintage film noir cinema. 
Saturday, May 6, 8:00 P.M. 
Screening of THE BrG SLEEP with Lauren 
Bacali and Humphrey Bogart at 5:30 P.M. 
Portland High School Auditorium 
284 Cumberland Avenue 
Call for .TIckets: $16 (207) 761-1545 
(Includes film and concert) 
or at the Porttand Performing Arts Center 
box office and Amadeus Music. 
Sponsored by: POi 
the N~ti onal Endowment for the Arts, the lila WaUace-Reader's Digest 
National Jazz Network, WCl2, WMPG, and Embassy Suites Hote l. 
Real People, Real life, 
Real Answers. 
"You 've seen me through the pill, a 
pregnancy and many yearly exams -
why should J go anywhere else?" 
Healthy Moms Week is May 14-20 and 
Planned Parenthood is celebr&ting 
with free Mother's Day cards and a 
special savings for new patients. 
Make an appointment by 
.~ 
May 27 and 
save $5 on your 
yearly exam. 
Whether you're 
a mom or not, 
come and see 
for yourself ... 
we're more than 
you think! 
1FiI~ II=' d_New~ 
1-800-230-PIAN 
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city," she said. "We have to maintain a 
working waterfront." 
As much as she thinks the city 
ought to explore the benefits of 
tourism, she has her doubts."1 
wouldn't want us to become too 
dependent on tourism," she said . 
"This is a working person's city. 
Everyone should be able to buy a 
hom" and be able to afford the taxes." 
Lord is big on home ownership. 
She supports city programs that make 
it easier for first-time homebuyers. But 
in a city with more than half renters, 
Lord, along with other members of the 
housing committee, is concerned 
about developers using tax breaks to 
concentrate low-income housing in 
Portland. 
And Lord doesn't believe 
non profits should be taxed to help 
reduce the tax burden. "Maybe we 
should use fees in lieu of taxes," she 
said . As for county government, "we 
shouldn't abolish it," she said. "It has 
lots of problems, but we have to think 
of ways we can fix it." 
She supports the idea of an elected 
mayor. But if Portland went to that 
system, she wouldn't run for the 
office. "1 have a full-time job," she 
said . But if re-elected, she is interested 




21 Clapboard Road 
797-9216 
During his first term on the council , 
John McDonough said he "got the 
message." McDonough was referring 
to tax increases, which he now flatly 
opposes, but he could have been 
talking about politics . McDonough 
began his council career by stumbling 
badly, but, by most assessments, 
seems to have finally figured out the 
rules . 
This extended on-the-job training 
ranks as McDonough's chief-
perhaps his only - accomplishment 
of the last three years. He discovered 
the consequences of publicly criticiz-
ing a fellow councilor when he ripped 
Charlie Harlow over problems two 
years ago with Harlow's nominating 
petition signatures. (You make 
enemies.) He's learned not to violate 
council etiquette by endorsing the 
opponents of Sitting councilors, as he 
did with Harlow and Cheryl Leeman. 
(You make more enemies.) He's 
somewhat less likely to introduce 
grandstanding measures with no 
chance of passage, as he did in a 
fruitless attempt to stop City Manager 
Bob Ganley from transferring funds 
between accounts to cover cost 
overruns at Hadlock Field . (You end 
up on the short end of lots of 8-1 
votes.) 
Newly educated, McDonough, a 
53-year-old retired telephone com-
pany executive, is seeking a second 
term espousing a platform of fiscal 
restraint. But that doesn' t mean he's 
not willing to spend additional money 
in some areas. "Our schools are in 
terrible shape," he said. " They're 
falling down around our ears." 
McDonough would allocate any 
increase in state aid for education to 
improving school buildings and 
buying more computers for students. 
He'd also dump extra dollars into the 
city's economic development depart-
ment. 
McDonough opposes Carolyn 
Cosby's statewide referendum to 
repeal Portland's gay rights ordi-
nance. He favors forcing after-hours 
dance clubs to close their doors at 
1 a.m. He opposes efforts to ban nude 
dancing in the city. He favors an 
elected mayor. He backs efforts to hire 
a professional manager for Cumber-
land County and expand the number 
of county commissioners. He's 
satisfied with the city's current rules 
for giving TIFs to businesses. He's 
cool to the idea of taxing nonprofit 
organizations' property, but favors 
legislation allowing Portland to create 
a local meals and lodging tax. He's 
against spending taxpayer dollars on 
the proposed Gulf of Maine 
Aquarium, but could change his mind 
if he "got a proposal that was good for 
the city in the long term." 
Peter Rickett 
65 Brook Road 
878-5555 
Peter Rickett thinks Portland got 
taken to the cleaners by his employer. 
Rickett, 31, works as an information 
technology consultant for UNUM, 
which recently received a major tax 
break from the city on a new office 
building it's constructing. "Portland 
was playing poker with profeSSion-
als," Rickett said of the TIF deal. 
" Portland should have said there' s not 
much in this [project] for us. I don' t 
think the city drove as hard a bargain 
as they could have." 
Nevertheless, Rickett supports the 
tax break program because it ulti-
mately increases ci ty revenues and 
improves job security. He just wa nts 
the city to come up with some tougher 
negotiators. 
save money by privatizing SUch 
services as curbside rubbish coll~. Bruce Webber 
tion. "That's not what the city does 
best," he said. "It's a distraction. I ~Cumberland Avenue 
Private companies could do it 177J-0487 
Bruce Webber has lived in Portland 
cheaper." Other candidates for ' h' I I 
privatization include the Barron iless than a year, ~o e Stha It·tthe unbcer-
about some Issues a ave een 
Center, the municipal golf I taIn d C·t H II f I . hi .-ing aroun I Y a or a ong some services at the airport. NItil1l; no· 
I 'me. Webber, a 26-year-old student not be the best option in all ,,., 
said, "but it should be looked at.' Illd substitute teacher from Farm-
;,oIon, is undecided on whether the Rickett wants to see more "b' 
placed on services to children and city needs an elected mayor. He has 
senior citizens, although he's not no idea hoW to reduce municipal 
sni'nding. He's reluctant to take a 
advocating increased spending in r- d d 
stand on banning nu e ancing, those areas. He envisions neighbct. h 
... ferring to send t e matter to 
hood drop-in centers, an expandl'li r·- , kn h 
referendum. He doesn t ow w 0 his police athletic league and a more 
~ate senator is . 
active foster grandparent r"·",""CL' Webber has been a volunteer for 
paid for with unspecified private d f I I 
the Green Party an ee s a ot more 
money. comfortable with issues on which the 
Rickett said he has" yet to ~ a 
Greens have taken a strong position. 
[local option] tax I would SU1)portU He'd institute a program of curbside 
just going to drive people out of ll! Id I h 
recycling. "It wou cost ess t an 
city." He favors charging nonprolit h 
hauling trash to t e incinerator 
organizations" with a significant h 
b/(ause of the increase in t e value of 
revenue stream" for city services. 
Those would include fraternal recyclable paper," he said . But 
organizations, private schools and 
possibly hospitals, but not social 
service agencies . He would 
on churches that had assessed 
wouldn't a sharp increase in recycling 
~duce the amount of trash sent to the 
Re~onal Waste System incinerator, 
thereby increasing the cost of operat-
ingthat publicly owned facility? 
above a certain unspecified point. " 
'~faybe: he said, but it would be 
Rickett supports an aquarium worth the extra cost. And Portland 
Thompson's Point, but would uS! should be preparing to get out of the 
taxpayer money " only as a last 
Re~onal Waste deal in 2008, when the resort," and only if the project had 
current contract expires." 
already collected most of the Webber would predicate TIF deals 
financing. He opposes the .• , '~h",;no« 
expansion not on eco-
to overturn Portland's gay righ~ 
returns to the city, but on a ordinance, and he's against _u_".<." . .... , 
company's commitment to cleaning 
shut down clubs offering nude h· t H ' d I I·k . upt e envlronmen. e a so I e to 
Performers or after-hours danCl11!. h d I f II b . 
lie more sue ea s or sma USI-
believes the county is "govern men: H t th . t t t 
. " d JeSSes. e wan s e CI y 0 prom 0 e 
wa tching government an . , 
. compames that produce' value-added 
" limited value." He supports goods: but offers no plan for accom-
ing current county services that. 
regional municipal alliances. He'! He'd turn any increase in state aid 
backing an elected mayor because Ito eclucallion over to the schools, and 
"You need someone who's going l 
oppose any school budget that 
chart out a direction and be solely 
teaching positions . He's willing to 
Rickett opposes raising property 
taxes, even if that were the only way 
to maintain existing services. He'd put 
any extra dollars from state aid to 
education toward reducing the city's 
tax bill . He also believes Portland can 
responsible. Right now you're ~~ 
voting for one-ninth of a vision.' i a modest increase, "not more 
average of $20 to $25 per 
r--------~---~-------------.,..-'~: in the property tax if that were 
O GET RID OF THESE If only way to maintain existing WHAT'S IT TAKE T l!IVices. He thinks the city should be 
Portland voteTS may have decided there's little point in figuring out ~ing more on public transporta-
running for the city council, since the low turnout and lack of intdeliiseCs(tMl'lfJ illnlnd community policing. Webber 
virtually guarantee victory for incumbents. The last councilor to l'IIItstos ift the city's principal 
way to lose an election was Edward Bernstein, only be<:a.use he spent ilding mechanism from the property 
his mOll! than two decades in offiee turning himself into a cartoon . 10 something else, but isn't sure 
With the advent of televised council meetings, it slowly dawned on the might be. He's against 
~nry that Bernlltein's bizarre oratorical style failed to cOD(eal the taxes or fees on nonprofit 
he often had no idea what he was talking about, Ted Rand . He opposes using 
him off In 1990. money to build a Gulf of Maine 
Also in 1990, Itorulld 00rJer got the boot after he was slow to react but might back some 
fteigbborhoocl zoniJ\g dispute, and loCal.elMs. Charlie Harlow, for the project if it were 
opponent, wasn't In 1988; COt$ndlor Danny Let II\lQta.ged to other than a tourist 
pooch. All it took was a superb cattlP. by dIaUenger Barbara maybe a research facility." 
combined With. Lee'!> decision to skip several forums and debates, and has no suggestions as to where the 
habit of sayill$ exactfy the wrong thing when he did show up. should be loca ted. He 
Other than that, the past decade has seen any Incumbent coupdlor maintaining county govern-
run even a feeble campalgnre-elected handily. If this wm the swe adding a professional 
lure or Congress, that nearly unblemished record of public apathy to operate it. 
probably have been sufficient to inspire some crusader to suggest Webber Opposes Carolyn Cosby's 
on term limits and throwing the bUms out. to ban gay rights laws. He 
That there's been no such move. may be due, in part, to the allOwing after-hours dance 
time most people can put up with life at City Hall . Councilor Cheryl toremain open as late as they 
Leeman, now finishing her 11 th year, is the senior member. And after a lot of prodding, he 
Allen, who'll retire in June after completing his second three-year that if a referendum were 
runner-up. The average tenure of all nine counalors is only three on the issue, he'd vote to ban 
that will drop after this election even if both incumbents win. 
It's probably just as well nobody is discussing term limits, because any 
increase in council turnover would almost certainly result in more 
settling into the place where most of the city's politi~1 clout ~Ire~dy 
the office of City Manager Bob Ganley, who's wrappmg up hIS runth 
the job. 







Musica de Tiempos 
Pasados, del 
Presente, y Futuro 
all three available at 
AMADEUS MUSIC 
In the Old Port, 332 Fore St ., Portland' 772-8416 
uncommon es & CD's 
May is Mental Health Month 
Anxiety Disorders Screening 
A Free Workshop 
7:00 P.M., Wednesday, May 3, 1995 
Once diagnosed, anxiety disorders can be effectively managed. 
Undiagnosed, these disorders can ruin a life. 
Jackson Brook Institute's Benjamin Grasso, MD, will discuss the 
various aspects and treatments of anxiety disorders at a free workshop. 
Dr. Grasso has served both as a Neuropsychiatry Fellow at the National 
Institute of Mental Health and Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at the 
University of Virginia Medical School. 
In addition, clinical specialists will offer a free anxiety disorder 
screening. If you or someone you love are experiencing any of 
the following feelings, please plan to attend: 
• Panic attack • Persistent worrying 
• Repetitive behavior • Nervousness 
• Fears or phobias 
You'll have the opportunity to take a screening test for anxiety disorders, 
talk with a mental health profeSSional, receive informative material about 
anxiety disorders - and take the first step towards a more fulfilling life. 
Please call our Patient Services Department at 
(207) 761-2200 or 1-8oo-JBI-22oo (in Maine) to make 




175 Running Hill Road 
South Ponland, Maine 
(From the Maine Mail area. thehosp~atisapprox.1/4 mile 
beyond the Marriott Hotel/Sable Oaks.) 
Or, call us at the number below for more information. 
1-800-JBI-2200 
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AIL SPRING & SUMMER CLOTHING ~p to size 14 
ChenyTree-Marirnekko-SophieDess-Lx>Na-PaperWbite~ Kara van 
SkandiiKids-Cow&Liza,,:!-Wes& Willy-F1apdoodles-W.dgeon 
<;,\iJ.?e ",,\.\dre"2' 
~ v'~ <f "-Jfl C'lothiQ, 
Bears Boats llnd Billygoats 
119 Front Street ~ BATH ~ 443-3240 
1 5 1 Maine Street· BRUNSWICK· 7 29-6642 
Fila Factory Outlet 
Freeport Fashion Mall 
2 Depot Street. Freeport. ME 
865-0462 
PHENOMENAL SALE PRICES 
on Footwear and Apparel 
Open 10-6 Seven Days A Week 




13 Lassell Street 
773-6739 
Pat Bernard has a problem with 
the suburbs not contributing their fair 
share to Portland. "If I was on the 
council," she said . "I'd always be 
watching out for the Portland 
taxpayers." Bernard, 48, is a nursi~g 
unit secretary a t Maine Med, and IS 
'married with two coUege-aged 
children. "1 have time to serve on the 
council," she said. 
One area where Portland pays too 
much for helping the 'burbs, accord-
ing to Bernard, is social services. 
She'd like them regionalized so Port-
landers don't get stuck footing the 
entire bill. ''I've heard of women 
moving to Portland just so they can 
get better services," she said . "We 
should be looking out for our own 
residents first." She proposes that 
people applying for help be ranke~ 
according to how many years they ve 
lived in Portland. "That way,n she 
said, "newcomers would be on the 
bottom of the list." 
And she isn't keen on TIFs. "The 
big flaw," she said, "is that we're 
writing off property taxes without 
any return to the city." And the city 
needs those revenues, she said. She 
would like to see a TIF provision that 
mandates Portlanders be hired for 
any new jobs stemming from a tax 
break. But she'd ' prefer' the state, 
rather 'than the city, pay to keep busi-
nesses from leaving Portland, because 
the state benefits from income taxes. 
Bernard was reluctant to say 
whether she opposed Carolyn 
Cosby's statewide referendum to re-
peal Portland's gay rights ordinance. 
"My problem with gay rights is that 
we're giving approval for people to 
be victimized," she said . She finally 
admitted to opposing Cosby's 
initiative. 
She's also opposed to banning 
topless clubs in the city. "I don't think 
one topless club will ruin Portland's 
reputation," she said . But if more 
clubs tried to open in Portland, then 
she'd change her mind. And after-
hours dance clubs should be allowed 
to stay open if drug and alcohol use 
don't cause problems. But if the clubs 
are located in residential neighbor~ 
hoods, then Bernard feels they should 
close at 1 a.m . 
Bernard is against any property tax 
hikes, even if it was the only way to 
preserve current city services. One 
way she' d like to raise more revenues 
is to have the city levy taxes on hotels 
and restaurants. "But we can't overdo 
it," she said . "We don't want to .drive 
people away from visiting the City." 
She wants to see an audit of city 
departments to learn where money is 
being wasted. She's in favor of 
abolishing county government 
because Portland contributes "way 
too much of our money without [the 
county] being held accountable," she 
said. 
Nan Sawyer 
W Belmont Street 
S79.QB07 
The city council doesn't face many 
I ck-and-white issues, according to 
~n Sawyer. "There's lots of gray 
• she said. That's why Sawyer areas, 
had a difficult time answering some of 
C8W's questions. But Sawyer, 68, a 
lIor and a former teacher, is sure 
rea Id ,. boul one thing: Port an can t raIse 
~ roperty tax rate . "They're at the 
lim i~ N she said. "We have to find a 
, " d h IV way to raise revenues. An s e 
~ieves elderly residents can't afford 
to slay in the city. "Older people are 
ovingout of Portland because they 
III " can't pay their taxes. 
One way to get more revenues, 
Sawyer suggested, is for the Portland 
Thomas Kane delegation to the Legi~lature to s:et 
71 Rosemont Avenue more equitable educatIOnal fundIng 
775-2008 Irom Augusta . But she's not sure if 
Tom Kane calls himself a any increased state funding should be 
the-wool-liberal," but he's also a used 10 reduce the tax rate or increase 
practical politician. "It's pie in school spending. "I guess it should go 
to say we can increase spendinl;' back to the schools," she said, "but I 
Kane said . "We have to live have to sludy it more." 
we have." Bul Sawyer does like TIFs. "They' re 
Kane, 48, works as managerol valuable to Portland," she said. "They 
AmeriCorps' juvenile restitulion ' provide jobs, they're a good invest~ 
victim assistance services ""[IIl"" ment... and they make a significan t 
Portland West Neighborhood difference whether a company decides 
ning Council. He believes the to locale in our community or not." 
saving money in city She realizes that people resent the TIF 
rely more on neighborhoods. He'~ granted 10 UNUM, especially since 
restructure many services toreflld ~einsurance company laid off 300 
neighborhood concerns, usingthf people within months of receiving a 
model already established by the tax break from the city. But she still 
public works department and the : would have voted for it. 
community policing program. Sawyer doesn't see the need for city 
feel they're paying more and services to be increased . "We have to 
less/ he said, "because they make do with what we have," she 
input into the priorities for said. Bul potholes and parking, she 
I dbn't think people feel l<Iid, are two problems that need to be 
in city government. People think addressed. 
'What difference does it make?' She doesn't know if she's in favor 
Citizens feel powerless." of nude dancing or keeping dance 
Kane isn' t willing to vote for a dubs open after 1 a.m. Asked why she 
property tax increase this year, didn't offer an opinion, she said "How 
it' s the only way to preserve (an you have a yes or no answer in 
services. But he would support govemment? The issues are too com-
spending any increase in stateai~ plex.' Other questions she dodged 
education on schools, rather include whether county government 
property tax reduction. He's . should be abolished and whether 
spending city dollars on a Gulfd Portland should have an elected 
Maine Aquarium, and doesn't mayor. 
see the project built anywhere She was ambivalent on whether 
working waterfront. . nonprofi, like hospitals and private 
South Portland side [of Ihe harlx! ~hools, should be paying property 
with a ferry system sounds OK to Iix. 'I don't know," she said. 
me," he said . But she likes the idea of an 
Kane thinks Portland has aquarium, as long the taxpayers don't 
use TIFs effectively. "There's no ~velopay for it. "It can' t be an 
system, no goals," he said. ~dilional tax burden," she said . "But 
first come, first served." He Wllprovide enormous benefits for the 
reconfigure the program Q~.' And she believes the suburbs 
lines used by South Portlana,wlllt ihouid contribute in some way since 
instead of simply handing tlry'd benefit from tourists who came 
a tax break, devotes a tOvisil the aquarium . • 
property taxes from 
improving the infrastruclure 
area . 
Kane supports allowing 
levy local option taxes, but 
what sort of tax would be best. Ii 
against efforts to extend the 
tax to nonprofit orJ~arllZai11U1": '"] 
favor of an elected mayor, 
county government 
include a professional ma.na~"·" 1 
plans to vote against the 
Maine Families referendum 
Portland's gay rights nrdIn' all" " 
opposes shutting down 
d he's dance clubs at 1 a.m., an 





11 Merriam Street 
871-8012 
Mike Roland, 41, has served one 
term on the school committee, 
chairing the subcommittee that 
drafted the expanded sex-ed curricu-
lum later approved by the full school 
committee. Roland would like to see 
condoms available for all students in 
the city's high schools. And he 
opposes Carolyn Cosby's statewide 
initiative that would repeal 
Portland's gay rights ordinance. 
Roland, a baker, advocates site-
based management of the schools, 
though he prefers to call it decentrali~ 
zation. "I want to see local control. .. 
it's the democratic way," he said. 
"The decisions should be made by 
school administrators, teachers and 
students ... not by someone in an 
office somewhere else." 
And decentralization isn't an 
impossible task, he said . "After being 
on the school committee for three 
years, I'm in a position where 1 can 
help make changes," he said. "Work-
ing with other school committee 
members, we can move forward with 
decentralization." 
The next several years won't be 
easy for the district, Roland predicts. 
The lack of state educational funding, 
coupled with impending cuts in 
federal subSidies, will make it 
difficult for the school committee to 
maintain the current budget, he said. 
" And I don't think the city will pick 
up the slack." 
Roland is angry with the way 
education is paid for. "The state and 
~unicipalities are competing to see 
who can cheat kids out of education," 
he said. "We all lose in the long run." 
Roland is the only school commit~ 
tee candidate who admitted he'd 
been arrested . "It was back in the 
early'70s," he said candidly. "I was 
hitchhiking to an anti-war demon-
stration in Washington D.C." But he 
wasn'l' convicted. The judge told him 
never to come back to Delaware. Has 
he ever been back? "I've driven 
through on my way to Washington," 
he said. 
Roland decided to forgo placing 
campaign signs on Portland road-
sides, as he did during his·first 
campaign, saying that they annoy 
drivers and pedestrians. He chal-
lenged his opponents to follow his 
lead. 
Davis Hartwell 
110 Prospect Street 
773~891O 
Hartwell, a lawyer, has never been 
arrested, though hours after being 
interviewed at CBW, he called back to 
say he was once pulled over for 
taking a righl on red where it was 
prohibited. Was he arrested? "No," 
he said. 
Hartwell, 40, opposes Carolyn 
Cosby's referendum. But he also 
opposes condom availability in 
schools. Hartwell was one of several 
parents who opposed clinics for I~w­
income students in the Portland hIgh 
schools on the grounds they would 
provide condoms to students. "There 
is insufficient data [on condom 
effectiveness] to make the deciSion," 
he said. " And it's not the responsibil-
ity of the educational system ." 
He favors site~based management 
of schools. "But with increased 
authority," he warned, "comes 
increased accountability." He believes 
that decentralizing power in the 
district will give teachers more 
autonomy and control over their 
classrooms. "I don't think teachers 
have to be micromanaged from 
above," he said. 
He believes the school administra-
tion is top~hea'vy, "but I can't say if 
it's too big because I don't know if it 
is," he said . "I don' t think it's effec-
tive." With a number of key 
administrative positions open, such 
as staff development, Hartwell 
believes the role of the central office 
should be scrutinized. And Hartwell 
believes the whole district should be 
audited, looking for waste and 
duplication. "Portland taxes, and the 
school budget, are higher than most 
communities in the state," he said. 
"Let's be sure we're getting our 
money's worth." 
The schaal committee needs to use 
vision for the future to prepare the 
school system for the next century, 
Hartwell said. "If we don' t, then our 
future, and our children's, will be 
bleak." 
Scott Erik Richard 
45 Deering Street 
874-9761 
Richard said he can identify with 
today's high school students because 
he's 18 years old. Although Richard 
didn't attend Portland schools, he has 
volunteered at Portland high schools 
teaching students about teen preg-
nancy, AIDS, HIV, and gay and 
lesbian issues. Richard grew up in 
Rumford, but left two~and-a-half 
years ago after he told his school, 
friends and family that he was gay. 
"They freaked out," he said. Ever 
since, he's been living in Portland, 
working as a temp, getting his GED 
and volunteering in Portland schools. 
Condoms should be available to all 
high school students, Richard be-
lieves. And the sex-ed curriculum 
should constantly be reviewed . 
Richard also believes that any extra 
funding from the state should go to 
the schools. "That's what the state 
wants to hear, too," he said. "They 
don't want state money going to 
reduce property taxes." 
He believes that site-based man~ 
agement would save the school 
system money by reducing the 
number of administrators, but that 
"things would run more efficiently 
too," he said. "Have our teachers do 
their own staff development. And pay 
them a little more for doing it." 
But Richard's main concern, if 
elected, would be to get more educa-
tional funding. He compared 
Portland schools to those in Rumford. 
"We had what we needed. We had 
nice buildings, computers and nice 
carpets," he said. " At the King 
Middle School, students are using 
Macintosh Classics [computers], and 
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at Reiche, all the carpets are torn ." 
Rumford got its fair share of money 
from the state, he said, and Portland 
should too. 
And if it doesn' t? "Then we have to 
get some grant writers." Richard 
believes grant writers would be able 
to secure funding for the system, to 
make up for lost revenues from the 
state or city. "There's money out 
there .. . we just have to find it." 
Rick Tomazin 
97 Greenwood Lane 
797-6873 
In 1989, Tomazin won the Second-
ary School Parent of the Year award 
for his involvement in founding the 
citywide Parent Teacher Organization, 
and for his work on the middle school 
task force. He believes involved 
parents play an important role in the 
education of their children. 
Tomazin, 50, an account manager 
for a office furniture company, 
opposes condom availability for 
students. "] feel it's ail inappropriate 
issue for the schools to be involved 
with," he said . " According to my 
three sons ... [high school students] 
know of more sources [for condoms] 
than you or r do." He does support 
the school system's sex-ed curriculum. 
And Tomazin wouldn' t comment 
on whether he supported Carolyn 
Cosby's referendum. "Let's talk 
education," he said . "I don't feel it's 
an appropriate issue for this race." But 
after some prodding, he said he 
doesn't support Cosby, though he still 
refused to say whether or not he 
supported the CMF referendum. 
Tomazin was upset by the recent 
discovery - and the potential 
$500,000 bill for removal - of asbes-
tos in the King Middle School. "Where 
is the money going to come from?" he 
asked . "It's breaking my heart... we'll 
have next to nothing for furniture or 
computers. How are we going to pay 
for it - leave something out?" The 
schools must teach students about 
technology to survive in today's 
world, he said . And yet students are 
using outdated computers, he com-
plained. 
Tomazin supports site-based 
management as the way to run 
Portland schools, but believes some 
things, like plowing and maintenance, 
should be dealt with systemwide. 
"Not everything can be taken that 
far," he said. 
CBWasked all city council and 
school committee candidates if they 
owed any back taxes to the city, state 
or federal government. All the 
candidates, including Tomazin, said 
they did not. After running a check at 
Portland City HaU, CBW discovered 
that Tomazin owes $5,058.82 in back 
property taxes for 1993 and 1994. The 
city has a lien on his house. Asked 
about the back taxes, Tomazin said he 
thought his wife took care of it. Later, 
he called CBW and said that "it was an 
oversight." But he insisted that there 
was not a lien on his property. The 
city finance department says different. 
Campaign profiles researched and written by 
Christopher Barry and Al Diamon. 
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How we're voting on May 2 Tune In for alt-rock 
As the evening jock at WTOS, I am 
writing to respond and give thanks to 
those who wrote about the change in 
our format. 
For City Council at Large: Peter Rickett 
Portlanders are instructed to vote for two candidates in the at-large race, but 
CBW recommends casting just a single vote, and that vote is for Peter Rickett. Why? 
We'll explain below. 
But first, let us explain why we can't endorse either incumbent. 
Keri Lord and John McDonough have six years between them on the city 
council. What have they accomplished? Precisely nothing. They've merely taken up 
space on a council that is crying out for leadership. 
Lord, who received CBW's endorsement three years ago, has been a particular 
disappointment. She's was elected as a voice for the low-income Parks ide neighbor-
endorsements 
hood, but instead has waged a 
ludicrous battle against low-income 
housing on the peninsula. Lord's fear 
of affordable housing even led her to 
prepare guidelines that would have 
stopped the conversion of the former Lafayette Hotel to low-income apartments. 
Last year, Lord had a hand in squelching pro-renter stories in a Parkside neighbor-
hood newsletter. Lord simply has not stood up for the very people who need her 
most. 
As for leadership, Lord is clueless. Anyone who has regularly attended council 
meetings has watched incredulously as she's rambled on, or has delayed voting on 
even minor measures (such as amending the Downtown Improvement District's 
boundaries to exclude one business) until learning how her colleagues cast their 
votes. The council needs leadership badly at a time when the poor are increasingly 
vilified and business interests deified. Lord had her chance and showed she could 
accomplish nothing. 
John McDonough has a similarly lackluster record to show for his three years on 
the council·. McDonough's attempts at leadership have been almost comical, 
consisting primarily of attacks on his colleagues Cheryl Leeman and Charlie 
Harlow. They backfired, but not before McDonough squandered the little political 
capital he had accumulated. 
McDonough, at least, appears to be learning. He's ended his attacks on his 
colleagues, and has taken a more sober approach to local politics. In short, over the 
past three years he's slowly figured out politics. But he still lacks the foresight and 
skills to lead the city in the coming three years. McDonough may well be more 
effective as a gadfly outside the system than a player within it. At any rate, we 
think that's a scenario worth testing. ' 
As for the challengers, they are not an impressive group. Some put forth intrigu-
' ing ideas worth considering - Tony Holt pushes the idea of forming a port 
authority with South Portland; Bruce Weber argues for granting tax breaks only to 
, overheard by Kurth 
Hey, bohemians hanging around in the "arts district," would you 
rather be a volunteer at the State Theatre or get paid in beers to 
work at Geno D'e Rock Club? 
If ~", 9""'1'*0 VoIM-
+u .... Wl-1 .,J.of.(t., i l 'd 
Ix ..,L,er~ I c .... 1d do 
So~ 9.,..d .. ·,; kt. ~ j. 




businesses that have pledged to be green. But most candidates we interviewed 
lacked the right combination of experience and ideas to gain CBWs endorsement. 
The one exception is Peter Rickett. 
Rickett impressed us with his keen intelligence and his insights into city prob. 
lems. We were also impressed with his willingness to speak the truth on the UNUM 
tax break, even though he works for the insurer. (His message: Portland got hosed 
at high-stakes poker because the other team put better players at the table.) 
We don't agree with all of Rickett's stands. The privatization of trash collection 
and other services hasn't proven itself elsewhere, and there's no reason to believe 
Portland should embrace this approach. And we think he's hasty in his support ola 
Portland aquarium. 
But Rickett's obvious strengths and his potential for helping steer a driftingci~ 
council override our misgivings about a few specific issues. 
Now, why vote just once? A "bullet" vote for Rickett in effect doubles your vote 
and gives him a better shot at defeating one of the two incumbents, who have the 
momentum and the power of name recognition. It's not wasting a vote. It's concen. 
trating a vote where it belongs, and makes it more likely that ineffective incumbenG 
will be pushed out of office. 
For City Council, District 3: Thomas Kane 
Thomas Kane is the candidate to support in the District 3 race. He's a clear 
thinker, and he takes the right stands on the issues. He wants to restructure city 
services to allow neighborhoods more say in what they need, but he's adamant that 
city spending can't rise . He wants the city to better define when and why it offers 
tax breaks, and he's opposed to putting an aquarium on the working waterfront. 
What's more, Kane, who works with the AmeriCorps program at Portland West 
promises to bring a broader understanding of the concerns of the working poor. 
That's desperately needed on a council that's proven qUick to favor business 
interests. 
For School Committee: 
Mike Roland and Scott Richard 
Within the next year, the Portland school committee will face a new superinten. 
dent, the continued renovation of the city's three middle schools and shifting 
finances as the state continues to stall on a new educational funding formula. 
As chair of the subcommittee that formulated the sex-ed curriculum, Mike 
Roland has proven that he's effective in picking his way down a thorny path. Hts 
taken a progressive stance on every issue, and manages to be persuasive in a low· 
key style. CBW believes Roland has served Portland well. He deserves another 
term. 
. , 
As mentioned by Peter Webber and 
Dan Short, 105 TOS is now playing 
more new and alternative music than 
any other commercial rock station in 
Maine. The response has been encour-
a~ng and proves that radio listeners 
here in northern New England are Just 
as interested in the fu ture of rock 
musiC as their counterparts in more 
metropolitan areas of the country. 
The phone calls I receive nightly 






listeners in such diverse places as 
Portland, Scarborough, Westbrook, 
Falmoulh, Brunswick and Lewiston 
are joining forces with our long-time 
friends in central and northern Maine. 
We can only read this as a sign tha t 
Ihe entire state has been waiting for an 
alternative to the same old stuff, and 
we're more than happy to make it 
available to all. 
Iwould like to mention that 
I~teners in the Greater Portland area 
who may have trouble receiving 
I05TOS during the day should try 
listening at night. Radio signals are 
temperamental creatures and tend to 
be stronger in the evening. It is not 
uncommon to hear from rockers as far 
away as Lake Placid, N.Y., and we 
lend to attract a sizable portion of the 
northern Vermont and New Hamp-
shire listening areas. I have regular 
listeners who call in from extreme 
northern Maine and Quebec. 
Once again, the favorable response 
, toournew format is much appreci-
ated, and we'd love to hear from 
anyone with suggestions that would 
Scott Richard is not a tested quantity. But as an 18-year-old, he brings a welcome 
perspective of youth to a school committee that hasn't sat through a high school 
class for 20 years. We appreciate his forthright stand on condom distribution (he 
supports it) and on sex education in the schools. Above all, he impressed us with 
his mature grasp of a broad range of educational issues, showing he has a firmer 
understanding of the job than his two other opponents. 
I ~Iow us to continue to improve and 
Richard is getting our vote. We believe he deserves yours, too. 
Polls are open May 2 from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Portlanders un 






Harry Cummings Center, 1 34 Congress St. 
Franklin Towers, 211 Cumberland Avenue 
City Hall, 389 Congress Street 
Community Hall, Peaks Island 
Community Hall, Cliff Island 
2-1 Reiche School, 166 Brackett Street 
2-2 Harbor Terrace, 284 Danforth Street 
2-3 Wayneflete School, 360 Spring Street 
2-4 Bramhall Fire Station, 780 Congress Street 
2-5 Exposition 8uilding , 239 Park Avenue 
3-1 USM Gymnasium, 96 Falmouth Street 
3-2 Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords Street 
3-3&4 St. Patrick's Church, 1342 Congress Street 






Baxter School, 150 Ocean Avenue 
Deering Pavilion, 880 Forest Avenue 
Northfield Green, 147 Allen Avenue 
St. Pius Church, 492 Ocean Avenue 
Washington Gardens, 66 Pembroke Street 
5-1 Central Square Baptist Church, 466 Stevens Avenue 
S-2 Hall School, 23 Orono Road 
5-3 Barron Center, 1145 Brighton Avenue 
5-4 Riverton Community School, 1600 Forest Avenue 
5-5 PRVTC, 196 Allen Avenue 
5-6 Unitarian Universalist Church, 524 Allen Avenue 





Why pay for Gerry 
Adams' security? 
lam curious why the City of 
PONland's taxpayers are footing the 
Support all 
forms of dance 
-t .• 
Although it is important to note the 
contribution of choreographer 
Esduardo Mariscal to Portland's 
dance scene, I take exception to Sarah 
Goodyear's depiction of the local 
dance community as dead or dying. If 
Ms. Goodyear would look beyond the 
genre of modern and explore jazz, 
ballet or streetfunk, she might notice 
some eXciting works in progress. Ram 
Island was a good company and they 
are sorely missed, but enough al-
ready! Why not talk to the people at 
Casco Bay Movers, Portland School of 
Ballet or (gasp) one of several talented 
student choreographers? If we are 
truly interested in building a commu-
nity that is less "fragmented," we 
would do well to support all forms of 






$10.50 per ticket for Twisted Roots 
tickets? "Gimme Something?" Yeah, 
gimme a break. 
~QklUkjLLRU 
Michelle Fugere / 
Portland 
Who cares? 
With so many relevant and interest-
ing issues surrounding the Greater 
Portland area and the State of Maine 
in general, why is the fabled CBW 
wasting so much editorial ink and 
permanently dead trees upon this 
Coulter person? The bottom line is 
that rock 'n' roll is fun, but in the 
overall scheme of things it isn' t any 
more important than the Academy 
Editor: Wayne Curtis Arts Editor: Sarah Goodyear New" Editor: Bob Young Newsdo.:: Christopher Barry PhotoJournaliSts: Tonee Harbert, Colin Malakie Ustln.:_ Czar: 
0iI1 for the security for Gerry Adams, 
president of the Sinn Fein political 
Ilngof the IRA - a known terrorist 
Ilganization.In light of the recent 
Cacko~ a federal bUilding in Okla-
~a CIty, I would think there would 
,I groundswell of disapproval of 
ltislllan coming to Portland. 
A wards, Wrestlemania or whoever is 
currently displaying her implants at 
Mark's Showplace. If you continue 
allowing Coulter to use the editorial 
page as a billboard, however, I do 
believe that you are entitled to receive 
at least 10 per cent of his decidedly 
gross income. (Yes, Coulter, we all 
know that you were hoping someone 
would refer to you as gross.) You've 
had your five minutes, now go out 
and play. 
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Ron Cargill 
Portland Brian Currie 
Portland 
Decorating with Dick 
I read Rick MacPherson's piece 
about the Dick Nixon stamp ("Citi-
zen/ 4.20.95) this morning, and I 
thought, "Hmmm ... now what would ' 
Abbie Hoffman have done with small 
cheap portraits of Dick Nixon that he ' 
could stick anywhere?" I read Rick's 
piece in the bathroom -I do a lot of 
reading there. You? 
. Anyway, there are one or two spots 
In that room where it would be 
amUSing to find Dick's face . (Note: 
The author is not advocating tucking a 
few stamps into your pocket for those 
occasional trips to high traffic public 
facilities for the sale purpose of 
leaving Dick's visage behind. That 
would be wrong.) 
The POSSibilities, like they say, are 
endless. Where would you like to stick 
Dick Nixon? On your clothes? House-
hold receptacles? How about work? 
Where does Dick belong in a hospital? 
Manufacturing plant? Tattoo parlor? 
PC alternative weekly? 
I'll just use them on mail myself. I 
cal)'t wait to send my Mother's Day 
card with Dick Nixon saying, "I am 
not a crook" on the front. For other 
letters I'll go back through Hunter S. 
Thompson's "The Great Shark Hunt" 
for particularly literate quotes. How 
about Nixon as "a man with no soul" 
or" the integrity of a hyena and the ' 
style of a poison toad" (oh ... I like 
that). Or Bobby Kennedy's more 
measured pronouncement that 
"Richard Nixon represel'\ts the dark 
side of American politics." 
Hey, this could be fun again. Abbie 
would have loved it, using the poor, 
witless machinery of government 
against itself with a deliciOUS, de-
mented twist. 
Here's an idea. To help with a 
decorate your mail with Dick cam-
paign, CBW could run a sidebar with 
quotes by and about Nixon that 




Use it or lose it 
The current attack upon the 
standard of living of poor and work-
ing people, the increase in hate, the 
attacks upon those who advocate 
tolerance, indeed celebration, of 
diverSity, and the assault upon 
community support for the arts which 
has gained the upper hand in Wash-
ington did not "just happen." It 
started at the municipal level in 
communities all over the country, in 
communities just like Portland . Right-
wingers are running for school 
boards, water districts, planning 
boards and city councils everywhere, 
and they are getting elected because 
they are organized, well-funded and 
PEOPLE DON'T VOTE! 
April 27, 1995 
the schools on the students and the 
classroom, not on the administrators. 
Mike believes in accountability. 
In addition to working full time 
and helping raise his kids, Mike has 
spent 20 hours a week for the past 
three years, working for the children, 
teachers and parents in Portland. If 
you agree with Mike, take 15 minutes 
on May 2nd to vote. Voting is still a 





Sense of purpose 
With a crowded field vying for 
seats on the Portland City Council, it 
is easy for voters to feel overwhelmed. 
However, in the District 3 race, one 
candidate stands out as an exemplar 
of the kind of leadership which our 
community requires: Nan Sawyer. 
Nan Sawyer combines a deep 
knowledge and understanding of the 
Portland community with an intelli-
gent, thoughtful approach to problem 
solving which draws people into the 
process. In her work for Portland 
Performing Arts, she has maintained a 
vision which can place cultural 
activity within the matrix of events, 
institutions and personalities which 
creates our community. She focuses 
her energy on finding solutions to 
problems, bringing sometimes 
divergent factions together to realize a 
common purpose. 
Nan Sawyer's intelligence, honesty 
and sense of purpose will serve the 
citizens of Portland well. I encourage 
you to support her candidacy. 
James Ba'll Grlfves 
Portland 
In Portland, there is a well orches-
trated effort to dump Mike Roland 
who is running for re-election for 
Portland School Committee. Mike, a 
baker by trade, understands the link 
between public education and 
democratic opportunity. He believes 
in leaving no child behind. Mike 
believes in transferring power from 
the Central Office to the local school 
communities, giving teachers and 
parents a greater say in how the 
schools are run. Mike believes in 
fOCUSing the precious dollars sent to 
Casco 'Bay Weekly welcomes your let-
ters. Please keep your thoughts to less 
than 300 words (longer letters may be 
edited for space reasons), and include 
your address and daytime phone num-
ber. Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 567 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04707, or 
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THE 23RD ANNUAL 
~Id Port Festival 
A:> ~B~. (~~. 'r:":~ "'W";:--;.. ::::.\::.. 
t .. f~"'B"'~q+ "t;,~ \~i. is on its way, Sunday Ju~~'~itb'l- "~l\l.d\Yith it -
~)RT FESTI,/ay, (~~ , 1AM GUIDE 
"'\::~.:... . .... :.:~~::;:::::~ /t~ 
''''". ~"'';'''' 45,000 copies will be printed of , k:;b ~JbMlO(rwill be inserted 
in the June 1st issue of CBW and 15,000 through local businesses. 
For advertising information call 775-6601. 
Ad deadline is May 12th. 
561 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND, ME 04101 
THE OLD PORT FESTIVAL IS A PRODumON OF ClTRINE RESOURCES. 
M:EG RYAN KEVIN 
FREE MOVIE TICKETS FOR MAY 3rd SPECIAL PREVIEW 
(Limited tickets available; stop by 
Available at fifterJIou 
Intimate Apparel Boutique 
762 Congress Street • Pordand 
Sensuous Undergarments 
Along with a few surprises 
Stop on by 
• 775 .. SEXY 
.IIfa'noul Dunkin' Donuts at the comer of Congress and High (top) was 
In 1981 to make way for an urban oasis that has never really 
Can Maine Arts' plans for a summerlong festival (above) make 
Square Plaza the place to be? illustration/Michael Lewis 
OLD THE lATEST PLAN 
TO BREATHE LIFE INTO 
CONGRESS SqUARE 
ACTUALLY WORK? 
April 27, 1995 17 
• By Sarah Goodyear 
It was nearly 14 years ago that the City of Portland bought 
out the Dunkin' Donuts at the corner of High and Congress 
streets, razed the decrepit one-story building it had occupied, 
chased away the prostitutes and lingering hooligans who 
used the intersection as their headquarters and built Con-
gress Square Plaza on the spot. This bold stroke of urban 
planning was hugely successful as far as the prostitutes went 
- they left for Mellen Street, never to darken the newfangled 
would-be oasis. The only problem was, no ol)e ever showed 
up to replace them. 
Since its construction in 1982, Congress Square Plaza, like 
the rest of the city's formerly grand downtown boulevard, 
has been the subject of mucb civic hand wringing. Commit-
tees have been formed, reports written, plans drawn. But 
none of it has worked so far. Even on a sunny spring day, the 
benches of the plaza are usually empty. What is supposed to 
be a magnet for human activity seems to repel people rather 
than attract them. 
But on May 1, the latest optimistic pla'n to make Congress 
Square Plaza work goes into effect. Maine Arts, the Congress 
Street-based organization that orchestrates the Maine Festival 
~~d New Years/Portland, has scheduled a summerlong 
Itmerary of events based in the plaza - concerts, a fashion 
show, activities for kids and seniors, dance parties for teens 
and a mixed bag of other festivities. They're putting up an 
information kiosk and a colorful fabric canopy. They're going 
to paint a new mural on the wall of the plaza's Eastland 
entrance. And Burl Hash, Maine Arts executive director and 
upbeat guy, is convinced that it's going to work this time. 
"It's a definite social experiment of the type Portland has 
been trying to deny," says Hash. "We want people to hang 
out." 
The corner of Congress and High has been a hub of 
Portland's civic life - both its savory and unsavory elements 
- for well over 100 years. In the 1850s, the area was known 
as Hucksters' Row because of the farmers and small entrepre-
neurs who set up stalls along the muddy streets . By the end 
of the First World War, Congress Square was the site of what 
came to be called the League of Nations building, because 
members of at least six nationalities made their homes there. 
When real-estate mogul Harry Rines began building the 
Eastland Hotel on High Street in the late 1920s, he wanted to 
construct a grand entrance for his lavish hostelry on the 
corner where Congress Square Plaza now stands. But he 
couldn't come to terms with another powerful Mainer of the 
day, Gov. Percival Baxter, who owned the parcel, and plans 
fell through. In 1935, a one-story building went up in the 
shadow of the Eastland; originally the home of a Walgreen's, 
this homely structure later became the Dunkin' Donuts that 
Portland loved to hate. 
continued on page 19 
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Lots of bad things can happen to your house. 
car. apartment. condo. boat. mobile home or 
business. But when you're in my care. I'll see 
that you're protected. and we'll get you smiling 





95 Ocean Street. South Portland 
Nat to Smaha's Legion Sq. Mkt.. 
Hours: Mon.·Thurs. 9 WI-8:30 pm. 
Frid.y 9 WI-7 pm. S.turd.y 9 WI- 2 pm 
I:n.. Co:n..cert 
Green Linnet Recording Artists 
J oh.n..lYIcGa.:nn. . 
UPIU DI 
Sunday, April 30, 8 p.m •• Morganfield·s. 
121 Center St.. Portland,lnfo: 207-774-1245 
Winner of the 1985 National Mandolin 
Championship and a founding member 
of The Beacon Hillbillies, McGann 
demonstrates his crystalline playing on a 
mulfitude of string instruments. 
McGann's new aibum-UI'SLIDE 
~ r--tQ n 
Sunday, May 14, 7:30 p.m. 
First Parish Church, 425 Congress St. 
Portland Info: 207-879-1112 
"It's difficult to imagine traditional Celtic 
music sounding any more vital than when 
it's being performed by this electrifying 
young supergroup from Dublin." 
-The New Yorker Altan'sNewalbum-
THE FIRST TEN YEARS: 1986-1995 
woo 
0- ...... 
New CDs by Altan and John McGann 
ON SALE THROUGH MAY 21 ST! 
CD $11 .95 
AMADEUS MUSIC 
, 
332 Fore Street , 
Ponland. Maine 04101 
207-772-8416 
uncommon tapes & CD's 
Silver 
screen 
Bad Boys Martin lawrence and Will Smith star as a 
pair of mismatched cops - one a hedonistic bach-
elor. the other a family man with three kids. They are 
forced to switch lives when an undercover operation 
to recover $100 million in heroin goes awry -
leading to numerous complications and one Irate 
wife. 
The Basketba. Dlarles leonardo DiCaprio is Jim 
Carroll. avant-garde New York poet and singerwhose 
memoirs of adolescence on the mean streets have 
been compared to "Catcher in the Rye." He and his 
good buddies Herbie. Pedro. Neutron and Bobby 
experience sex. drugs and death together as their 
petty theft and drug-taking escalate out of control . 
Boy. on the Side Three women with opposite life 
stories - Mary-louise Parker, who has been diag-
nosed HIV-positive. Whoopi Goldberg as her lesbian 
driver and Drew Barrymore as a single mother·to-be 
- take a cross· country journey together and dis. 
cover family in an unconventional way. 
Brady Bunch Movie Then one day, the lady met this 
fella. He was living with three boys of his own , they 
were four men living all together. but they were all 
alone ... America 's favorite suburbanites are back, 
fighting to save their home from evil land developers. 
Shelley long and Gary Cole star as Carol and Mike 
Brady, with a brood of newcomers, and Henriette 
Mantel in the role of Alice. Groovy, Marcia. 
Bye Bye love Three divorced men try to maintain 
tIleir aplomb during a trying weekend full of difficul-
ties with children, ex-wives and current romantic 
interests. Randy Quaid. Matthew Modine and Paul 
Reiser star as the trio of befuddled dads, along with 
newcomer Johnny Whitworth, who plays the dashing 
fast-food clerk who becomes entangled with two of 
the men's daughters. 
Circle of Friend. Three Irish girls from the country 
move to Dublin to go to University, where they meet 
some urbane young fellows who hfNecarnal plans for 
them. The girls do battle with their strict religious 
upbringings and eventually relent. but two of them 
fall in love with the same guy - catflghts ensue. 
The Cure A neighborhood bad boy strikes up an 
unlikely friendship with a boy who has AIDS. and the 
two spend a summer of adventure looking for a cure. 
Destiny Turns on the Radio A mystical adventure in 
which Julian, a bankrobber. escapes from prison and 
returns to Vegas, only to find that his lady has taken 
up with a fat-<:at casino owner and his partner has 
cracked up and lost all of their money to an enigmatic 
.>tranger. In comes Johnny Destiny(Quentin Tarantino) 
in a 1969 Plymouth Roadrunner-to altereverybodY's 
fate and reveal some mysteries in the process. 
Dolores Claiborne Kathy Bates (the sledgehammer-
swinging lunatlcfrom "Misery") plays a housekeeper 
who Is accused of murdering her boss -Ieeding to 
suspicions that she was responsible for her husband' s 
death 20 years eariler. Forced to talk, the house-
keeper tells the horrible tale of her marriage that 
ended In violence. Jennifer Jason leigh costars as 
Bates' daughter In this thriller based on a novel by 
Steven King. 
Don Juan De Marco Johnny Depp thinks he's the 
Infamous Spanish seducer relncamated. and Marion 
Brando plays the shrink who attempts to convince 
him he'sjust a slut. As the doctor wrangles with his 
patient'S mental Illness. his passion for his wife 
(Faye Dunaway) is reignited by Depp's zest for life. 
Dumb & Dumber Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels play two 
charming doofuses In the dumbest comedy of the 
season. 
ForrMt Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and -Zellg, - Tom Hanks plays a lucky simple-
ton who becomes an all-American football player, a 
Vietnam hero and a shrimp magnate - all the while 
stumbling Into major figures In American history. 
Through the use of old newsreels and high tech. 
Gump gets to Interact with such notables as Presi-
dents Johnson, KennedY and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Elvis how to dance. Sally Reid plays his 
mother; Robin Wright. his love Interest. Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future-). 
The Goofy Movie Goofy and his teenage son, Max. 
set out on a road trip and have a series of animated 
misadventures that strengthen their father-dogjboy-
dog bond. 
Jetrerson In Parts Nick Nolte dons a wig and breeches 
to become Thomas Jefferson, In a visually alluring 
film that explores the dead President's life duringthe 
post-revolutionary war years. his hypocritical owner-
'1;hlp of slaves and the affair that he had with one of 
the women In his bondage. Blgon research. small on 
plot. 
Jury Duty A comedy about the legal system starring 
Pauly Shore and Tla Carrere, with Shore as the jury 
foreman In a murder trial. How timely. 
Just Cause Sean Connery stars as an investigative 
journalist who comes to the defense of acrimlnal on 
death row (Blair Underwood). who he believes to be 
innocent, Connery's series of vehement articles free 
tile wrongly accused Inmate - but then trigger a 
series of horrific killings. To clear his conscience, 
Connery sets out to find the man he saved and 
resolve the crimes. Also featured are Kate Capshaw 
as Connery's wife. and laurence Rshburne, as the 
detective who jailed Underwood to begin with. 
KIss of Death David Caruso, Nicholas Cage and 
Helen Hunt star In this remake of Henry Hathaway' s 
1947 classic, In which an ex-con (Caruso) is manipu-
lated into committing a crime for his cousin - only 
to take the fall and wind up ~ack in jail. He agrees to 
turn state's evidence to get out of prison. only to 
come up against a psychopathic gangster, Cage-
a character so nasty in the original version that he 
shoves an old lady in a wheelchair down a flight of 
stairs. 
Leeend. of the Fall The epic story of a father 
(Anthony Hopkins. again) and his three sons (Aidan 
QUinn , Henry Thomas and YAHOO! Brad Pitt) set In 
Montana, circa 1912. The action spans three de. 
cades, during Montana' 5 transition from frontier to 
its modern state, including several wars and broken 
hearts. From "Glory" director Edward Zwick. ' 
Muriel'. Wedding If you've ever felt unattractive, 
unwelcome or outcast. you'lI love Muriel Heslop-
an overweight. 22 year-old high school dropout with 
a low self-esteem who struggles to make something 
of he~self in spite of constant verbal abuse from her 
father. She decides to move to Sydney. Austral ia, 
with a girlfriend in the hopes of transforming her life 
- but her friend contracts cancer and Muriel has to 
care tOf' her. Only one of her fantasies comes true-
marriage, when she weds a South African swimmer 
who needs official status in Australia to compete in 
the Olympics. Oh. hurrah . 
Outbreak Dustin Hoffman returns to the sllverscreen 
as a former army colonel whose estranged wife 
(Rene Russo) teams up with him to helpfight a lethal 
vi rus that is multiplying without cease. Morgan Free-
man lends support as General Billy Ford In this 
medical thriller from director Wolfgang Petersen. 
Written by Ted Tally ("Silence of the lambs"), In 
collaboration w~hvlral specialist Dr . lawrence Dworet 
and Robert Roy Pool. 
The Pebble and the Penguin Martin Short. James 
Belushl and Tim Curry are the voices behind the 
animated characters in this tale of a lovestruck 
penguin, Hubie. Hubie endures the trials of courtship 
in his pursuit of the beautiful Marina, who mayor may 
not be a pebble - sort of a Pepe le Pew storywithout 
the accent . 
Prle.t Set in a working-class parlsh in liverpool, th is 
controversial film explores issues currently facing 
the Catholic Church. A homosexual priest Is driven 
out of the church - and simultaneouly faced with a 
moral dilemma otthat makes him question his faith: 
a parishionercontesses to abusing his daughter and 
the priest is torn between going to the police and 
breaking the seal ofthe confessional. Denounced by 
the Catholic church as blasphemous - what better 
reason to see it? 
Pulp Action Three Intertwining stories about drugs 
and thugs set in the seedy. violent underground of 
l.A. The all-star cast includes Uma Thurman. John 
Travolta, Samuell.Jackson, Bruce Willis and Harvey 
Ke~el. Directed by Quentin Tarantino ("Reservoir 
Dogs"). The film was awarded the Palme d'Or at 
Cannes. 
Que.n Marcot In this historical saga full of 
backstabblng and violence, Isabelle AdJani smokes 
as Marguerite, daughter of the evil and manipulative 
Catherine de MedicI. The film Is set In 16th-century 
France. where the battling between Catholics and 
Protestants Is destroying the country - and the 
Catholic royalty Is in trouble. De Medici arranges the 
marriage of Marguerite and Henri of Navarre. leader 
of the Protestant opposition. In an attempt to create 
peace. but ends up subverting the union out of her 
lust for control. Marguerite is so appalled at her 
family'S behaviorthatshe rejects her own people and 
joins forces with a husband she Initially didn't like. 
Rob Roy liam Neeson plays 18th-century Scottish 
hero Rob Roy - leader of the MacGregor clan and 
last of a dying breed of honorable men. who becomes 
a pawn in a vicious plot of the Marquis de Montrose. 
Roy escapes to the North. assuming that his family 
will be safe, since not even the Marquis would wage 
war on women and children . Not so. When he disco .... 
ers that his brave wife Mary (Jessica lange) and all 
of his children were brutally evicted and the family 
home burned to the ground. he wages a private war 
on the Marquis - to the delight of the Marquis' 
oppressed tenants. 
Sllallow Grave A black bit of humor from former 'IV 
director Danny Boyle. "Shallow Grave" is the story of 
a trio offr1ends In moderrKJay Scotland who find their 
fourth roommate's corpse along with a bunch of 
money and a stash of drugs. Their moral fiber rapidly 
diSintegrates as they agree to hide the body and keep 
the cash, only to begin double-crossing each other In 
a deadly game with thugs and drug dealers. 
Tommy Boy Chris Fa~ey, of "Saturday Night Uve" 
fame. stars as the III-starred son of a wealthy auto 
parts tycoon, played by Brian Dennehy. In eddltlon to 
trying to take over the family business, the son has 
to deal with his new stepmother (Bo Derek) and his 
weasely stepbrother (Rob Lowe). From the writers of 
"Wayne's Worid. " 
Top DoC Hurrahl Chuck Norris retums to the sliver 
screen for an Inslghtful.nd sensitive performance as 
Jake Wilder. San Diego's toughest cop. Sidekick 
Reno (a dog) and Wilder avert an International terror-
Ist plot to destroy their beloved city. 
WhII. You Wer. SIeepInC Sandra Bullock Is working 
the ticket counter In a train station when this hand-
some fella (Peter Gallagher) comes Into the queue 
and BANG! she falls In love with him. Then . BANG! he 
tumbles onto the train tracks and ends up in a coma. 
She takes him to the hosp~al, where his family leaps 
to the conclusion that she is his fiancee. But his 
brother looks kind of cute ... 
VlllaCe of the Damned Kirstie Alley and Christopher 
Reeve star in John Carpenter's remake of the 1960s 
Brit thriller about a town beset by alien children. 
Whats worse? Kirstie Alley or aliens? 
where GOOD INTENTIONS 
Owing to scheduling changes 
goes to press, moviegoers 
to confirm times with theater: 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mali 
Maine Mall Road, S. PO~&lI 
774-1022 
Dates effective Apr 28-May4 




Tommy Boy (PG-13) 
3 ;15. 5:25. 7;40.9;50 
Don Juan De Marco (PG-1.11 
12:45. 3 ;05, 5;20. 7;30,9:): 
While You Were Sleeping(PlI 
1;05, 3;10, 5;20, 7;30, 9:~ 
Jury Duty (PG-13) 
2;55, 7;15 
Priest (R) 
4;30, 7. 9:15 
The Cure (PG-13) 
12:45, 5:05, 9;25 
OJItinued from page 17 
Tune was not kind to Congress 
~are. By the mid-70s, with the 
downtown economy in free-fall as 
~oppers went to the m.all, the intersec-
. n of Congress and High had become 
~hlemish on fair Portland's civic body, 
mel bureaucrats were determined to 
enforce change. People were hanging 
out aU right, but not the right people. 
~e city wants strolling shoppers -
noIstreet walkers - attracted to an 
iIDproved Congress Square," the 
rreningExpress reported in 1977. City 
Councilor Edward Bernstein called the 
awner' a disgrace and an absolute 
~: while City Manager A.J. 
WUson referred to it as a "dispensary 
tor prostitutes. " . 
In the spirit of the times, when 
mtire urban neighborhoods were 
1eI~led to make room for grandiose 
plinning schemes, the city pursued big 
lIderal money for a social engineering 
Village of the Damned (H) plO~ct that Wilson described as 
12;55. 3 ;15. 5 ;20. 7:25,9:3: 'trying to create a situation that 
DestIny Turns on the Rad~ la manges the total 
despite the success of the Portland 
Museum of Art, bUilt just across the 
street at the same time with the help of 
the same federal grants, Congress 
Square Plaza has never worked . The 
majority of the people who have 
chosen to hang out there over the years 
are the kind of people the city frowns 
upon - "street people," as they were 
referred to in a recent Portland Press 
Herald article. 
In 1991, the City Council formed a 
committee to make recommendations 
to breathe life into the moribund spot. 
Then-councilor Peter O'Donnell 
authored a report that suggested some 
physical improvements - raiSing the 
clock so it could be seen from across 
the street, building a multimedia 
information center - along with a 
cafe, vendors, festivals, and evening 
concerts. "Improvements alone 
without programmed activities will fail 
to enliven Congress Square Park and 
make it the successful urban space it 
12;50, 3, 5 ;15, 7;35. 9:50 
Hoyts Clark's Pon~ 
333 Clark 's Rd., S. Portlifll 
879-1511 





~e!1 for urban 
What city planners envisioned as a 
clean sweep of the human vermin 
who congregated at the doughnut 
shOp became a sticky mess. 





space with ~elopment grants continued . 
Pirlland bureaucrats spent thousands 
Dolores ClaIborne (R) of doJlars jetting back and forth to 
12;50, 3;50, 6:40,9;25 '1 fi II . 1981 th Washington unll na y, In ,e Circle of Friends (PG-ill 
1;20.4;10,6;50.9:05 money was secured.The city bought 
Bad Boys (R) OOIDunkin' Donuts for just under 
1:10. 4, 6:45. 9;15 !l5,COO. then leveled the building. 
The Goofy Movie (G) 
1, 3, 5, 7 
Rob Roy (R) 
12;40. 3;40, 6;30,9;20 
Jefferson In Paris (PG) 
8;50 
KIss of Death (R) 
1;40. 4;30, 7;10, 9:30 
Basketball Diaries (R) 
1;30. 4;20, 6:55,9;10 
Top Dog (PG) 
12;30, 2:40. 4;40. 7:05,9 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St, Portlano 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Queen Margot 
Apr 26-May 2 




Wed-Fri 5, 7. 9 
Sat & Sun 1. 5. 9 
Temple and Middle streets, 
772-9751 
Dates effective Apr 28-Mar l 
Bul what city planners envisioned 
~adean sweep of the human vermin 
who congregated at the doughnut shop 
a sticky mess. The project 
fell behind schedule. Sabia 
ICoru,lrucl:ion, the Vermont firm that 
the contract, advertised jobs that 
and an angry crowd of 
hil!lmplo,yed workers showed up at the 
Then a subcontractor used 
fill as the foundation for the 
- powered by the clockworks 
from another casualty of urban 
Union Square Station -
1 .. ,.'1 .. :',: ·'co unless you were stand-
Dumb .. Dumber (PG-13) next to it. 
4;20, 9;50 '''I h 
'" per aps the most conspicuous Legends of the Fill (R) 
3;30, 9 failure of Congress 
Brady Bunch Movie (PG-Il) goes far beyond the early 
1;40 (Sat & Sun only), 6;5C difficulties and construction 
Boys on the SIde (H) The real problem is, the 
3;50, 6;40, 9;10 is uninviting. Maybe it's the fact 
Muriel's Wedding is sUnken down from the 
1 ;10 (Sat & Sun only). 4, level, or the randomly placed 
Forrest Gump (PG-il) ,.IiJi£tled. 12;50 (Sat & Sun only), . Maybe it's the towering 
9;20 Hotel in the background. 
The Pebble" the is, Congress Square Plaza 
1 (Sat & Sun only) have that magic something 
Just Cause (R) good public space needs, that 
1;30 (Sat & Sun only), 4;10, quality that makes you 
Bye Bye Love (PG-il) and sit awhile. And 1;20 (Sat & Sun only), 7 
diverse community populations will it 
overcome its negative image as a hang-
out corner." But O'Donnell was 
skeptical that the project would be 
adequately funded . "I accept the need 
to defer some expenditures for a 
year , .. . But let's move ahead aggres-
sively these next several months to 
finish the job we started 10 years ago." 
Three years after those words were 
written, the city has finally decided to 
pony up some money for Congress 
Square. The project is pegged as an 
"early achievable" in the larger plan to 
create a "downtown arts district," an 
elusive creature that city planners hope 
will cure the economic malaise of 
Congress Street. The city's financial 
obligation to Congress Square includes 
$17,500 for physical improvements 
such as a stage, portable toilets and 
furniture for an outdoor cafe, and 
roughly $25,000 for the first year's 
programming. Maine Arts is raising 
another $30,000 or so through grants, 
sponsorship and income earned from 
food sales and admission fees to 
certain events. 
The people at Maine Arts have gone 
ou t of their way to be inclusive in the 
hopes of shaking the curse at the 
corner of Congress and High. "There 
are a number of key constituencies 
cheek by jowl in Congress Square," 
says Bruce Hazard, whose title on the 
project is Comm unity Arts Associate. 
"There are elderly people living in 
subsidized housing, museum visitors, 
young people, office workers . These 
groups live and work and play in an 
uneasy relationship. We have to figure 
out how to bring people into the 
square in a way that allows for healthy 
interaction, how to break down 
psychological barriers. We're hoping 
there's going to be a community of 
park users." 
Maybe this time, the best-laid plans 
will tum out as intended. One thing is 
certain; Urban renewal may come and 
go, but Congress Square remains. c.-
April 27, 1995 





LA. Performarce Troupe 
Sta-ring: 
Miss Kitty , 
AMERICAN RENAlSSANCETIIFATER 
presents 
play oj romance and adventure 
C'SmbeCITle 
by William Shakespeare 
directed by Martin Schindler 
original sco~ by lames A. Alberry 
April 27 - May 7 
Thursday - Saturday at 8:00 
Sundays at 5:00 
NOW ON SUNDAYS 
FROM 6·8:)0 P.M. 
FROIENDRINKS 
"FREE FEAST! 






by M"RiIEE RY"N 
An original tragicomedy about 
900-numbers. chinese food , cigarettes, 
and the fear of . someone you love 
mom GO THE BEATlES 
Newton Waqland, PSO Guest Conductor 
SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 7:30 PM • CUMBERlAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
Hear the PSO and this Grammy award-winning conductor do the Beatles. 
Yull, Yuh, Yealll Yesterday, Hard Day's Night. and many more. Those long-haired lads 
really could write a melody, and tills orche ..... can play it like nobody else. 
(And believe ~ or not, the sound at the Ci~c Center is darn good.) 
...... ~)IqI/'" ~1LI- ~".'."." .........,,~  CA.'. 
TICKETS; $10. $20, $25, $30, $35 
PORTLAND ,SYMPHONY OReHI5TH 
773.8191 Q~ 80N39.2309 flOOTBCQIoWIHC'AlDIS 
19 







Wednesday throu6h "'uuday: 
Dinner: 5:30 PM - 9:30 PM 
at'Rjggs Cove try OUR N[W: 
Ni&hthawk Happy Hour 
in the T.vem 10 pm - midni5ht 
off of route 1'27 in the 
Robinhood Marine Center 
Robinhcxx:1 Road. Ceor8elown Maine 
only 10 minuleil from 58th 
(207) 371-2530 fOR Rf:<IIERVATIONS 
Jewekr.s 
~~f'C>R'< 
A COOPERATIVE ENDEAVOR 
SPRING SALE 
APRil 27TH-/'MY 4TH 
10%-50% SAVINGS 
MAIm<A SULUVAN • TIFFANY SZAIO 
ClNP'Y EDWARDS' MI~E HOFHEIMlR 
JoHN HARRIS' MERIDETH YOUN' • LISA HALL 
30 EXCHANGE STREET-3RD FLOOR 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
: THE MOVIES .. • • 
APRIL 19·2,5 
WED-TUE 5, 7, 9; SAT-SUN MAT 1,3 
HEAVENLY CREATURES 
APRIL 2,6·MAY 2, 
WED-TUE 5, 8; SAT-SUN MAT 2 
QlUlEJEN' ~Gar 
• 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND 772.·9600 • 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
Undercover Mystery Bookshop 
Specializing in Mystery, Suspense 
& Espionage Fiction 
I=---~ 
Both New and Used 
4 City Center 
Portland • 761-4604 
Don't forget to bring your 
used books for store credit! 
Your Gardeni 
Angel! 
PERENNIAL FLOWERS BRING 
COLOR YEAR AFTER YEAR! 
Our stock is field grown 
already survived Maine w;~ 
207 -675-3221 
,.....,...'-\"'"' ... DN'AUCSUr' .. ""., 
hre1PIW .... 
~ar'a.van Beac/.s® 
~ 761 -2503 
449 Forest Ave, Portland 
Celebrate spring 
'th our new sunflowers! 
Classes every 
weekend --call 
or stop by for a 
schedule. DafIII (I CIII 
B~~C~ , ::~ __ ~============~-J '--_--:""""'=-_ Steep Falls, 
Are you wondering 
in your old flower beds? 
WE CAN TELL 
We'll clean it up and get' 
ready for summer! 
Designs for new beds tell 
the plants are, what color 
when they come up. We 






F Union Station Plaza, Portland 
£urinE' 12K 60 14K Diamonds 6-Pm" 
by [kv", DDD"'n 
50 EXCHANGE ST., PORTIAND, ME' 207-761-4132 
friday & Salurday 
nIghts B pm 
Apd128.29 
May5.6,12,1 3 
Mo ..... 2:00 '"' Sunday. May 7 
;;.: 'r " -,."" 
642-:574:5 
100 jds pa.1fw. 
intenedlon of 
1"", .. 35&1 14 
$8" M,h. 




Mahill1shl Mahesh Yogi 'Nho IIlttxb::ed 
Transcandental Meditation 37 years ago 
and brought enlightenment kl milions of 
people In the world, Is now introducilg 
irtaI knowledge of Na1uraJ law. 
A Simple, natural 
technique to: 
• Eliminate stress 
• Reduce anxiety 
• Improve heallh 






575 Forest Ave., Ptld. 
For moR infOtmiltion call 
774-IlOS 
22 Casco Bay Weekly 
AlVIN AllfY 
AMfRICAN DANCf IHfAlfR 
Judith Jamison, Artistic Director Masazumi Chaya, Associate Artistic Director 
Photo by James McLoughlin 11 to rl: Renee Robinson, Sarita Allen, Desiree Vlad. Nasha Thomas, Elizabeth Roxas 
Sunday, May 7, 199 S • 7:00 p.m. 
Cumberland County Civic Center 
• 
TIckets $12, 30, 38 
• '. (half price for children) 
Modern, jazz, blues, gospel. 
This internationally acclaimed company creates thoroughly 
original danee to the music of black America. Experience a 
program of dance that breaks ground and barriers. 
HmJII'J \/ '1' rnn:IrJ COLE II :\ .'" :\ ... :.~.~r .J\lt \ 
Alvin Ailey American Dance Thealer is sponsored by Philip Morris Companies Inc. 
Portland Concert Association 207-772-8630 or 1-800-639-2707 ME/NH' 'Donofed by FRONTIER 
"LEARNING HOW TO FLY" 
TUCK & PATTI 'S EpIC 





REMAKES OF CLASSIC 
SONGS BY EARTH, 
WIND & FIRE, 
JONI MITCHELL AND 
JIMI HENDRIX, PLUS 
NEWLY RECORDED 
ORIGINALS. 
THE SOUND OF 
GUITAR AND VOCALS 
WILL NEVER BE 
THE SAME. 
PRODUCED BY PATTI CATHCART. 
MANAGEMENT: .JON BLAUFARB AND .JEFF KWATINETZ AT Q ENTERTAINMENT 
• _pler.cQrdllroup • .... Ie· AND '* •••. U ... .. A,. . " TN . or .. . . "'SCA ••••• ,.." .... ......... ONY ...... Ie ",0111' •• ., .. 11,.. ••• " '"'c , 
AVAILABLE AT MALLSIDE PLAZA 
'1 2.1111 CD SOUTH PORTLAND 
'7.911 TAPE 871-8951 
....... with Gr. P-_ Tipperary Pub, 
~ TIJI'8 Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161. 
................ (techno. tribal, trance/live karaoke 
"j;rtroomwflh Nick) The Underground, 3 Spring 
~pOftIand. 773-3315. • 
...... Opel! Mk: wtth Son Vo The Wrong Brothers' 
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Failing to find Mr. Preston 
Apri127, 1995 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a I;sti~ 
considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, 
complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to 
lit. (. 
.... """w.,...Kr_.r grunge proneers) Zoott, 
3lfolBstAI'e, portland. 773-a187. 
!hde elusive, brilliant writer defies explanation 
In eath as in life 
• By Al Diamon 
stage 
·A .... rtc.n Journey." USM Theater Department pre-
mieres an original play created through research, 
improvisation and scripting that explores the Indi· 
vidual "journeys " that five characters take as they 
deal with contemporary life in America. Shows May 3-
5 at 7:30 pm in the Lab Theatre of Russell Hall. 
Gorham campus. Tix: $4. 780-5483. 
·Artful lives" Actress Robin Lane gives a one-
woman portrayal of Mary Cassatt, Frida Kahlo and 
Georgia O'Keeffe, Apr 28 at 8 pm, at the Arst 
Universalist Church, 146 Main St, Yarmouth. Tlx: $8. 
84&4148. 
·Clnder.lla" Maine State Ballet Presents the classic 
fairy tale, May 5 at 7:30 pm, May 6 at 1:30 & 7:30 
pm and May 7 at 1:30 pm - at the State Theatre, 
609 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $15-$35. 856-1663. 
uCymbeline" American Renaissance Theater pre-
sents Shakespeare's last romance - the story of 
King Cymbellne, his headstrong daughter, Imogen, 
and her true love, Posthumus. The King's wishes for 
Imogen's marriage are foiled and he sets In motion 
a whirlwind of events that parts the lovers and 
assails them with Intrigue and adversity at every turn. 
Shows Apr 27-May 7 at the Oak Street Theater, 92 
Oak St, Portland, with performances Thurs·Sat at 8 
pm and Sundays at 5 pm. Tlx: $10. 775-5103. 
"David • LIsa" Theater Project, 14 School St, 
Brunswick. The Young Company performs the tale of 
two emotionally disturbed adolescents who develop 
a friendship that grows into love. Shows Apr 28-May 
7, Fri & Sat at 7:30 pm and Sundays at 3 pm. Tix: $5. 
729-8584. 
"A Dream of Canaries" USM's Theatre Department 
presents a cutting-edge political drama about a call 
girt and a gigolo who form an uneasy alliance in their 
attempt to escape a militaristic Latin American gov· 
ernment. Shows Apr 29 at 7:30 pm and Apr 30 at 5 
pm -In the former Steego building on the Portland 
campus. Tix: $7 ($4 students). 780-5483. 
"Fool lor Lov." The Originals present SamShepherd's 
tale of love, hate and the dying myths of the Old West 
in a love story with an unsettling twist. Shows Apr27-
29 at 7 pm. TIx: $9 ($7 students/seniors). 929-
5412. 
·Let's Kill the Bos." Mystery Cafe presents a mur-
der·mystery dinner theatre, Apr 28 at Cafe 
Stroudwater, Embassy Suites, 1050 Westbrook St, 
Portland. 775-0031. 
·P,elude to a Kiss' Public Theatre, corner of Lisbon 
& Maple Streets, LeWiston. presents the tale of the 
perfect couple, just on the verge of completing their 
storybook wedding - when suddenly a mysterious 
old man appears and kisses the bride, sending them 
on a magical journey. Shows May 5-14, with perfor· 
mances at8 pm, Thurs-Sat and 2 pm at Sunday. Tlx: 
$10 ($8 students/ seniors). 782·3200. 
"Soundlnc the LlYinc LiCht" Ellen Oak, musician , 
dancer and liturgist in the Roman Catholic trad ition , 
performs a on~oman show of the music and 
writings of Hildegard of Bingen. a Benedictine nun. 
UsIng costumes, props, and movement, Oak sings 
and speaks in Hildegard's voice - Apr 28 at 8 pm, 
at St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St, Portland . Tix: 
$10 advance ($12 door). 832·2007. 
"42nd St,eet" Portland Lyric Theater, 176 Sawyer 
51. S. Portland. Chorus girls vie for star billing and 
seedy characters plot for their moment in the sun in 
this musical about the back·stage workings of a 
Broadway show, Apr 28-May 14, with performances 
Fri & Sat at 8 pm and Sunday at 2:30 pm. Tix: $13 
Fri & Sat ($11 Sunday matinees). 774-1904. 
-Mrs. Warren's Profession" Portland Stage Com-
pany presents the story of a mysterious madam who 
squares off with her sophisticated daughter In George 
Bernard Shaw's electrifying drama. The war between 
the sexes and Victorian notions of sexuality come 
into playas the two women are forced to choose 
between their own impulses and the expectations of 
male society. Shows Apr 27 -May 20, w~h perfor-
ma"ces Tues·Thurs at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 
5 & 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm. (Apr 30 at 7:30 pm.) TIx: 
$20-$29 ($15·$24 students/ seniors). 774-0465. 
auditions/etc 
AudltJons Shenanigans productions seeks male 
actors age 25 and up for "Early One Evening at the 
Rainbow Bar & Grille." Tryout Apr 29 from 1·3 pm at 
Portland Stage Company's rehearsal hall, 25A For· 
est Ave, Portland . 846-6825. 
Maine SUmmer Dramatic Institute Is holding audi-
tions for the 1995 summer program, a slx_ek 
conservatory program for high school age actors and 
theater technicians, Apr 29 & 30 and May 6 & 7, at 
the Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St. Portland. 865-
4982. 
T_ TaI.nt ChaJIenC. A talent competition In the 
theater arts. Apr 29 at Catherine Macauley High 
School, 631 Stevens Ave - Junior dMslon at 10 am 
and senior division at 1:30 pm. Two grand prizes of 
$1.000 each - proceeds to benefit Portland Lyric 




_1111«81_ Blond (blues/R&B/soul) The Big 
[Jsj, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
DJ. ....... G. (boogie oogie oogie) Citi, 145 
.,...t>eC St, portland. 772·5699. 
IoIlIIc:/IOIodor, RallO. Peter Cummln The Com· 
~Connection, 434 Fore St, Portland. 774-5554. 
III 8IIkHI" (after hours acoustic show) Elvis 
R>lI1, 25 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-0474. 
Bruce fithian. Friends (period music ..... (rock) Free Street Taverna, 128 Free St, 
songs and medieval works) 8 pm at lfIIand. 774-1114. 
Hall, Gorham campus. Tix: $8 ($4 .. wItII'~RegularElnstaln. (rock)Geno's,13 
niors). 780-5555. .,.,,51, portland . 772·7891. 
Kevin Morse (ultimate classical gUitaostla""" (Il1o 14 (original alt·rock - CD release party) 
Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 ~Klilam's, 55 MarketSt, Portland. 761.2787. 
$10. 775·2301. 
IIIF<1ef (rock) Malldi 's, 36 Market St, Portland. 
!11-1881. 
t d 29 .,.CIIIon(kingoftheharp-Showsat7andl0 sa u r ay " IMorgoofteld's, 121 Center St, Portland. 774-
1145. 
Pop Go the Beatles (Portland SYlnpho"'o ..... IIIICIoInY PIe (a~-rock covers) Old Port Tavern, 11 
7:30 pm at the Cumberland IIoJlOnSt, Portland. 774-0444. 
Portland. Tlx: $10-$35. 773-a191. IJIIIIoEJrtatheBroadcuter. (rockabilly) Raoul's, 
I65fo1BstAvenue, Portland. 773-6886. 
tuesday 2 
.-0 TIXI (Island rock) Seamen's Club. 1 Ex. 
_ St, Portland. 772·7311. 
...,.'0lIl (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, 
S.portland.7674627. 
TIsII HlnoJosa'l. BcHd,,,T •• u,(M,,xiCilr>At,,,,,,,,I ..,Woodtnan (cover rock) T·Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
•. 77J.8040. 
,. J", .Ol>-U:'.)J, ...... -.II(lrlsh music) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
I"H~.I , S. Portland. 7756161. 
Before Portland Writer John Preston died of AIDS a 
year a.go, he arranged for his own memorial service 
an EpIscopal high mass at St. Luke's Cathedral. Aft~r­
wards, aggrl.eved family, friends, fans, acquaintances 
and app.renhces tned to reconcile the Preston they 
:ew w~t~ the man they had just heard extolled for his 
eep rehglOus beliefs. For some mourners, the idea of 
Preston as a devout Christian was particularly difficult 
to accept. One close friend was barely able to contain 
her anger at those she believed had coopted the 
memory of a great iconoclast and rebel. Others just 
seemed puzzled by Preston's final metamorphOSis. 
Very few appear~d comfortable with this unexpected 
form of leave-taking. Which was probably exactly 
what the dear departed intended. 
John Preston liked to play roles: pornogra h 
AIDS . . . per, 
achvlst, hterary lion sexual outlaw . , , even pIOUS 
churchgoer. Preston constructed each of these perfor-
manc~s out of :ar.ying mixtures of truth and fantasy, 
conSCIOusly bUlldmg up his legend But P t I . res on, a -
thou.gh hardly adverse to the honors and esteem his 
~nhngs b~ought him in the final years of his life, was 
mterest~d m far more than mere self-aggrandizement. 
He was mtent on building a complete mythology, not 
only about himself, but about what it was to be a gay 
man in the late 20th century. All his role-playing, re-
working and experi-
.. , Junction (rock) The Wrong Brother's Pub, 
mentation contributed Just Who was this man? 
Jad Azkoul May 5 (classical .,,1lIlI<leSlAVenlle, Portland, 775·1944. 
Corthell Hall , Gorham campus. IX: ~OI!4lti11 
780-5555. "Looking for Mr. Preston: 
to that goal, but it left a laby-
rinthine course for anyone 
seeking the real John Preston 
to follow. 
T ...... the Hlpshake,s (blues/ R&B/ 
o",.lIJIIIIIi'oBiig Easy, 416 ForeSt, Portland. 780-1207. 
A Celebration of the 
Writer's Life. Interviews, 
Essays and Personal 
Reminiscences of John 
Preston." Edited by Laura 
Antoniou; Richard Kasak 
Books, New York, N.Y.; 
hardcover, 298 pages; 
If the new book "Looking 
for Mr. Preston" is any indi-
cation, John remains as elu-
sive a ye~r after his death as 
he was at his funeral. More 
than two dozen writers at-
(Irish tunes with African drums) 
,57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Jazz Nol,j"The 81g Sleep· (J3Zl!IXIliiltJ..hoot G. (boogie oogie oogie) Citi, 145 
on Stage series) Portland Per10rrnln~ St, Portland. 772·5699. 
- film screening at 5:30 pm, Clyde's Pub. 173 Ocean St. S. Portland. 
Tix: $16. (761·1545 . 
Credol May 7 (Portland r.nrnmllnilv 
member vocal group) 0 ;;~p~'~~~~::JI~:!IL~IdoCSeason(grunge) Geno's,13 Brown 
Immaculate Conception, ", 
Cumberland Ave. Portland. Tix: $8 (15-t._W",.tIwIth From G_Homes(hickpop/ 
students). 892·9437. ,I rock) Granny Killam's, 55 Market 
.... ,~ .. -'". 761·2787. 
Throwing Muses May 19 ( i , meI~'''''' 
Kristin Hersh on vocals) 8 pm at PIe (8~~ock covers) Old Port Tavern. 11 
609 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $15.!<1"~:~ Portland. 774-0444. 
admission. 879-1112. 
clubs 
(al~American rock) Raoul 's, 865 For-
Portland. 773-a886. 
~11y with B11I Prlc. (mellow rock) 
Club,1 Exchange St, Portland. 772.7311. 
thursday 27(IMn..u .... 
Lak. La,sson • the Soul Benders rbllues, ~ 11"1'«. 
Big Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. (rock) The Wrong Brother's Pub, 
Ya Golla Wanna (a cappella trio)Citi , 145~"~""A~enu". Portland, 775-1944. 
St. Portland . 772·5699. Will DIne. PIIrty WIth D.l. Frad Kennedy 
Karaok. Clyde's Pub, 173 OCean St, Zoott, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
7994473. 
Comedy Showcase The Comedy 
Fore St, Portland. 774-5554. 
Go Button (rockabilly) Free Street """ .... ," 
St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Rogues M.c:h (Irish flavored rock) 
55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
David G_ (pop) Khalidl's CreatiYe 
Market St, Portland. 871·1881. 
day 30 
(Irish mUSic) Brian Boru 57 Center St 78(H506. • , 
Brotherhood DoCS (power rock ~~J""'''''~Ih_,_ 
121 Center St, Portland. 774-5 COmedy Connection, 434 Fore 
) ~_ 554. Wacky Thursday (wild music "'" (b 
St, Portland. 772·1983. "ngyour Instruments and play) Geno's, 
St, Portland. 772.7891. 
Hot CherTy PIe (alt-rock covers) Old 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. IItIII T ..... l (surf sound/angry Southern-
Happy Hour WIth the St ... a 7~~~8~anny Killam's, 55 Market St. 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 
Dave R_ .. ComPMY (melloW rocII 
Club, 1 Exchange St, Portland. 
ArnIe .. Scott (acoustic) Spring 
Pickett St. S, Portland, 767-4027. 
Portland. 772.2739. 
(mellow rock) Old Port T avem 11 
POrtland, 774-0444. ' 
Art & SoUl continued on page 26 
$23.95. tempt to come to terms with 
their grief and Preston's com-
plexities, in pieces ranging from essays to interviews to 
transcripts of speeches to works of fiction, but even the best 
of them catch only fleeting glimpses of the man behind the 
multitude of masks. 
Owen Keehnen, one of a trio of young , ':riters Preston 
m~ntored, comes closest in his essay, "The Well": 
He rode to resurrect sex as a life force and drive, to 
place it both in a back room and a tabernacle. He knew 
it must be saved from sinner stigmas, embarrassment, 
indifference. His quest was a trail of ink, a feathered 
pen teasing an unfurling cock, making nipples reach, 
assholes wink. He captured it all; bound balls and tit 
clamps, dildos and whips, pumps and plugs, chains and 
razors. His pen injected blood and lust and under his 
control the images swelled. Sweat and life filled the 
words and they rose from the contours of flesh, higher, 
moving across the imagination. Below, borders oozed like 
oils, slipping over and into one another, becoming one, _ 
sexual alchemy .... He was an idealist with deeply pragmatic 
roots, a Master who knew the value of serving, 
Another protege, Michael Lowenthal, describes a practi-
cal Preston in his essay "John Preston, Underwear and 
Other Legacies." He cites the rules he learned from" [t]his 
avowed egomaniac, this man who took himself and his 
writing more seriously than any other I've known." 
(1) Never hesitate to drop the biggest name you can in 
any given situation; 
(2) Every mention in print (even if it's about your 
impending death from AIDS) is free publicity; 
(3) Always acknowledge your friends. 
Lowenthal conclu~es, "And if John Preston taught me 
any lesson, it's that every thing- everything must be done 
with the writing in mind." 
If only more of the writers in this book had learned that 
lesson, "Looking for Mr. Preston" would have made a fit-
ting companion to Preston's own anthologies, including 
"Hometowns: Gay Men Write About Where They Belong" 
~nd. his ~ut~biographical works, such as the forthcoming 
Wmter s LIght: Reflections of a Yankee Queer." 
Unfortunately, much of this book is filled with self-indul-
gence, superficialities and, worst of all. weak writing. One 
author thmks Preston was "New England persOnified." 
Another is "taken aback by the steeliness of his gaze." Sev-
eral expound on their tiresome sexual fantaSies without 
arousing a hint of prurient interest. Others have deluded 
themselves into believing Preston was little more than the 
living embodiment of the title character in his 
sadomasochistic porn classic, "Mr. Benson." To compound 
t~e problems, the editing is sloppy, allOWing much repeti-
hon of a few themes, while ignoring many others altogether 
There's hardly a word to i1Ju- . 
minate Preston's complicated 
views on religion, little discus-
sion of his thoughts on long-
term gay relationships, nothing 
at all about his controversial 
stand on adults having sex 
with teenagers. Nobody even 
bothered to explain how a guy 
revered in the world of sexual 
diScipline could own an almost 
completely undiSciplined dog. 
Even the best among 
these essays catch 
only fleeting glimpses 
of the man behind the 
multitude of masks. 
There are a few essays here - including those cited 
above and Joan Nestle's remembrance of the man she calls 
"my dear pornographer" - that rise to the level Preston set 
for writers in the books he edited. Andrew Holleran has 
sense enough to let Preston speak for himself, Scott O'Hara 
reminds us of John's glorious sense of humor and Michael 
Rowe explains what he learned from his mentor about life 
asa gay man: 
John's celebration of his own advancing years 
opened a window on the dignity and power inherent 
in age. He relished his position as an elder. As 
part of a generation of guy men raised with the 
lurking fear that an inevitable loss of taut muscle 
tone and smooth skin heralded the loss of something 
far more significant than mere beauty, John's delight 
in his "curmudgeon" status intimated to me that the 
second half of a man's life could be more powerful- and 
indeed more erotic - than the first half. 
Sadly, for most of the contributors to this anthology, the 
task of looking for Mr. Preston was more than their limited 
vision could handle. The reader seeking to find him is ad-
vised to search among the various Prestons that inhabit the 
writer's own books. caw 
AI Diamon is CBW's political columnist. 
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• E 5 
Closed For renovations 
Beginning May 1st. 
Keep Watching For 
Developments! 
TUESDAY OPEN MI( WI PETER 
WEDNESDAY LADIES NIGHT HLOSE 
THURSDAY, APRil 17 - ARNE 6. scan 
FRIDAY' SATURDAY, APRil 11 '19 
STEPPING OUT - HOT SOUTHERN ROCK 
_ CHICK OUT OUI MIW 1111 MIMUI -
PRIME RIB 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
WIIIIPD Angus Prlle Rib. 
lncbults choice of fre.lt green salad or soup du jouT. 
Mates Cut - 10 oz. ... $13.95 
CaptaIns Cut - 16 oz .... 






Tues. Wed. Thur tt-9pm 
Featurin& f),day &: Saturday Nite 
Shrimp and Snow r .. r.dI. 
Lam.Shioh~ 





The AlI-Americ:nMk:1obrew Showcase 
every thursday in april & may 5 to 9 pm 
Thursday 4/27 Adantic Brewing Company . 
Roger and Doug as guest barte~ders Will be 
Thursday 5/4 
Thursday 5/11 
pouring their Brueberry Ale, Gmger Wheat 
and Cole Porter 
Boston Beer Company 
Something new from Sam Adams 
GOURMET 
TAKE-OUT 
FOODWORKS. Prepared full entrees, healthy, or· 
ganic specials, casseroles, soups, assorted .salads, 
fresh baked breads and pastries. All offered In state 
of the art packaging, all designed to be picked up 
and enjoyed in your own home or office. Mon. -
Fri. 10a.m. -6p.m. On the cutting edge of the Old 
Port. 47 India Street. Portland. 773-9741. 
FRENCH 
LE BISTRO DULAC. Experience French Country 
cuisine at its best, in the unique atmosphere of one 
of Raymond's historic houses. ReservatIons ac-
cepted. MC/Visa. Located at Routes 302 and 85. 
Raymond. 655-4100. 
C A FE 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of 
the arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of break-
fast items and non-smoking environment. MC 
and Visa accepted. Tuesday-Friday 7-2, weekend 
brunch, Saturday ElSunday 8-2. Parking. 41 Middle 
st. Portland. 774-2972. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked past-
ries and great lunches. Summer se~ting on the 
deck. Soups with pizzaz, creative dell sandWIches 
and healthy salads. 205 Commercial st. Portland. 
773-2217. 
VICTORY DELI & BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfasts, 
mouth watering baked from scratch breads and 
pastries - freshly prepared soups, stews' salads, 
pasta and vegetarian specIaltIes, deliCIOUS sand-
wiches. Beer El wine. Monument Square, 299 
Forest Ave and One Portland Square. MC/VISA 
accepted. 772-7299, 772-3913, 772-8186. 
WOODFORDS CAFE. Home of portIa~d's B.est 
Burgers. Lunch, dinner and drink. SpecIals dally. 
MC, Visa and personal checks welcome. Take o~t 
available. Sun., Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-l1 p.m., Fn., 
Sat. until 1 a.m .. Closed Mondays. 129 Spring St., 
Portland. 772-1374. 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade 
pastas and sauces in Portland. Open fo~ lunch, 
dinner and late night dining. Italian WIne and 
beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the 
familyl Me, Visa and Ame>< accepted. 43 Ex-
change St. 60 Market St. Portland. 773-7146. 
RICETTA'S BRICK OVEN PIZZERIA. Voted 
Portland's "Best Pizza" five years running. No~h­
ern Italian cuisine. Gourmet lunch buffet ~ally. 
Dine-in, take-out, both lunch and dinner delivery, 
catering. Expanded dining room. M.-Th 11 :30 
a.m.-10:00 p.m. Fri.-Sat. 11 :30-11 :00 p.m. Sun-
day 12-1 0 p.m. MC/Visa/Am. Ex. 
"Plaza 29", S. Portland. 775-7400. 
THE CLAV OVEN. Serving autheolic 
sine in a relaxed atmosphere. The 
are cooked on a slow charcoal firr, 
curries are prepared with freshly 
and spices. The Clay Oven has 
group of professionals who run 
Indian restaurants in Mass. & R.I. 
dinner. Beer El wine available. 
Call 773-3913 for free delivery. 
major credit cards. 565 Congress 
773-1444. 
HI BOMBA V! ~"lPripnc:e tt,eonticiiM'" 
Old Bombay. Hot sizzling kebobs, 
savory soups and sauces, hot 
serves all of your Indian favorites . . 
versary specials. Open 11 a.m.· 10 
days. Visa, MC, Discover. One 
land. 772-8767. 
SHALIMAR OF INDIA 
delicious Indian food, as spicy 
Wide variety of dishes including 
us for lunch, dinner, or any special 
7 days. Accepting all major cred~ 
Congress st. Portland. 
CONGRESS STREET DINER. A 
can diner. Fresh baked goods, 
and daily specials. Breakfast SeNed 
or take out. Open every day 7 a.m.·J 
Congress St. 773-6957. 
MORGANFIELD' S RESTAURANT 
CLUB. Great down-home cooKmg. AIIII 
reasonably priced appetizers 
ing BBQ Ribs, Veggie Creole, & 
120 beers, including 30 on draft 
microbrews. ~r specials nightly. 
Brunch (11 a.m. - 1 p.m.) and 
(1 :30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.) with 
servings and live music. Open 
p.m. Thurs. - Mon. MC/Visa/Ame>.. 
Portland. 774-JUKE. 
THE NEON DINER. The Art 
Farm fresh veggies, meats, new 
Great daily specials. Open 'til 3 
653 Congress St. On Longfellow 
ROSIE'S. 11 am-1 am. FuJI Bar. 
Room. S page menu. Sandwiches. 
ca!zone, dinners and appetizers. 
board. Visa, MC, Amex accepted. 
Portland. 772-5656 
EAFOOD 
RESTAURANT. Portland Harbor's 
view. Featuring Angus steaks 
and new children's menu. "'rI~,SCI"UU~' 
.. ..,!lDY ".~Bay. Happy Hour daily 4 til 
deck and dining. Free shuttle boat 
the Old Port by calling 799-5552 
MC and Visa accepted. 231 Front 
Portland. Reservations accepted at 
Broadway, South Portland. Dis-
1.I .... ..;..,.~ .... most interesting lunch 
.,..", •• It\i soups and sandwiches, 
ii1s,I!I'Itrees al,d fantastic bakery items. 
- a1waysl Dine-in or take·out. 
.'·fnoay 7:30-3:00. 799-7119. 
Fresh, new dining with intimate at-
food is homemade and imagina-
World cuisine. Serving beer El 
menu available for take out. Visa, 
Itic. IM Eltehange St. 772-0240. Reserva-
intemational pizza combina-
ielle~-healtlhy crusts. Voted best pizza 
by the Boston Globe. Buffet 
11-2 p.m .. MC, Visa, ac-
688 Forest Ave. Portland. 774-
Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
stove. Full bar. Seafood, barbe-
jazz. good looking staff. Honest 
P'lcture yourself in a .oetprio;esv~· ':c~;t:·:;k:~~~~~:\'~: 
799-4663. summer romance. 
OTPlll1S14 
1IItp.Ex\erosive menu ... sandwiches, soups, 
1_".L1mcr ordinnerin the mysterious 
Visa, Amex accepted. Park-
Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
Oaiy Blue Plate Specials $9.95 and 
fare like Buckwheat Pasta. Home-
Cookin. Monday-Thursday 5-10 
& Saturday 5-11 p.m .. Comer of 
.lniI ti~h Sl Portland. 
p lW£.AI14!Wcfinil'Q adventure on Forest 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. 
FalJlily recipes and friendly atmosphere. Firstlevel: 
eatery/tavema. Second level: smoke free dining 
with outdoor deck. MCVisa accepted. 128 Free St. 
Portland. 774-1114. 
CHINESE 
HU-SHANG. Szechuan, Hunan, Shanghai and 
Mandarin style COOking served in an inviting Old 
Port atmosphere. Lunch and dinner graciously 
served. Visa, MasterCard and American Express 
accepted. 29 Exchange St., Portland. 
MEXICAN 
SIERRA'S. Mexican Food & Deli. The most au-
thentic Mexican food this side of Portlandl Featur-
ing: Quesadillas, burritos, nachos, tacos, enchila-
das, sandwiches and Syrian roll-upsl Plus, Maine 
microbrews on tap, domestic and imported beers 
and wines. All natural, fresh, high quality ingredi-
ents. Dine-in or take outl Open Mon.-Sun. 11 a.m. 
- 9 p.m., Friday 'til 10 p.m. Routes 2S and 114 in 
Gorham. 839-3500. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Sixteen years of Serving fine 
Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from downtown 
Portland. A memorable Mexican experience you 
can afford anytime. MC, Visa accepted. Parking. 
VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 Forest Ave. Portland. 
797-8729. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. Southwestem to Caribbean cuisine. Great 
food, outstanding value, ever changing menu. 
Fresh squeezed fruit drinks. Smoke-free environ-
ment. Dinner. Tues.-Sun. MC, Visa and Amex. 21 
Pleasant Street, Portland. 774-5260. 
PUB/IRISH 
BRIAN BORU. Serving traditional Irish dishes as 
well as creative pub fare. Traditional Irish brunch 
every Sunday. Daily sEecials. Lunch and dinner 
served daily from 11 :30 - 10:00 p.m. Visa/Me. 
Parking available. 57 Center St., Portland. 780-
1506. 
PUB 
THE HEDGEHOG BREWPUB. Portland's local-
crafted beer emporium. Homemade sausages, 
exotic pub foods and creative, full menu from 
around the globe. Beer garden. Live music. Roar-
ing 20's atmosphere. Open everyday 11 to 11 . All 






Grilled Shrimj) and Black Bean 
Nacho with Cilantro and Lime 
$5.95 
Entrees 
Penne wi Smoked Trout ... Asparagus, 
Plum Tomatoes and :!pinach. 
$11.50 
Grilled Seafood Salad with Warm 
Brie and Fried Leeks. 
$\0.95 
Chef owned and 
84 Exchange St., 
772-0240 
Opening May 1 stI 
April 27, J 995 25 
• Foods 01 the caribbean, 
Southwest and Asia 
• Heart Smart Menu Selec~ons 
• Fresh Baked Muffins 
and Pastries 
• All Menu Items Less Than $6 
• Full Menu Available 
11 am- 7:30 pm 
~~~bD-
225 Fed ... St •• Portland· 774-&404 
• Serving Late Night Friday 
and Saturday 
One of the Pleasures of Spring ... 
SUE AND THE CREW ARE BACK 
1remenkus Seafood, Jnspiri1lf/ Views, Outrageous Dessens 
STOP ON BY 
Log Cabin Restaurant 
Bailey Island, ME 
833-5546 
Sun-Thurs 11 :30-8:00, Fr; & Sat 11:30-9:00 
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick 
HEDGEHOG 
BREWP.UB 
35 India Street 
Portland 
- Full Bar-
Featuring MAINE CHAFfED BEERS & SUPERB PUB FOOD 
for people who have a taste for something exciting and new! 
Also offering FINE DINING in a smoke-free setting. 
This Thursday night: direct from the Mt.Washington 
Valley, The Legendary Rod Mackenzie. 
Friday, April 28 The Bar-B-Q Blues Boys 8-11pM (no cover)! 
You'U be hearing aU about us ... 
Open 11 am-11 pm Mon-Sat; Sun 12-9 pm 
10% off if you mention the password of the week: BLUES 
26 Casco Bay Weekly 
<:>1 995 Zima Beve rage Co . , Memp his . Tenn . Clear Malt Beve rage with natural flavors. 
Adult hu mans only_ re fresh @zima.com. 
Art & Soul continued from page 23 
Fretwaler (eelectlc contemporary) Raoul's, 865 For-
est Avenue, Portland_ 773-6886_ 
Open Mlc Rock Night T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Andy (cltysoundsjlive karaoke In front lounge) 
The Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Deejay Bob Look (request nightjno cover) lootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
monday 1 
Leser Karaoke with Ray Dog The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 78()'1207 . 
Open Mlc with the Walermen Free Street Taverna, 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Open Mlc with Randall Morabito. (blues) 
Morganfield's, 121 Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Trlcycl_ for HI .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Comedy Open Mlcwlth Pal ·Boomer" Hicks Raoul's, 
865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-8886. 
o,..n Mic with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 2 
Open BI .... Jam (drumset available) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
Open Poalry Reading Free Street Taverna, 128 Free 
St, Portland, 774-1114. 
Killer Greens (hillbilly rock) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore 
St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Trlcycl_ for HI .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Write'" Open Mic with Annl Clark • guest John 
Svetkey Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland, 767-4627. 
wednesday 3 
Red Ught Revue (bluesjR&8j soul) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
Veronica Lod&:e(rocl<in ' acoustic) Free StreetTaverna, 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Fast Gym Shoes (pop) Khalldl's CreatiVe Seafoods, 
36 Market St, Portland. 871-1881. 
Local Color (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Willy Porter (acoustic) Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Pete Finkle (pop) Seaman's Club, 1 Exchange St, 
Portland. 772-7311. 
Deejay Bob Look and strippers (eclectic fun) The 
Underground, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mic with lIarC-llang Club (b.y.o. jam) 
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
/lNe, Portland. 775-1944. 
Ba_ (noisy punkjlndu~trlal) lootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
dance 
Casco Bay Movers offer a spring sessions of classes 
injazz, tap, street funk, ballet. stretch and dancemagic 
at 151 St. John St, Portland. Swing and Jitterbug 
workshop Apr 30 and May 7, beginner class from 
5:3().6:45 pm, Intermediate from 6:45-8 pm. Cost: 
$10 drOj>-ln. 871·1013. 
Contact Improvisation/Open Movement Dance 
groups for people of all ages and abilities, Mondays 
from 7-10 pm at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland and Wednesdays from 
6:3().9:30 pm at the United Methodist Church Dance 
Studio, corner of Elm and Chapel St, S. Portland. 
Cost: $1 Mondays ($4 Wednesdays). 775-4981. 
Contredance with Ellen & the Sea Slugs the first Sat 
of each month at 7 :30 pm at Saco River Grange Hall, 
Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. Cost: $4($2 kidsj $10 
family max). 929-6472. 
MainlacSwln&:hosts ajltterbug swing dance the first 
Friday of every month with the Pinetones at 
Presumpscot Grange Hall, 1844 Forest Ave (across 
from Tortilla Rat), from 9 pm-midnight. Cost: $5. 
774-2718 or 725-8216. 
Saturday Dance Dance the night away every Satur-
day at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614A Congress St, 
Portland, from 8 pm-mldnight. Cost: $5 dance party 
($3 beginners). 773-0002. 
Str .. t Funk Dance A course In advanced fun at Gotta 
Dance, 657 Congress St, Portland, Saturdays at 
10:30 am. 772-6351. 
Swedenbor&:lan Contradance everY fourth Saturday 
of the month at the Swedenborgian Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland, from 8:3()'11:30. Refresh-
ments available, all dances taught. Cost: $5. 772-
4460. 
events 
AIDS Walk '95 A 10K walk to benent HIVj AIDS 
education and care in Maine takes place at nine 
locations around the state on May 7. For pledge 
sheets and Info for the Portland walk, call: 774-
6877; for the Brunswick walk, call: 725-4955. 
Amneaty Intematlonlol Human 
May 5 at 5:30 pm 
Portland. This year's recipient 
editorial page editor for the Press 
Des Forges is the keynote speaker. T~: 
each for 2 or more.) 767-4305. 
eonp ... Square Season Openlne 
tion with the Portland 8allet. May 1 
corner of Congress and High Streets. 
Everythlna: • the Kitchen Sink 
Portland Landmarks hosts a I 
architectural bits and pieces. 
Included everything from 
Deco velvet chair - this 
Apr 29th at the old I Press ""~ .. .... ,-
plant, Cumberland Ave. between 
preview at 8 :30 am, auction at 10 




Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason SI, 
Opening reception for new paintings 
Ross, Apr 29 from 4-6 pm. Shows 
Hours: Mon-fri 1-5 pm, Sat 14 pm. 
June FItZpatrick Gallery 112 High 
Opening reception for "Young "",11m,,,,",', 
bition of new work by MECA , , 
8 pm. Shows through May 20. Hours: 
pm, Thurs 12-8 pm. 772-1961. 
ultimate garage sale 
Salt Gallery 17-19 Pine St, CU'Udr,a.u_ 
tion for "Student Exhibit: 1995 
May 5 from 5-7 pm. Also, "Salt 
photographs by Pam Berry, David 
Laigo and Ella Richardson, show 
Hours: Wed and Fri, 2-6 pm, Sat 
29, Greater Portland Landmarks (GPL) will hold its second an-
WiN!hInQ-and·-thEl-Kitctlen-Sink Architectural Garage Sale and Auc-
furnishings and architectural elements will be auctioned off for 
of GPL, an organization dedicated to preserving the city's archl-
heritage. 0660. 
of the auction will be items salvaged from the Scribner bouse, 
built in 1901 and demolished in 1966. Fred and Barbara 
African Imports and New England 
the former owners of the building, which was lceated at 563 For-
meticulously packed away much of its Victorian interior. Oak col-
Portland. "Hidden Treasures: 
arts, rare carvings and works bv,moel'm," 
Nigeria to New England, ongoing. 
tltepJace surroundS, leaded glass and an entire staircase are among 
of the Scribner house to be auctioned off. 
9 pm Mon-Sat, 12-6 pm Sun. 772·9505. 
Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St, 
Student exhibition, shows through 
Tues-Sun, 11 am-4 pm, Thurs 11 
5152. 
Paul Black Studio ... Gallery 17 
land. Impressionist 011 paintings 
Black, ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sal 
appointment. 879-0748. 
other GPL supporters have contributed items including antique 
LClaIWlOOI tubs, doors, hinges and!. of course, sinks. New this year will 
r~stor'8ti(m , Renovation, Remodeling and Rehabilitation Resources. 
auction-goers can ask retailers, contractors and designers for 
(~ .. ,g with older buildings and incorporating antique structures 
Black Moon Gallery 339 Fore St, 
and sculptures by Eva Horton, as 
Dan Billings, Frank Larson. 
-sara Donrielll 
Morrison, Judy Guralnlck aOlj Willi iamJ .... 
Ap< • "A WalkThroUgh the Park: 
laBelle, shows May 1-Jun 15. Hours: 
am-5 pm or by appointment. 7744421 
Blntlill'. Cal6 98 Portland St. POI~ana. (;GI 
byRichard Lee and Sandra IIi 
!bI(-IJI'Id-t/!tHl{itc'h6l7-SI'nk Garage Sale and Auction will be held April 29 at 
Press Herald printing plant; enter on Cumberland A~nue between 
stIeets. The garage sale and auction Pf(tview start at 8:30a.m .. 
begins at 10 S,m, Auction bidd;~ card: $5. 781.,.7991. 
Mon-Sat 6 am-2 pm, Sun 7 am-2 
Bowdoin College Mu .... m oU",\\/ .. k,:,.II14 
Brunswick. The museum Is open to ":;"~~'0I0ry 217 CommerCial St, Portland. Works 
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5, Sun Art League show through May 3. 
"Art'" ute In the Mediterran_AnI pm, Man-Sat. 772-5522 . 
Assyrian, Egyptian, Cypriot, Greek ~" '~"Iio"'" 
ongoing. 
"Collecting for a CoIle&:e: Gifts from o..~, • .,~.~s byna~(,"."ly e"hibited 
shows through Jun 4. 
"Nat .. e Inhabited Landscape ~::~:1r;::::'::B:~~ "Love Should Not Hurt: 
lng human contact with nature ~ . CrisIs Center shows 
Chamber 01 Commerce 145 Middle 8 am-9 pm, Sat 9 am-
"Third Annual Rower Show,' pm. 442-8577. 
Coyne, E.F.Ambrose, Chris Sheridan, ani. '1!t11111o 
shows through Jun 2. Hours: Moofri,9 
772-2811. Pleasant St, Portland. ' Abodgi-
Christine'. Dream 41 Middle 51. Under. Sally Morgan, Bronwyn 
works by painter James Comas • shows through Jun. Hours: 12-6 
further notice. Hours: Tues-Fri 7 am21"1,"IalIn an<lby appointment. 871-1078. 
am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
Coffee By Design 620 Congress St, Polllili 
slcal Relief Paintings " on canvas and 
Cedrone, show through April 30. 
on Piaster: by Lori- Austill, 
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-8 pm, Sat 8 anHI 
8-5 pm. 772-5533. . ~~:~:;;~:::~:r:~:r:;~ Congr ... Sireet Diner 551 Congress II 
Permanent showing of wall murall, I ~YI~r" ev'm. 
and Paul Brahms, featuring 
art. Hours: Mon-Sun 7 am-3 pm. 
Crickets 150 Philbrook Rd, S. Por1lan1.''I'I'I>fSusan 
and monotypes by Sue Palfrey, 001101[1.""11"""'" 
Thurs 11:30 am-9 pm, Fri and ~~;;;: 11""441Congre,ss St, Portland. "Bigger Than 
and Sun from 11:30 am-7 pm. by Katia Ancona show 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, PoIIia-,,'Man Mon-fri.l0 am-5 pm, Sat 10 
Abstract Art: an exhibit of 
shows through May 5. Hours: ",eu, n'";; 
5 pm, Thurs 11am-8 pm and Sun -~~I~~~:i~~;~~:: 
Dead Space Gallery 11 Avon St, P< 
graphs by Jocelyn Lee show 
Sun-Tues 12-5 pm or by aPipeirltm.'", 
Fibula Gallery 50 ~~~~~~~;~~:~~~~:~:: aseleetlon of work 
College of Art, shows through May 
Sat 10 am-6 pm. 761-4432. 
Fr .. Streat Tavema128 Free St. Pori!. ,aIt'r : 14 
Richard Sandifer and Pauline M. 
drawings and collage words by zoo U' ..... nln. 
Hours: Mon 11 am-4 pm, Tue..sat 
774-1114. 
Greenhut GaUery 146 Middle 51. 
works by Philip Barter, Allison 
gallery artists, ongoing. Hours: 
pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 772-2693. 
"19th- and 2Oth-Cenlury European and American 
Art Paintings, sculptures and works on paper by 
Monet. RenOir, Picasso, Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries. Ongoing. 
• From the .... hes: Portland'. Cultural Renaissance 
An exhibition focusing on Images of Portland during 
the cultural renaissance of 1790-1870, shows 
through Sept 24. 
• loamu Noguchi: Early Abstraction An Installation 
of 20 gouache drawings and three sculptures cre-
ated by the artist after his apprenticeship with 
Constantin Brancusi in 1927. Shows through Jun 4. 
"·Pe",pectlve.: A Sense 01 Place" An exhibition of 
Maine abstract artists shows through Jun 7. 
·Vlncent'. Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people liVing with AIDS. Ongoing. 
Portland Pottery 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics and 
jewelry by Lisa Bonarrfgo, teachers and students. 
Hours: Mon-fri 9-6 pm. 7724334. 
Portland Public Ubrary 5 Monument Scuare, Port-
land. "Manuscripts, Murals & Myths, " artifacts of the 
Arthurian era show in the Lewis Gallery through May 
11. "The Art of Chivalry: a look at courtly love In 
medieval times, shows through May. Hours: Man, 
Wed, Fri 9-6 , Thurs 12·9, Sat g.5. 871-1758. 
Renaluance Antique. 221 Commercial St, Port· 
land. Ongoing show of works by John Dehlinger, 
Wilder Oaks, Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. 
Hours: 10 am-7 pm daily. 879.()789. 
Rlcetta'. 29 Western Ave, S. Portland. "Dog Se-
ries, • oil paintings on paper by Diane Bowie laitllns 
show through Apri l 30. 775-7400. 
Spirited Gourmet 142 St. John St, Portland. Photos 
by Torrey Harrison show through May 13. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773-2919. 
Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Exhibition of 
mixed-media sculptures by Ed Gamble , Phil Kaelin, 
Abby Huntoon, Lin Lisberger, Rilda Rebmann, 
Constance Rush and John Shonle, as well as glass 
work by a variety of contemporary artists, shows 
through May 15. Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 am-5 pm. 772· 
9072. 
Tabitha-Jean's Restauranl 94 Free St. Portland. 
Ongoing exhibit of abstract oil paintings and wood 
sculpture by Keith Schneider. Hours: Tues-Thurs, 10 
am-9 pm, Fri-Sun, 8 am-l0 pm. 78().8966. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
The Memphis Mafia 
The name was originally given to 
Elvis' personal bodyguards. 
The band is Portland's own red-hot 
rockabilly combo. 
And the music, well, "If it don't 
swing, we don't play it!" 
See The Memphis Mafia 
in Portland on 
SUNDAY, MAY 7TH 
Check the Casco Bay Weekly Club 
Listings for details. 
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9IH. ANNUAL THANK YOU! -
»25% OFF ALL MERCHANDISE« 
The Paper Patch 
17 Exchange Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
ONE DAY ONLY - SATURDAY. APRIL 29. 1995 
BEAUTIFUL HANDPAINTED TILE 
FROM LOCAL & WORLDWIDE ARTISTS 
• Professional Installation 
• SPECTACULAR SHOWROOM 
OF IDEAS 
775-2238 
OPEN: M-SAT 9-5 
AUGUSTA • BIDDEFORD • PORTLAND • SANFORD 
Personal and Commercial Internet Access 
Shell • SLIP /PPP • Dedicated/Leased Lines 
World Wide Web Services 
Internet User Groups Educational discounts 
Full-time, professional customer support 
UNIX • DOS • Macintosh 
Relaxing and Quiet Moments in 
Your Own Private Hot Tub Room Rental 
Mid - Week Special 
SAVE $700* 
"Tues.-TI"xs. 
$7 off Evening Rates 
$4 off Day Rates 
offer good w/co.JOOf'r tl'n.I 512S19S 
This offer may not be combined with any other offer. gift cert. or charge 
rooms with shower & ~fm stereo cassette system. Towels"'" h.ir dryers ._ ........... .:;.,~ 
Pool & Spa Chemicals Now Available 
Art & Soul continued from page 27 
Thomas Memortal Ubrary 6 Scott Dyer Rd. Cap,e 
Elizabeth. Oil paintings byHollyE.G. Ready will be on 
exhibit through May 27. Hours: Man, We.d, Frl & Sat 
from 9 am-5 pm, Tues & Thurs from 9 am-9 pm. 799-
1720. . 
Thos. Moser 415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Photo-
graphs by Jan Pieter van Voorst, as well as paintings 
by Evelyn Winter and Karen Lorenz show through May 
28. Hours: Mon-Sat from 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
USM Area Gallery Portland campus center. Sculp-
ture by Tim Cunard, shows through May 6. Hours: 
Mon-Fri, 7 am-10 pm, Sat-Sun, 10 am- 7 pm. 780-
4090. 
USM Art Gallery Gorham campus. Juried student 
show runs through Apr 27. Hours: 12-4 pm, Sun· 
thurs. 780-5009. 
USM New Art Space Gorham campus. New arts 
works by Julie B. Hansen and Mary Meldrum show 
through May 5. Hours: Mane, Tues, Wed from 3:30-
5:30 pm and Fri from 12-4 pm. 874-4799 or 874-
3573. 
Zuni Bar. Grtll 21 Pleasant St, Portland. Paintings 
by Lori Austill and Stevan J. Priestley, ongoing. 
Hours: Tues-Sun, 5 pm-10 pm. 774-5260. 
other 
Danforth Gallery seeks longjshort term interns and 
assistant curators. 775-6245. 
Portland Camera Club holds weekly meeting, Man at 
7:30 pm at the Arnerlcan Legion Hall, 413 Broadway, 
S. Portland. Monthly events Include B&W, color print 
and color slide competition. B54-3763. 
Portland Chamber of Commerce is looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772·2811, ext. 223. 
smarts 
Art Appreciation Classes "Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Know About Contemporary Art But Were 
Afraid to Ask: Apr 27 atthe Portland Museum of Art. 
7 Congress Square, Portland. Cost: $35. 775-6148. 
Arts District Focus Group Meetlnc for all arts edu· 
cators and social service representatives. Apr 27 
from 3-5 pm at Chestnut Street Church. 17 Chestnut 
St. Portland. 874-8300, x8723. 
Business Planning Seminar for Women sponsored 
by the National Association for Female Executives. 
May 4: "The Essentials of Rnancial Independence: 
Saving for Retirement, "from 6-7 :30 pm at Edward D. 
Jones & Co .. 362 Rt 1, Falmouth. Cost: $15 NAFE 
membership fee. 781·5057. 
Chl...-Amertcan F~endshlp Club hosts a spring 
lecture series on Chinese art, medicine and eccr 
nomic reform. May 2: Xu Gan will give a talk on how 
Chinese Contemporary art reflects China's Changing 
Society, at 7 pm at the YWCA, 87 SpringSt. Portland. 
Donation: $3. 655-2351. 
Forelen Aim Sertes -The Red Balloon" & "The White 
Mane," May 3 at 7:30 pm in USM's Luther Bonney 
Auditorium, Portland campus. Free. 874-659B. 
The Gathering A group for discussing diversity In a 
supportive atmosphere, meets every Tuesday from 
7·9 pm in the USM Campus Center, Portland. May 2: 
Coffeehouse with Erika Gilbert, Cathy Poole, Kate 
Austin and Ya Gatta Wanna. Free. 774-4919. 
GRE Study Group Forming to prepare for the big 
brain bender. 772-8309. 
Intercuttural Discusalon Group meets Mondays, 7 
pm, at the Center for Intercultural Education, 565 
Congress St, Portland. Volunteers are needed as 
well. 775-0547. 
Maine Wrtters Center 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick, 
offers workshops on a regular basis. Preregistration 
required. 729-6333 . 
• "Writ .. of Work" with Candice Stover, Apr 29 from 
10 am-4 pm. Cost: $45. 
• "Writers Dreaming - Dreamers Writing" for 
writers who want to draw from their dream Images, 
May 6 from 10 am-3 pm. Cost: $45. 
The Many Realms of KlngArthur A series of lectures, 
presentations and films centering on the timeless 
tale of King Arthur and the Knights olthe RoundTable 
takes place at the Portland Public Library, 5 Manu· 
ment Square, Portland. All programs take place from 
12·1 pm Inthe Rines Auditorium. Rims are shown at 
6 pm In the auditorium. May 3: "The Round Table, -
a discussion on the making of the Round Table, the 
fall of Arthur and the relevance of Arthurian myth to 
20th Century life. May 4: "Camelot: the 1967 
Academy Award-winning musical drama starring 
Vanessa Redgrave and Richard Harris. Free. 871· 
1758. 
MatloYlch Society is an educational and cultural 
organization of lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and 
friends . The free meetings are held from 7:30-9 pm 
at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, B8 Spring St, Portland. 
761-4380. 
Monstrous Book Sale Apr 28 & 29 from 9:30 am·5 
pm, at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. Proceeds go to Goodwill's 
programs for the disabled. 774-6323. 
Perspectlyes: Meet the Artist Portland Museum of 
Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland, invites the public 
to a series of discussions centering on the exhibit 
"Perspectives: A Sense of Place,· by Maine artists. 
Apr27: Michael Shaughnessy discusses his work, at 
7 pm. Free. 775-6148. 
SCORE 66 Pearl St, Portland, holds small business 
workshops on a regular basis. SCORE also offers 
free Individual counseling appointments daily. Apr 
27: "Marketing, Advertising, Promotion. ·Cost: $20. 
772·1147. 
Sustainable Architecture Henry McLean, founder of 
Architects for Social ResponSibility, gives a talk -
Apr 27 at 7 pm, at MECA's Baxter Building, Congress 
St, Portland. The lecture is first in a series address· 
ing wClYS to create environmentally sound and energy 
efficient architecture. Free. 775·5098. 
Women'. WrltlnC Group every TUesd 
Coolwater Cafe, 1 Forest Ave, PortlaZ~ l 
1268. 
Writing Ufe Residency Pulitzer Prize--.; 
pher R.W.B. Lewis discusses his cralt. 
noon-1:30pm atUSM's Payson SmithH 
campus. Free. 773-5051. 
Byte ME: Dispatches from the electronic frontier 
outd Shielterbaum is an attrac-naive young man who's as , as a bag of hammers." His 
is to watch television with-
BasIc Scuba DlvtngCourse begins 
the Greater Portland YMCA, 70 interruption, but his quest is 
for a f1ve-week course. Cost: $250I~us .. lllttracIKea by several adventures _ 
& materials). B74-1111 or 799-7990. 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club hosts as a down for a fast-food-
bicycle rides at 6 pm for a ;;;~';;E;r~';';;~:~I;;;i;cu;s, becomes a rock star and 
mile excursion. 926-4225. 
serves as chairman of a 
Gorham Trails needs members to su~ ..... -·-
to improve trails and historic ways in that rates the sex appeal of 
839-4644. actors. 
L.L Bean Outdoor Dlsc~y,~ry If>rOC'*"hac.r 
in bike maintenance, fly I !ilieJterbaum's adventures form the 
door skills on an ongoing ' The Innocent's Tale," a 900-
Conference Center, Freeport n.,rewstrall.~· 
costs vary. 1-800-3414341, x6666. novel penned by 
'Canoe Expo. Auction Apr 28-30, Michael Tooher, who set 
pm and Sat & Sun from 9 am·5 pm."". chapters in and around our 
Maine Outdoor AdYenture Club 
first Wed of every month at 7 
Church,AllenAve,Portland.Apr,,,.jo:p&o;I Haven't heard of it? No surprise . So 
Acadia Trip - hike, bike and . 
Pleasant Mountain. TRIP HOTLINE: been published only on the 
Mountain Biking Clinics at Back where Tooher has been up-
slons. Free. 625-8189. it in installments since Febru-
Outing Club An organization for """ ... ,,r· 
orientations and ages who 
family-style recreational ,,,,,,v""",nne'Oid Tooher has learned what others are 
day at noon for a poUuck lunch aM a 
hike. 773-6132 or B28-0401. . As a medium for 
So. Me. Sea Kayaldng NetwOfkP:"11ft1411i.publishilng, 
levels are invited to join the 
paddling. Call B74-2640 for updates .. ~ .... n"Jv'" 
ship Information. 
Warbler Clinic A slide show that 
marks. behavior. habitat and 
biers and other spring migrants. M'l3l:t~ 
Gilsland Farm, 118 Rt 1, Falmouth. 
followed by two early·mornlng I 
Cemetery In Portland. Cost $18. 78tllll11lll~lyplres5 charges to print a short 
White WIIter. Sea Kayak .. s .. l';,-;am,,;;;:po'a>1.1I4ubook, plus the out-of-
cues and the roll or just splash ar 
water with Norumbega Outfitters in cost of distributing the book 
sions. Cost: $50. 773-{)910. 
Tooheropted to strike out for the 
he was unable to find a tra-
publisher for his noyel, which 
writing five years ago. "It's 
Bookwalk Friends of the S. Portland curious process," he says. "You 
hold a fundraiser Apr 30f ..rJo~;m~h~;;;;;~~lIip'pr~dm a publisher without an 
raised bywalkers goes to PI 
and non·fiction titles as well as yet the agents seem to want 
materials. 799-6210. what has sold before." 
Building Materials Bank a IfJl f' b bl h 
providing household fixtures and oray mto cy erpu is ing 
income homeowners, holds "yard I wilh Ihe posting of one chap-
third Saturdays of every month 
Gray. The program also a",:eplts dl)natl.I''' "",,10 several Use net news-
used items. 657-2957. including "rec.arts.prose," 
Christmas In Aprtlls a national "and "rec.humor." Tooher, 
tion that works with local Vllhl Int" .. " 
homes of low·income families and disal14111 w,orks as special effects techni-
persons, Apr 29 from 8 am-4:30 pm. 1\,' b h' d h 
needed. 871-8787 . I"e s e In t e pyrotechnics at 
CofI .. housewithAlian "Mac· Pirates games), says that 
28 at 8 pm, at the Unitarian from readers on the 
School St, Saco. Donation: $3-$5. 
Cr.tt Fair Apr 29 from 9 am-4 been "astounding," with 
United Methodist Church, messages posted in reply 
Deering High School week offering criticism and en-
892·2897. 
Emergency Food Pantry acc1ept,s d",jI!,~gemellt. 
perishable food items at varlioUlsCOOl'III1 '" 
Portland and Cape Elizabeth. For i 
. 3361. 
Enrtched Golden Age Center 297 CII:lIPDark 
Portland, Invites men and 
luncheons. with special 
Wednesday 
May 3: Denise Lawler 
tion : $2.50. 774-6974. 
Family Opportunities Network p,,,,.,.""" 
Including parent support 
shops and free childcare 
less and at-risk families. 
Fr .. HIVjAIDS Pr.'_rtII1~on .. valiabl.:J'I',e~ 
nity groups through the American 
1192. 
Foster Grandparent program se:,~:fn. ",," 
and over to offer support and of the serial has slackened 
parents and children. Benefits 
surance, bl·weekly stipend and Tooher's now posting a 
are available for seniors who join. two weeks "because the 
Hosts Needed for Foreign h 
Arnerican Educational as started," interfering 
host families for spring editing and fonnatting. 
incoming high school studentS. Ih 
Czebiniak, 607-648-2224. e last chapter of the first 
nre,,,nt,mt"lr is posted (the novel is divided 
books), he's ceasing online 
arJlllikltion "Just like a smack dealer, 
• lasle is always free," Tooher 
MS I;toops For a Cure A ._-,""", ... The second book of the 'Tale' 
fund raiser for the Multiple I see the light of day unless 
& 7 at the Portland Expo, Park H 
5B15 or 1-800-639-1330. 
spreading of literary 
Ihe Internet increase the 
chances of a publisher rising to take 
the bait? Tooher hopes so. Some 
agents have already contacted him 
but he hasn't yet had any better lu~k 
breaking into the publishing main-
st.ream electronically than by ship-
pmg around a lO-pound tome. "After 
reading the first book or so, the re-
sponse is generally along the lines of 
'It's very funny, but we wouldn't ' 
~o~ how to sell it,'" Tooher says. 
So I m desperately trying to work 
OJ, serial killers, angels and dino-
saurs into it ... No!." 
And if no publisher takes the bait? 
Why would Tooher give away five 
years of his labor? "This vast work of 
foolishness is a labor of love," he says. 
"Granted, having it published would 
be nice, but ultimately it's the act of 
creation that's the most important to 




When the devastating bomb ex-
ploded in Oklahoma City at 9:03 a.m. 
on April 19, the Internet came alive 
with the gripping news. In the pro-
cess, the disaster and the reaction on 
the' net served as another test for this 
new medium for late-breaking stories. 
The verdict? Don't sell your TV. 
While Internet Relay Chats featur-
ing live online dialogue were said to 
be riveting in the minutes after the 
.blast (I mislled them and can't say), 
the follow-up in the succeeding hours 
and days was, well, pretty lame, and 
the information not nearly as timely 
(or accurate) as you'd find on TV. 
Within 24 hours of the blast, Web 
sites covering the disaster popped up 
not only in Oklahoma (a campus pa-
per and two television stations rigged 
up disaster-related home pages), but 
also in Virginia, Kansas and, oddly 
enough, New Brunswick, Canada. 
These contained news accounts and 
photos, along with links to related 
sites. 
While the Internet has the capabil-
ity of being updated instantly, most of 
what I found on the Web was a stale 
rehashing of news that had long since 
been televised. (One site even felt it 
worthwhile to run a scanned image of 
a Wall Street Journal article about the 
blast.) Most of the photos on the 'net 
were swiped from newspapers or had 
been previously broadcast worldwide. 
Original reporting and fresh insight 
were scant. 
Time Daily - published on both 
the Web and America Online by Time 
Warner - made an effort to stay cur-
rent, but stiU fell well behind CNN. 
FaT instance, on Friday at 6:42 p.m. 
Time Online posted a Reuters account 
on AOL that two suspects had been 
captured - news that had been re-
ported several hours earlier on televi-
sion. And Time's Pathfinder Web site 
(http://www.pathfinder.com/pathfinder/ 
Welcome.html) didn't get around to 
updating that news until even later. 
So far, nothing beats CNN for edge-
of-the-seat journalism when big news 
is breaking. But stay tuned. 
- Wayne Curtis 
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Which side of the desk would you rather be on? 
Associate De~ree Programs' 
-Accounting 
[n I ife, you have a choice. You can be the 
employee or the employer. It all depends 
on your skills. The time to learn the skills 
that are necessary in today's workplace is 
right now. Andover College graduates 
are employed in management positions in 
some of the top companies in southern 
Maine. Don't be left behind. At Andover 
College, you can still work in your present 
job and go to school, because all of our 
associate degree programs are offered 
during the day or in the even ing. 
-Criminal Justice 
-Business Administration -Medical Assisting 
-Computer Science 'Office Management 
'Paralegal Studies 
Call for more information: 




NOTHING SAYS STYLE 
LIKE AN AITRACTIVE SMILE! 
Enhancing your smile is our ONLY 
profession . 
Call today for a cosmetic dental 
evaluation. 
25 Long Creek Drive 
South Portland, ME 04106 
(Near the Maine Mall) 
772-3333 
Robert D_ limoges, DMD 
Inforail 
INTERNET E-MAIL 
& USENET GROUPS 
Individual Subscription $30/yr. 
Small Business Subscription $60/yr. 
On site training available 
30 OIsco Bay Weekly 
Big Sounds From All Over 
bey 0 n d description 
Char\OlenH~~~h~u:~~t ~::! 
Jazz 6 $16 Saturday, M~y . 
. PHS AudltonUm 
Jay McShann 
Nana Vasconcelos 
Jazz on Film/Jazz on Stage 
Saturday, September 16 $16 
PHS Auditorium 
Jazz On Film/Jazz On Stage 
Saturday, June 3 $16 
PPAC 
Tibetan tIt~nKs onastery 
from orepung Losebng tit $16 
Friday, october 13 
F· st Parish Church Ir . 












Maine artists interact with Elvis on film 
Saturday, November 4 $16 
PHS 
The Roches 
Friday, July 14 $15 
State Theatre 
)pP-t~ew Finnish FolK rddling 
Friday, July 28 14 
PPAC 
Sweet Honey in the Rock 
African-American a capella women's quintet 
FM 88 92 




Just tune your radio to ALL SPORTS 1440 
for all the Sports Talk, Sports Scores and 
Live Sports Action to keep you up-to-the-
minute all day long! Home of the: 
c.eit'nl-e$ 
$~ ,,~. • .ru 
RADIO BEER TALK SHOW-Thursday5pm-6pm --------------------
It's Easy To Win Tickets 
Just fill out and fax or mail this coupon back and you'll be eligible to win tickets to upcoming sporting events! Listen d~ily. We'll be calling out names of people who have returned this entry to ALL SPORTS 1440 When you hear your name, call 774-7283 within 30 minutes and you're on your way to the game! All Sports 1440, P.O_ Box 6713, Portland 04101. Fax 772-8087, 
NAME. _______________ _ PHONE ___ _ 









I I'll be listening on: MON. _TUES. _WED. _THURS._FRI. _ SAT._SUN. _ I 
The time I'll be listening: _______ AM / PM I L _________ __________ ~ 
Preble street R_ouree Centet 
Oxford St, Portland,lncludl. ce.mnnunlrry",;;;;': 
10 am; wrtters' group open to 
signs 
1 pm and art grou ps open to anyOne 
for creative expression Tues at 11 am. 
RSVP a program for people 55 and 
ing volunteers for community actiVities. ' 
Rumm.,ge 80 Plant Sale School 
Street is showi~ signs of life even bef~e the bureaucrats have 
...... much less ~ven mouth.to-~resuseltation (ora shot of 
odlst Church in Gorham hosts 
delight, !J<>r 28 from 9 am-4 pm anal '''''la. 
1 pm. 839-3666. 
"'_ .... - looSe nut pa,ulbichter ha$ admioIstered an intravenous 
_\to\'I/O. Ever sinC$ Cat& No gave 'Up the ghost, Uchteihas 
~ ~ In.' V~ofV~'Most 1'8C$OUy. '-KtItt ri\()H"wrnk~QUartef from~ Vork (featurinq,tqo8i . 
Salvation Anny Civic Luncheon 
Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 Spring 
featured speaker James Osborne. 
Volleyball Marathon for Ea.t .. 
USM's Portland campus gym. Voillevballt": 
to ten members can register 
..... ·II'IRJ tilt CoOlwatw Oaf~ CIt) ~~. the~ . . 
COogre$$, .... Th& _Wfjte~O!W.~ , 
ational teams - minimum 
ceeds go to Pine Tree Camp for 
dren. 1-800-244-3792. spicy lOt you. ~ for. new Mexican restai.ri\nt 
r_a--C<Ifff~ By DHfgti. bloekpf ConOO18S. PrQprletor MIlI'W lit. naa no IdH • ., atts.<&f8trlCt exist" wtl(fl he signed the 
;~_dto be In Porflarid. The rents ate cheap 01'1 ~. I /lket. 
conv:nuo/tY. n M~ Verde wiD start $8I'Ylqg Ramirc's own ver. 
~ mllirGPbiOItIc: MeXiCan fal'lt in six to eight weel(s, 
family 
Art Show Scarborough Schools K·12 Art 
!J<>r 30 from 14 pm. at Wentworth 
Gorham Rd, Scarborough. Also 
from 8 arrH! pm. Free. 8834354. 
Be Your Best A day for daughters 
to spend together, sponsored by 
"CI"'es&:Stl~li'S own baby, the Downtown Arts OIstrictAssocia-
(say It with a thumb in your mouth), Is maturing. They have 
IW:oIlponilted as a nonprofit organization, {)ADA began with a group of 
meeting over a beer to bitch about downtown's bad rap and 
WtIIj to chang& the negative image. Member TOI)Y Holt describes' 
a task-oriented organization aiming to help small shopowners and 
most notable project to date is a colorful brochljre (illustrated 
Cedrone) that attempts to define the elusive arts district and Is 
being sent by the caseload to tour cOl)'lpanies and travel $gen-
New England. 
Scout Council. Apr29 from 10 .'fl'O PI11,.~fII 
High School, 125 Strouelwatel 
shops in everything from sorl~writlnl'lol""~ 
and an afternoon performance by 
teller. and Monica Palmes-Grabin, 
tion: $3. 1-800..,6Q.1072. 
Camp Fire Club A program for kids 
ten through high schooL 88~977. 
Child Care Connections holds public 
or no brochure, it looks like downtown is beginning to recover 
near-death experience. Congress Stroot is finding its own medicine 
city-hired consultants write out tfJeir prescriptions. 
Mon-fri from 10 am-1 pm, with fre" Info_ 
day-care centers. family child care 
schools and camps. 871-7449. 
Children'. Museum of Maine 142 Free 
offers exhibits and activities forrnil'""", 
Apr 27 : "Make a Star Wheel: 
constellations, at 10 am; Apr 28: 
from Fe from 10 am-noon. Sat frorn "",~ 
' Stories In the Round," Sat at 1 
Museum hours: Wed. Thurs, Sat 
Ith 
am-8 pm; Sun 12·5 pm. 142 Free ~~;;I:I~~=:' Clinic on the last Wed of every Admission: $4, free to the public" pressure. blood sugar and pm. Pre-registration and additional am.l pm. given by the some activities. Call for specific i and Hospice atthe Peoples 
82!1-1234. Church, 310 Broadway. S. Port-
Dlaf.a.Story The South Portland PublIC 78().8624-
recorded stories. folk tales and I mo1la1 a~ used to increase f lexibility. or night. Dial 767-8162. promote a sense of wel l-being. Class 
4H Dog Club seeks boys and girts 5 vary. Portland Aikido, 120Woodford their canine pals for fun dog-related 7)2.1524. 
focus on dog agility. 7804205 or en Buk:. & Yoga for Round Bodies at 
Family Fun Day A health fair with Polonlial.170 Rt 1, Falmouth as well as a parents, games & activlties for kids. Your Relationship Workshop. " Apr 30 am·2 pm at the Parks ide pm. 781-3330. 
Sherman St., Portland. Free. Loiffot Cooking Classes presented by 
Gllsland Farm Enylronmental sponsored by Good Day Market and walks from 8 :30 am-3:30 pm, Vegetarians - May 13 and Jun 10 Audubon Society, 118 Route 1, pm, Cast: $15 each . Preregistration re-781-2330. 7724522 or 774-8889. 
M-elc of Lyn Female illusionist Group meets the second and 7:30 at Thornton Academy, 438 month at 7 pm at the Guild $4 adults ($2 students/ $10 family). of the Immaculate Conception. 
r~~ii:~2~::~p:Ortland. 727-3556 or 934-<J135. Preschool Story TIme South 155 Wescott Rd, S. Portland, i 
story time for kids ages 3-5, 10::3Q.:U .. ".Ii1:115, 
days. 775-1835. ~ Clinic The Visiting Nurse Associa-
PortI_ PublIc Ubrary 5 Monumenl ' a Well Child Health Clinic the 
ongoing programs for kids: Apr 28: at the First Congregational 10:30 am and May 1: King Arthur Road, South Portland. from 
9 am, 10:30 am and 12:30 
TTme,"at :~E~,:=:!~~~onthenetwOrkSPinal at 9:30 am. Preregistration treatment.!J<>r 27 from s.g 
Preview for Parenta Maine MedicO Drive, Falmouth. 3384476. 
Bramhall St. offers tours of the Clinic The Portland Public Health for expectant parents the a Sexually Transmitted Disease month. leaving the Dana Center low<:ost screening and 
871-2205. walk~n basis, Tues and Thurs from 
SlngI.Par .. tSUpportGroup It Portland City Hall, Room 303. 389 7:30 pm at the Greater Portland Portland. Medicaid accepted. Anony-Portland. Free childcare provided. amlidential HIV testing by appointment 
l'r"',...,D ........ SCr .... lnc May 3 atJackson 
Running Hili Rd, S. Portland. 
, M.D., Will discuss panic attacks, 
repetitive behavior, nervous-'" n'~" .•. Participants can take a 
"'''",,''"I~ With amental health professional 
informallon. 761.2200. 
for Poople with AIDS every Wed from 
~~'''22~ Monun,ent SCluare, Portland. Cost: 
Who can afford It. 797·5684. 
-~n£'cla_'~s~~:~;~~c.... R .... bliitation Procram Is de-'f InciMduals who have had a heart attack, 
fIIdJjIIl"OS!y,I,j'jlaSs surgery, angina or are at risk for 
'PrI'III"IIIIse., «"',ses are held Mondays at 7 :30 am 
Gym, 96 Falmouth St, 
~~tj:r=~~;~;;~:~;~~;t~:~exercise programs I and risk factor is ongOing. medical clear-
- David Walllberg 
Hospice of Maine volunteers provide non-medical 
assistance and support to the terminally ill and their 
families. A comprehensive certification program for 
new volunteers begins May 8. 7744417. 
Hypothyroid Support Group Forming in Portland. 
761-9562. 
Living Lecture Series Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, 
Portland. holds a series of free lectures on common 
health problems. Apr 27: "Chronic Sinusitis & Sur-
gery," at 7 pm. 879-3486. 
Parkinson 's Support Group meets at 2 pm the fourth 
Sunday of every month at the Falmouth Congrega-
t ional Church Parish Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, 
Falmouth. All those with Parkinson 's and their 
caregivers are welcome. 829-4070. 
Perinatal Cia .... hosted by After-the-Baby's Birth. 
"Breastfeeding, Bottiefeeding or Both: Making an 
Informed Choice, " !J<>r 27from 6:3().8 pm at Williston 
West Church, 32 Thomas St. Portland. Preregistra-
tion required. Cost: $25. 772·2871. 
Planned Parenthood offers HIV testing. annual ex-
ams. pregnancy testing, bi~h control information 
and supplies (free condoms), testing and treatment 
for sros and infections, menopause services and 
more at Its health center at 970 ForestAve, Portland. 
Handicapped accessible. confidential and afford-
able. Medicaid is welcomed. 874-1095. 
Portland Street Clinic This clinic provides free com-
prehensive health care for adults at the Community 
Resource Center, 15 Po~land St, Portland. The clinic 
is sponsored by Mercy Hospital and administered by 
the city of Portland Public Health Oivision and Is open. 
Mon-Thurs 5-9 pm. All services are free and are by 
appointment only. 871-8982. 
Portland Zen Meditation Cent .. All Independent 
Zen group with a regular schedule of moming and 
evening practlce sessions. Instruction offered weekfy. 
774-1789. 
Pulmonary Rehabilitation ProCram offered through 
USM Ufellne, Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:15-
noon. Program Includes progressive, nurse-super· 
vised exercise and education. Including respiratory 
hygiene, relaxation techniques and nutrition. Regis· 
tration Is ongoing, medical clearance is required. 
7804170. 
Qulatl,. Reflex Tralnlnc A strass reduction course 
which teaches a Simple method for reaching and 
maintaining a deep level of relaxation - begins Apr 
27 at 5:30 pm, at Unity Church of Greater Portland, 
54 River Rd, Windham. Cost: $42_ 893-1233. 
T .. nscendentaI MecItatIon ProCram at the Maharishi 
Ayur-Veda School, 575 Forest Ave, Portland. May 3: 
"Developing the Unlimited Potential of Mind and 
Body, at 7 pm. Free. 774-1108. 
Well Child Clinic Community Health Services offers 
physical exams, Immunizations, lead/anemia test-
Ing and vision testing. the last Wednesday of every 
month at Westbrook-Warren Congregational Church, 
Main St, Westbrook, and the third Friday of every 
month at the Eight Corners School, Mussey Road, 
Scarborough. Medicaid clients welcome, sliding fee 
scale available. 893-1500 or 1-8004794331. 
Yo,," CI ..... at Creative Work Systems, Wednes-
days from 6:30-8 pm. Orop in fee: $10. 879-1140. 
Yoga at USM's Sullivan gymnasium Thursdays from 
5-6:30 pm. Preregistration required. Cost: $100 
($12 drop.ins). 7804170. 
Zen Buddhist Meditation Group Public sitting medi-
tation meets from 10 am-11 am every Sunday. There 
are extended sittings on the first and last Sundays of 
each month. The Casco Bay Zen Group welcomes all. 
Small donation . 839-4897. 
etc 
Abuse In Intimate Relationships A support group for 
women who have previously or are presently experl-
enclOg abuse In their intimate relationships. Free . 
and confidential, childcare provided. 874-1973. 
Creative Productions Collaborative A group for 
women survivors of sexual abuse who are Interested 
In furthering their healing Joumeys through the pr<>-
cess of creating and presanting a production In the 
form of books, videos or performance art. Confiden-
bal meetings are Wednesdays from 6:30-8 pm. 774-2403. 
Community of Hope A Christian group, which claims 
a.primary ministry With gay and lesbian people and 
strives to be Inclusive of all, meets Sats at 4 pm at 
156 High St, Portland. 761-2543. . 
Divorce PerspectI_ A support group for people in 
all phases of the dlv",ce process meets Wednes-
days at 7:30 pm, at the Woodfords Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. May 3: Twenty 
year anniversary celebration. 7744357. 
F.A_T.E. Fight AIDS-Transform Education Is a project 
sponsored by ACT UP/Portland whose purpose Is to 
fight HIV, AIDS and homophobia In all Maine public 
schools byfonning empowering groups forte ens and 
queers. All welcome. Meets the first and third Friday 
of each month at 5:30 pm at the YWCA. 87 Spring St, 
Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For more informa-
tion wrtte ACT UP/Portland, PO Box 1931, Po~land. 
04104 or call/fax 828-0566. 
FlCIlt DiSCrimination The Maine Civil Uberties Union 
is interested in hearing from any Portland resident 
who feels that she or he has been Illegally discrimi. 
nated against in housing, employment or credit on 
the basis of sexual orientation. 774-5444. 
Flamenco 80 Classical Guitar performed by Isaac J. 
Rudloe, Apr 28 at the Coolwater Cafe, 1 Forest Ave. 
Portland from 9-10:30pm and Apr 29 at the Westside 
Restaurant, 58 Pine St, Portland from 7:3()'9 pm. 
666-5582. 
Maine Auoclatlon of Partlam.ntartans holds its 
annual convention,!J<>r 29 from 9 am-4 pm at USM's 
Bailey Hall, Gorham campus. Anyone interested In 
the study of Parliamentary procedure is welcome. 
Workshops include: "Motions," "Knowledge Plus 
Action Equals Power ~ and "How to Run a Meeting." 
Cost: $35 including lunch ($15 Single workshops). 
829-5238 or 883-2698. 
Maine Frontrunners is a gay and lesbian runn ing club 
that sponsors a weekly run in Portland, Saturdays at 
9 am. The group meets at the beginning of Back Cove 
walkway, corner of Baxter BOUlevard and Preble 
Street Extension. 761·2059 or 828-4896. 
Maine Gay Men's Chorus is a volunteer community 
chorus bringing men together to enhance social 
tolerance and diversity in the Greater Portland area 
- as well as affirming the gay/lesbian experience 
with creative musical entertainment. 839-4506. 
Maine Media Women Annual spring conference 
takes place May 6 from 8:30 am4:30 pm - at the 
Muddy Rudder. Edgecomb Inn, Edgecomb. Seminar 
subjects include financial planning for women, the 
trials and rewards of small newspaper management 
in Maine, the science of the Internet and the art of 
proprioceptive writing. 72HJ955. 
P~G Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians 
and Gays a support and advocacy group meets the 
second Friday of each month at the Pride's Corner 
Church. Westbrook. 766-5158. 
The Rape crisis Center offers crisiS intervention, 
advocacy and support groups for survivors of sexual 
assault and abuse. All services are free and conti· 
dential. 24-hour hotline: 774-3613. Also, the center 
sponsors a workshop on self defense with black belt 
Lauretta Gregoire. Apr 30 from 9 am-l am. Self 
defense and breakaway techniques will be demon-
strated and practiced. Cost: $25 advance ($35 
door). 799·9020. 
Rldl", to the Top Broadtum Rd. Scarborough - a 
therapeutic horse back riding program for people 
with disabilities seeks volunteers. Horse experience 
Is not necessary. 848-4600. 
Sexual A.saault Crisis Center needs volunteer assis-
tance to staff the center's 24-hour hotllne and 
provide follow-up support for victims and their faml· 
lies. 784-5272. 
Slner_ Network If you are single and looking, the 
Singles Network offers recreational sodal and ed", 
cational activities. 1-80()'375-6509. 
SNAP The Survivor's Network for those Abused by 
Priests holds a support group for men and women 
healing from sexual abuse by clergy the third Friday 
of every month. Meetings are nor><tenominatlonal 
and confidential. 774-5025. 
30+ Soccer for people Interested In forming a 30+ 
CO<ld soccer league. 773-7613. 
South_ PI_rlum 97 Falmouth St, Portland. 
has a variety of astronomy and laser shows: !J<>r 28. 
"Birth & Death of Stars' at 7 pm. "Dark Side of the 
Moon" laser show at 8:30 pm; Apr 29, "Alligator in 
the Elevator" (kid show) at 3 pm, "Tour of the Solar 
System' at 7 pm, and 'Led Zeppelin" laser show at 
8:30 pm. 7804249. 
Storymakars Club begins Apr 30 from 3-5 pm, at 
Raffles Cafe, 555 Congress St, Portland. Bring your 
own stories, personal, traditional or otherwise. 780-
5078. 
Survivors of Inc .. t Support Group meets Apr 29 at 
10 am, at the Brighton Medical Center, 335 Brighton 
Ave, Portland. 87a.a113. 
WILD Women Igniting Love & Diversity Is a pr<>-
woman, pro-Jesblan social/educational group that 
meets for athletics, nature exploration and commu· 
nity building in a chem-free envlronment_ All genders 
and orientations welcome. 761-<1138. 
Women & Money Maine Women's Fund presents an 
alkiay series of lectures, seminars and panels for 
women on managing money and Increasing eamlng 
power, May 6 from 8:30 am4 pm. at Westbrook 
College, Stevens Ave, Portland. Cost: $65. 774-
5513.0. 
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235 COMMERCIAL Sll<IET, PoRTlAND, MA,NE ' 773-6282 
6 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, MAI~E • 236-0998 
1995 Rodeo 4x4 
• 5 speed 1r.I'tsmission • Rear wiper washer 
• 24 valve 175 HP engile defogger 
• 4 wheel disc brakes, • 36 mo.l50,OOO mile 
anti-lock warranty 
• 4500 lb. towilg capacity • CD disc player 
• Side impact door beams 
YOUR PRICE 
$17,999 
excludes tax, t~le fees 
(!., 
ISUZU 
_ ____ ft _. ,a, __ L ••. 
i 
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AOOPTION. GREATS MOMS! Secure couple, 
logether Ilyrs. wanls 10 give your baby a 
warm, safe home filled wilh lovellaughler. 
fenced , wooded backyard/pels for play. Call 
Claudia/Jan 1·800·982-3678 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 45 mlnule 
show wll ive doves, rabbits, free magic tricks. 




CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Parking 










3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED & SUN NIGHT 
AND fRI & SAT AFTERNOON 
12·18 cards $10 with 1 shotgun 
24 cards $12 With, shotgun 
Children's 
Birthday Parties 
112 hour .how with live dove •• 
i rabbit. & free magic trick • . 
~ Can Vanaini at B54-1743 
W)J or l-000-BZ6-B240. 
"The Children's Magician" 
COMPLETE GUIOE TO CREOIT REPAIR! Gel 
loans easily; Obtain major credit cards ; Fix 
your credit report! This manual shows you 
how!! Send $20.10 P.O. Box217, Sheridan, IN 
46069 Ann: KLM. Cash, check, money order. 
HOMEWORKERS GUIDE TO EMPLOYMENT! 
Wor1c: your own hours at home! Hundreds of 
companies listed need your help! Send $20. 
for manual 10 P.O. Box 217, Sheridan, IN 
46069. Alln: KLM. Cash, check, money order. 
LEGALLY DESCRAMBLE PAID TV LIKE THE 
PROS without electronic or technical back-
ground. Free information 24 hours. 1·806· 
291-9708. 
SAlVADOR DAlI- FREE mailordercalalog. T-
shirts, posters. books, iewelry, and more. 
Wrile: Dali Museum Depl.4b8, 1 000 3rd Slre.' 
Soulh, SI. Pelersb~rg , fl 33701 or call 
1-800-442-DALI. 
VERMONTTO NICARAGUA, RIDE THROUGH 
CENTRAL AMERICA CAMPING. Bus donated 
10 Nicaraguan farm wo"'ers. $1 ,600., & food 
and lodging. Includes return air fair. leaving 
6119195 relurn 7ItOl95. Monle Verde Cuhural 
Exchange 1-802-525-8849. 
help wanted 
' AVON CALLING- "ANEW-YOU. 'ANEW"CA-
REER! Earn extra cash. Work from home, full! 
pa rt-lime. Benef ilS av.ilable. Free gift. 1-800-
827-AVON Ind. Rep. 
$1 ,OOOIWEEKL Y stuffing envelopes al home. 
for fREE delails, send SASE: P.O. Box 2469-
KM, lima, PA. 19037. 
ACADEMY Of CARLO PITTORE, Bowdoinham, 
seeks (Inexperienced o.k.) male and female 
models (nude). Call: 666-8453. 
WMPG, Ih. community radio slalion al USM, 
is seeking a professional to fill a part·time 
Developmenl Director posili oR. This is a de-
manding post responsible for securing a sig-
nificant portion oflhe 'lalton', budgelthrough 
bUSiness sponsorships and listener support. 
Activities include underwriting, on-air fund 
drives, dlrecl mall, and phone banking. As a 
momboroflhe Managemenl T.am, Ihe Devel-
opment DIrector prOVides major input into 
overall station operations plus short and long 
range planning. The qualified candidate will 
have a minimum one year sales experience 
and event planning. Non·proflt radio experi-
ence preferred. Candidate should havea wor1c:· 
ing knowledge of fCC undelWriling rules. Dem-
onstrated organizational and communication 
skills are a necessity. Must be willtng to worit 
with diverse array of volunteers. Bachelors 
degree preferred. Please S'end resume. cover 
letter, and names and numbers 01 three refer· 
ences to: Development Director Search, 
WMPG, University of Southern Maine, 96 
FalmOUlh Slreel, Port land. Maine, 041 03 USM 
is an EEO!AA employer commlHed to diver-
sity, quality and reasonable accommodalion. 
Review of applICat ions will begin May 3, 1995 
and continue until pos ition is filled. 
MANAGER TRAINEE 
Person wanled 10 assist 
manager. OppOMUnlly for $300 





Community Support Program 
Services Inc., a community mental health agency 
51<0, Maine, bas a full-time clinical position available 
· .. · .. _'uonu with prolonged mental illness. The qualified 
rio;"'''..... possess prior community support services 
, prior clinical supervisory experience is desirable. 
"""",~ureto practice at the independent level of a LMSW 




.C~~c?/ar Weekly is searching for an aggressive, outgoing 
In f~1 ua to complete our outside sales force_ If you have 
media k~owledge and/or love to sell we would like to 
sPI~ak With you regarding this opportunity. You must own a 
re lable vehicle • . This is a commission 5ales position. Please 
re5pond by sending a cover letter and resume to: 
TELEMARKETER 
Sales Manager 
561 Congress 51. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
Maine Publishing Corp., publisher of Maine Times alld Casco Bay 
Weekly newspap,"rs, is lOOking tor an experienced telemarketer 
to help sel! claSSIfied line and classified display advertising 
You are a . . 
greganous self-starter ready and willing to pick up 




Bates College seeks an Associate 
. Director of Personnel who will be involved 
In all aspects. of Personnel operations, including payroll and 
benefIts admlntstratlon, recruitment, student employment 
safety. employee aSSistance, and rental property • 
management. A Personnel generalist. with ability to 
concentrate on specialties but the expectation to have or 
acq~lr~ general knowledge about all aspects of Personnel 
admlntstratlon. 
Qualificat.ions: BA or BS. 5 years of post-college 
experience In Personnel Services or a related field. Excellent 
wn:en and verbal communication skills, ability to research 
an solve problems, design and maintain systems plan 
events and training. and relate to a diverse college' 
communtty. Please send cover letter, resume and three 
references by May 12, 1995 to: 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL SEARCH COMMITTEE 
BATES COLLEGE 
215 COLLEGE STREET 
LEWISTON, ME 04240 
Bates College ~alues a diverse college community and seeks to assure 
equal opportUnity through a continuing and effective Affirmative Action 
program. We welcome applications from women and minorities. 
PAY PHONE ROUTE. 50 local & established 
Sites. Earn $t ,500 weeKly. Open 24 hours. call 
1-800-866-4588. 
PROfESSIONAL RESUMES resull in employ-
ment Interviews. call Career Planning Ser· 




30 36 cards S15 with 1 shotgun 
42-48 cards $16 with 1 shotgun 
COME PLAY NEW 
STAND·UP BINGO 
ADOPTION CAN BE THE ANSWER FOR YOU. 
IT IS THE ANSWER FOR US. W.'re a happi~ 
married couple without a child 10 fulfill our 
dreams 01 becoming alamily.Lers help each 
olher.Legal/confidenli.1. Call Sunny & Gl,n 1-
800-341-4766. 
~o!lenllcorrlpel lltIVe salary and a generous benefit package, 
'------__ 1 IPplicants will be contacted directly for an interview. 
the phone and cal!, call. call, when you aren't too busy 
handling mcommg calls. Your typing and proof-reading skills 
are mehculous, and you can eaSily figure simple math in your 
head. If you can close quickly and would enjoy being an 
ambassador for the fastest growing newspapers in New 
England, then your phone is ready. Pay is commensurate with 
expenence, with a base slart, moving 10 commision. Send a 
letter and / or resum~ to: 
NO EXPERIENCENECESSARYI $500 TO $900 
weekJyfpotenlJal proceSSing mortgage refu nds. 
Own hours. GaIl 714-502'2123 Ext. 507. 24hrs. 
SPRING CLEANING- one room of carpel 109 
shampooed $19.95, Call (207)871-8618. 
-45+ & Disabled 
Immediate Home Study 
$1200 
6 month average 
placement 
after home study 
(207) 586-5058 
In comp~Bnce Law Title 22 
Ol8pter 1153 
JVan 
I ~.J ,I ~·l ,i i !~~I'&! i n5·111~'!i I!I 
SAWYER District 3 
A Vote for Nan is a Vote for 
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS/DIRECTOR 
OF OFF-CAMPUS STUDY 
CATCH .\ FREE IVISIONI 
of a dynamic, economically 
healthy Portland_ 
Bowdoin College seeks an Assistant Dean to 
manage the off-campus study (Des) program and to 
coordinate the College's self-examination in prepa-
ration for its decennial reaccreditation. Temporary 
position: half-time in July 1995. full-time from 
september 1995 through May 1996, and half-time in 
June 1996. 
Responsibilities include advising Des students. 
overseeing student Des program approval. man-
aging relations with third-party program providers. 
and liaison with academic departments. Also. sup-
porting the reaccreditation committee, assembling 
Institutional research data. interviewing staff and 
faculty members. and drafting sections of the 
reaccreditation self-study. 
RIDE T() BEANO 
TUESDAY NIGHT IVALUEI 
in safe neighborhoods, fine 




385 MAIN STREET 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
6:30 PM 
for more info. call: 
773-1453 
VETERAN 'S SUPPORT 
SERVICES 
and affordable property taxes. 
IVIRTUE I of a strong reputation for_ 
honesty and problem solvmg 
in business and community, with 
freedom from political debt. 
IVOTEI Nancy Nan Sawyer 
May 2 District 3, City Council 
r..d "" ....... ull"..,D'tI br NanSowl"" II .. runt-.! Cil)'e ......... ' o.,Ir>dJ. TimO"...d~ T ........... 
Desired qualifications: advanced degree. college 
teaching or administrative experience, ability to 
advise intellectually talented college students. and 
excellent writing skills. Familiarity with a college 
environment and off-campus study programs would 
be advantages. 
Please submit letter of application and 3 letters 
of reference to: Human Resources, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick, ME 04011. Consideration of applica-
tions begins May 1, 1995, and will continue until 
the position is filled. 
Bowdoin College is committed to Equal Oppor-
tunity through Affirmative Action. 
~ 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTE[ 
categories check one 
o bulletin board o education 
o lost & found (free) o professional services 
o rideshare (free) o business services 
o help wanted o compute ... 
o career development o financial 
o business opportun~ies o items for sale 
o positions wanted o yard sales 
Dchild care Dantiques 
o roommates o give """ay (free) 
Daplslrent Dwanted 
D condos/rent Darts 
D rooms/rent o holiday gifts 
D houses/rent D Ihealre arts 
D seasonal rental o bed & breakfasts 
D offices/rent Dgelaways 
D art studios/rent o fairs & festivals 
o slorage/rent Omusic 
o business rental o wheels 
o rentals wanted D motorcycles 
o housesilting D truckslllans 
Oreal eSlate DRV's 
o condos for sale Dboals 
o land for sale o recreation 
o mobile homes D campgrounds 
D real eSlale wanted o summer camps 
Dauctions o publications 
o body & soul o animals 
ofrtness o legal notices 
o instruction o dating SlHVices 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St. , Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM. pre-paid 
ad: 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and Maine Times! Call 775-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. 
fine print 
PhoneN: _________________ _ 
Name: ____________________ ___ 
Qassified ads musl be paid for in advance with cash, personal Address: __________ ___ _ 
chock, money order, VIS8 or Maslercard. loSI & Founc ttoms 
6sted ~ee. Class~od ods are non-rafurdabla. CBW shalf nol be 
6ab1e for any typographical errors, omissions, or changes in the 
ad wrocll do no! &hect the value or conlanl or subslantialy 
change !he mearing at !he ad. CredI will be issued when viable 0 visa 0 me expo date 
error has been delerminec wtthin one weak at publcallon. # 
c~ ~------------------------------
FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Cheek an. 
D Casco Bay Week~I~!jIWK. 
Add~ional words @ 
o 
D Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: 
D Wheels Deal 
$25/ nun 'il ~ sells: 
(15 words; vehicles I 
(cali for 
Human Resources Manager 
Counseling Services, Inc, 
P.O. Box 1010 
Saco, ME 04072 
An EEO Employer 
MAlNmMfS P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
Attn: Telemarketer 
or call Michael at 775-1234 
Maint Publisliing Corp ;$ IUr EquDl Opportunity rm~ 
career development 
Professional Level 'fr'ainings in 
LeaI'D Therapeutie l\lassage 01' Polarity Therapy 
Evening and Weekend Classes 
POLARITY REALIZATION INSTITUTE 
Portland. Maine' (207) 828-8622 
.BUSINESS . SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
• Renovations 
, Kitchens 
• furnilure Making 
761-248S 
r.o. Box 817 
Wcstbrook, ME 04098 
(207) 856-1799 
(207) 797-3835 
IlACK IIAY IIUUDlms .' 
& IANnSCAI)ING .' 
Complete building. property J ' 
maintenance & renovation 
services. Commercial & I"" 
residential 







COPPER & SLATE 
ROOFING SPECIALISTS 
SERVING NEW ENGLAND 
P.O. Boox 12' 
EAST WATERBORO. ME 04030 
(207) 247-355S 
CHEERFUL AND DEPENDABLE 
DAILY. WEEKLY. MONTHLY. 
MOVE IN/OUT SERVICE 
Call us now for a cleaner, 
Home Repair Service 
'Leaks 'Gutters 'Roots 
-Chimneys 'Ceilings ·Painting 
'Papering ·Gen. Carpantry 
nS-2511 
iF I Rot",." ... 
If you've ever cleaned up 
for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 




- Int. " ("t. Renovation. -
- Addition. - Porche./ Dee"" -
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James K. Elkins. LPC.NCCC 
Call (207)885-0700 
ClassUietls: 
--- 1~~' , ,.~- _.J"#-
bulinell OPPI 
NATIONAL GROCERY COUPON BOOKS. UN· 
TAPPED $323 billion Industry. 800% profit 
potentli!. M,.,mum Investmenl $150. MUlti' 
product company Free information. House of 
Coupons 800-641-8949 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS! For less than $200. 
you can own and operate your own telecom· 
municatlons company. Revenue high. over-
head low For more Info call BOO·242-3955. 
'1930. 
FREE 9001. NO SET UP or monthly fees. 
SI0.000 per month posSIble. A proven win· 
ner. I-800·58O-4210 (24 hrs.). 
'I RATED HOME BUSINESSES ACCORDING 
TO ENTREPRENEUR AND WALL STREET. No 
huge start·up. complete package. under S99. 
Includes advertising/marketing. Mortgaoead~. 
property tax consuttan1, discount groceries. 
9001 broker. 1-800-775·0712. ext. 9691. 
child care 
LICENSED HOME DAY CARE currently has 2 
full-time openings. Close to Maine Mall, 295 
and Turnpike. CPRlflrst aid certified. Meals! 
snacks prOVided. Daily actiVities, field trips 
and weekly news leUer. Lots of fun and TLC. 
Large yard and play room. Reasonable rates, 
exceilent references/experience, 871 ·9441 . 
pass this paper 
on to a friend 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
PAST lifE REGRESSIoN. STRESS REdUCTION 
EMOTiONAl. CLEARING • INNER CHILd/GUidE WORk. 
::WrJ. BIe~ 
toning opposing 
the body force in 
& cafming order to 
the mind. controf n. 
STRESS REDUCTION· LONGEVITY 
HEALTH. INTERNAl. ENERGY FLOW 
"A System Promoting Balance 
on. Physical and Spiritual Level" 
-liMe GoIdrJn 
c..rtlfJed M3;)5"g' Th ..... pl~t 
271 Congr~56 St. 
6y ,\ppointm.nt 
~ 9<ristine Schares 
91ali01Ullly CertifW .::MS'T 
657-2948 
F11l;t Session Half Price 
DOES YOUR RELATIONSHIP 
OR LIFE NEED SOME 
SPRING CLEANING? 
Two STEPPARENT GROUPS 
now forming: 
reduce sfress. e ... plore resources 
,,!her 10om·noon or 6·8 pm 
Kate Potter, LCPC, CCMHC 
:'73-3031 
& BoDY WORK THERAPY 
'A' Spring Is Here! 'A' 
Sa, ,es 
to improving 'Ot" health 
and srare of mind. 
'A' Call TODA Y 
far an Appolntmenr! 
Kristen Watson, CMT 
RElla PRACTIONER 
SERIOUS INCOME POTENTIAl. IN MAJOR 
HEAL THCARE COMPANY. Introducmg pow-
erlul break-through m all natural preventative 
heanhcare products. Be partolthe nextAmeri-
can success story t 0-800·760-4038. 
TIRED OF WORKING HARD, only to face com-
petition everywhere? NIKKEN .. have you 
heard? 892-1626. 
roommatel 
BIG, BEAUTIFUL WEST END APARTMENT. 
You get bedroom & office. No cats . no creeps. 
no smoking. $3571mo. he.t Included 772-
3220. 
roommatel 
CAPE ELIZABETH CONDO- 2BOR. N/S. M/F. 
professional. Quiet Grand Lak. setting. $3651 
mo t 112 u~ litJ .. 767-1360. 
EAST WINDHAM· 15 minutes to North Gate. 
H.usomate for beautiful spacious home. Own 
bathroom. garage. pool. lake. $390/mo. 892· 
5345. 
GF LOOKfNG FOR F. Share large .partmen1. 
Beach, pari<lng, laundry. Cats. $300lmo plus. 
Available May. 799·4551 . 
GM SEEKS ROOMMATE for spacious apart-
ment nearUSM. Qu iet neighborhood, parking. 
$2001wk plus utihties. Call 772-5997 Leave 
message. 
MALE LOOKING FOR NIS, M/Fto share apa~­
men1 ln Deenng area. cat tolerance a plus. 
Minimum TV watching a big plus! Call 878-
2287. 
OUTER CONGRESS- Professlon.l, respon-
Sible, NIS female to share 2IBDR apanment 
for Summer. S2551mo. + 112 utilities. Avail-





INTOWN· 2BDR, hving and dining rooms 
Parking & on-Site laundry $5501mo heat In: 
cluded. 761 -4376 
LARGE, SUNNY. I!BDR. hardwood lIoors liv-
ing room, din ing room & kitchen lncl~des 
electnclty. $5251mo. Call 828·6969 and leave 
an evening number, gay owners live In bUild-
mo. Available 6/1 . 
MUNJOY HILL- Vlclonan Mansard, 2nd FI, 
2BDR. Sunny, qu"t, spacIous. Laundry! $5501 
mo. HlHW included. 773·9549. 
NORTH YARMOUTH· One bedroom, natural 
woodwork, birch & mohogany cabinets, wall 
to wall carpet, tile kitchen, bath, large b.th. 
room shower skylight. Call 829-3584. 
PORTLAND, DEERING OAKS AREA-I &2 bed-
room, hardwood floors. Nlpets $3501$4751 
mo. HIHW Included. 828'6842, leave meso 
sage 
with Ernie Rose, 6:30-9:00, $20,00 
Toning with Emily Easton 
6:30-8:30 $5,00 
SUNNY WEST END STUDIO New paint car. 
pet QUIOt neighborhood $370/mo t ut,i,t", 
774-7350 . 
PEAKS fSLAND· Spacious ISA apt WIW 
w"er.iew,S600/...,. utJls Induded.(207)7s6-2508· 
WESTBAOOK APARTMENTS- f&219DA heat 
' Iocluded, large yard, parking, clean, wa;her & 
dryer. $450'$570!mo Maine Aental, 761 -2467. 
WESTBROOK' Cosy l/BOR. Parking storage no 




CALL PHILLIPS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
lorthelollowlng condo rentals: I)Old Port- 99 
Sliver Street. I BDR w~oft, exposed bnck! 
beams. Secure buildinO. Gas heat laundry 
$5251mo tutilit"s Nlpels 2)Mldd'le Street-
Contemporary 1 BoR wIden and large win-
dows. Secure building. Laundrylacilitles, Gas 
heat/range Ready 611 . $575/mo t utlhties. NI 
pets. 3)Wesl End· 78 High Street SpacIOus 
2BDRwlhuge kitchen, high cOl lings. Oft.street 
pari<lng Gas heat. Ready 6/1 $6501mo tutlli-
ties Nlpets. PHONE· (207)772'5345. 
lealonal rental 
An exceptionally nice, secluded, lakelront log 
cabin In Pnnceton, Washington County Be-
yond the.usual.loons, excellent fishIng, sWim-
ming, pnv.cy. 2BORS, .me.,tlOs. $3951week. 




Carrie Peterson. AYlor M.S. 
Licensed Marriage'" {amlly Therapist 
leasonal rental 
BELGRADE LAKE REGION- Cozy, 2BDR., wa. 
le~ront cottage. Perieet gelaway. Great lor 
SWimming, canoeing, horseshoes, bass fish. 
lng, rest, rel""'lion. $300Iwk. (207)· 775.7549. 
EASTPORT· Furnished studio apa~men1. 
SleepSfhree Panoramic Passamaquoddy Bay 
views. QU iet , uncrowded area. $250/wk 
(207)B53·4775. (Zone IV) 
HANCOCK LAKE- Town Of Sebago Large wa-
terfront home $S50/wk. 2·weekminimum. or 
trade. Call (207)883-8572. (Zone I) 
HIGGINS BEACH, SCARBOROUGH· Ocean. 
front4BDR house, $1 ,200Iwk. 2BDR separate 
apartment, S6OoIwk. Fireplaces. aU conve-
nIOncos! 2·week minimum. (207)883-5983 
(Zone I) 
LAKE COBBOSEECONTEE· Secluded, pnvate 
be.ch, stone llreplace, 5BR. fishing boat, beau. 
flful VlOW, July/August $4501wk (30t )565. 
3022. 
MATINICUS ISLAND, MAINE. Ocean front 
cottages, Sandy beaches S400/week, and up 
ColorpholOS sent. Katz, 80)(567. New Boston. 
N H. 03070. (603}487·3819. 
NORTH CONWAY , WHITE MOUNTAINS-
Lakesld, coUage. 3BAs, 1.5·baths. Swim, ten-
nIS, canoe, sailboat Junef.;ept ·$4501wk.,Julyl 
August·$60OIwk. Days·(202)273-3773,Ev,.. 
(301)340,1360 (Zone Vf) 
PEAKS ISLAND· Charming 3BDR cottage near 
sandy beach, Deck, outdoor fireplace, se-
cluded $650Iwk. Call 761-4386 
WELD· Wat,rlront collage on Webb Lake. 
Clean, fully lurnished, 6·b.ds, great for fami· 
lies. Stunning view of mountains, screened 
porch, dock, wood stove. NIS·Nlpets. $4501 
wk. (207)645-24981(207)727-4224. (Zone VI) 
WESTPORT ISLAND· Elegant new Viclonan on 
to acresof waterlront 2BDM-bath, large boal· 
house w~ft. S9Q0!wk. (516)325·t512 (Zone II) 
MARK NAKELL. MA. LCp,C 
Counseling, Psychotherapy 
1 Pleasant Street· Portland 
(207) 773-4413 
Predictive Astrology 
with Michael Naylor 6:30-8:30, $5,00 
Gateway to the Moon: A Sacred 
Approach to Menstruation 
~M~~~4~ry~ry~ 




23 West Street, Portland, ME 04102 by appointment 774-67." 
INDIVIDUALS 
with Helene Drouin 6:30-8:30, $20,00 
- Reservations Required -
HERBS & HEALING 
APPRENTICESHIP 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
Yoga by the Sea 
To Nounsh Body Be Soul 
May 5-7 Resida1\iaf 






lIono Sllv.rman. Cfi(, T. 
At41 TA Cufi{i.tI 
Sw.tll~Ir lI1t1utl~. 
N.uromuscultlr TIr.rtlp y 
Cenified Massage Therapisl 
846-9427 
$ 
Ulu~~, I"IJIIrity.Mmage. Reflexology 
Yatmoulh Office 
8-month Hands-on Course for 
8eginning & Intermediate Herb 
Students taught by Herbalist 
Corinne Martin. learn to identify 
and use Medicinal Plants in the 
COntext of Whole Health. 
846-1482 
• • r I/,! 
. "otray DRAMA 
A new counseling group for 
women who have been 
artificially inseminated, or who 
adopted children. Also for 
""""";';'i{}1 women in the planning stage. 
Rachel Sager at 
Soul Journey through Time 
A Body, Mind & Spirit Workshop 
led by Kathleen Luke, MA 
Saturday, May (; • Can 799-4927 
An .MOm'; ... apprO/lch based .nlUII!!'an and Past Li!e IkrapleS [ A(I'?""'?( 
Dance Class 
April 30th SiO,oo 
5:30-6:45 pm - Beginners 
6:45-8:00 pm - Intermediate 
Casco Bay Movers 871.1013 
36 Casco Bay Weekly 
omces/rent 
PORTlAND, OLD PORT, Fax/copies, kitchen, 
bath/shower, conference. Nice, open quality 
space, $11 51mo. +utililies. Gil, 761-4231. 
art studios/rent 
ARTISTS STUDIO: ARTISTS ONLY BUILD-
ING_ All inclusive ren1. $125 to $300Imo. 
available immedialely. 878-3497. 
business rental 
BUSINESS RENTAL, PORTLAND- 311 
Cumberland, cornerol Elm Street. Heavytral-
fico Two 800 sq.tt. locatIons, store. office, 
studiO. Heat included, parl<.ing ava ilable. 772-
6527. 
rentals wanted 
WANT TO SHARE YOUR HOUSE? Very re-
sponSible, professional, mid-life woman seeks 
a few rooms In a large. attractive house. N/S 
with excellent relerences. 774-74 10. 
real estate 
2400 san. GORHAM- 4IBDR. Hath. lam lly 
room. Ideal tor in-home business. 2car garage. 
2oox300 country 101. S92,5OO. 839-6426. 
CAPE COD CONDO'S . NORTH TRURO, 
DC EN FRONT, lurnished, profess ionally man-
aged. I bedroom. SI 09,900, stud io's529,900 
& 559,900. Excellent rental history, dIScounted 
overnlghtrates. Dunes R.E. 1-800-828-7850. 
FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND- By Owner-
Immaculate 3BDR Cape, spacious end unit. 
Cathedral ceilings, LFVDR, lu ll bath with new 
jacuzzi, mOnitor heat, fu ll basement, large 
yard, VERY PRIVATE. 583,500 or best rea-
sonable affer. lnspection Sat. & Sun. 10-4. To 
be sold Sunday night to highest bidder. 
(207)878-33 t 5. 
GOT ACAMPGROUND MEMEBERSHIPOR TIME-
SHARE? We'll take it! Call America's largest 
campgroundltimeshare resale clearing house. 
ResM Sales International. 1-800-423-5967. 
LOG CABIN- w1190' frontage on Mason Bay, 
Jonesport. Stone1ireplace. 529,000. Broker 
owned . (207)871-1001 Idays, (207)766-
4444/eves. 
Exclusive of 
Joanna M. Keamy 
773-2345 X 220 
269 Commercial St. 
lIarbor Landing, 05C, 
penthouse unit, 
city views from deck, 
exposed beams and brick, 
very distinctive_ 
$68,900 
TOUR BOAT BUSINESS 
'1 rmI~~' 
LIVE YOUR DREAMS 
Established Business " Soothem Maine 






12 - Unit Brick 
PASTERN PROMENADE 
$208,000 
DIANE O'REIllY GRI 
New Spl~ Foy, Waterboro, 
45 min_ to Ptld_ FHW Oil Heat, 





MAINE- 140 BEAUTIFUL ACRES. REMOTE. 
Wooded, small brook. $34,900. I will finance 
wih 5900.00 down. Owner: (207)942-005B. 
OWNERS, BROKERS! Advertise your house 
before MORE Qualified buyers for LESS! Call 
775-1234 to inquire about The Sure Sell 
Classified's affordable advert ising rates and 
put your property In the hands of the readers 
ot Maine Times, Casco Bay Weekly and 
PennySaverl 
PARKSIDE- S'x unil w/3-2BDR. 3-1 BDR apart-
ments, Fireplaces/hardwDod Il00rs. 18 park-
ing spaces. Serious inqu iries only! 773-5208. 
PEAKS ISLAND- Artist's dream house, fully 
winterized. Sumptuous views from tower of 
Whitehead Passage. 5128 ,500. 766-2371. 
condos lor sale 
PRlVATE SALE 
4 B~droom Garrison 
StTDudwater - Capisic Area 
Quiet J Convenien t Neighborhood 
Large Lot and Garage 
$127,000 
775- 1509 
PORTLAND CAPE- Birooms. 2 kitchens. 2112 
balhs. Large lot, 3fireplaces. hardwoodl loors, 
sunny. $135,000. (207)761-1623. 
SCARBOROUGH, MAINE. FULLYFURNISHED 
31BDR.2 bath house or 2IBDR. cottages, 112 
block from 6Imiles of sandy beach, near many 
attractions. $500-$800Iweekly. Brochures 
available. (207)883-3891 . 
STANDISH-lmmaculate3BDRII.5-bath home 
on 3 private acres. Mountain views w/spec-
tacular sunsetsl Unique property-unlike oth -
ers. $t 35,000. By owner. (207)642-3395. 
WAYNE- 168' watenront on 4-mlle lake, Cen-
tral Maine. 2IBDR. cottage. Open concept, 
cherryfloors.$119,000. Page:PatLadd,Home-
stead Realty, (207)759-1283. 
CALL KATHY PHILLIPS. BAY REAL TV. forth. CONDOS MAKE CENTS! $44,900+. Historic following listings: 1)West End· 3BDR wlbeau· old to conveniently new. Big assortment, too! tiful wood Iloors, WID hook-up, gas heat, Call me! Barbara Horton, REIMAX Coast & deck. par ~ing . 579,000. 2)01d Port- Stylish Country. 87t -5245. 
1 BDR widen. View 01 Portland Harbor! Un- - ------ ------derground parking. $56 ,000. PHONE - TOP FLOOR OF BRICK ROWHOUSE In Spring (207)775-3838_ Street Historic Distncl. Renovated t BDR and 
2BDR. Modern elevator, many ext ra' s! 
555.000-575,000. Whale Tail, 773-2850. 
land for sale 
LAKEFRONT PRE-SALE!! ! Watertront lots with 
magnificent frontage. 1 st time offered. Pre-
development pnces_ Starting at $29,900. Val-
ues to $50,000. Central ME. Reserve NOW! 
Call (207)368-5789. 
mobile homes 
180 AT $176. $850 down. New 3BDR 14' 
wide, $16,995. APR 10.25% vanable. 786-
4016. LUV Homes Rt 202. Auburn, ME. 
CHAMPION is well known as the VERY BEST, 
and we just got 10 their very best "Sovereign" 
52x28. This IS a high Quality home BUT Luv 
has it at $45,995, and we know howto get you 
FINANCED and into this home. 786-4016, 
Daily 9-6. Sunday, 10-5. LUV Homes (t mile 
Irom Turnpike ) 1 049 Washington SI. Rt 202. 
Auburn. ME. 
auctions 
PENOBSCOT BAY WATERFRONTAGE- 9.5 
acres with 656 feet shoreli ne on Penobscot 
River at head of Bay. $60,000. Call Downeast , 
(207)469-7370. 
FOUR BEDROOMS- Our best sellers Waverly 
crest 60x28, Champion 80x14- $29,995; 
Fleetwood 80x14- $27,995. LUV Homes (1 
mile Irom Turnpike) 786-4016. 1049 Wash-
Ington Street. Rt 202, Auburn, ME. 
THANK YOU! Busmess was great last year, 
and thIS year It's doubling. Come on in and see 
why. Da ily 9-6, Sunday 10-5. LUV Homes (1 
mile trom Turnpike) 1 049 Washington St. Rt 
202. Auburn, ME. 
~ , 2ND ANNIVERSARY 82 C~') SPRING CLEAN OUT AUCTION ' Q}) DICK YERXA'S \ 
t>~; FORESIDE POWER EQUIPMENT " 
I ' , 
1 
170 ANDERSON STREET, PORTLAND , 
Don't buy your lawn and garden equipment until you 
have come to this celebration sale. Items include lawn 
mowers, chippers, snow throwers, trimmers/edgers, chain 
saws, heaters and much more. This is one sale you cannot 
afford to miss. For a complete list of items to be sold, 
please call our office_ 
FINANCING AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYERS 
A 
P_O_ Box 1370, 27 Industrial Park Rd_ 
Saco, ME 04072 • (207) 284-7394 
ME AUCTION LlC 174 NH AUCTION LlC 2569 
body" soul 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT. Hypnotherapy. Heal 
abuse, relationship issues. Empower your· 
self. Unleash creativity, iOY, confidence! (207)-
780-0831. 
CENTER FOR LOSS ~ RENEWAL Support 
grouP. gnellbereavement, 5116-6/20; 6:30-
S:OOp.m.; mdividual sessions byappoinlment, 
761-4018. 
CHOLESTEROL TOO HIGH? CaliforFREEtape. 
All natural product patented to reduce serum 
cholesteroI11-800-239-2093. 
CHRONIC MUSCLE PAIN? Let massage 
therapy help you! Therapeutic, sports and 
inlury. MuscleWor\(s, Marie King , RN, CMT. 
775-5745. 
EFFECTIVE COUNSELING that lets you be You. 
Reasonable rates. Maine RegIstered Counse-
lor. Jeanne Fiorini, 799-8648. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS towards a 
more positive gay identity. Sliding fee scale. 
Call 773-6658. 
GIVE THE GIFT OF HEALTH. Holiday gift cer-
tificates. Joanne Nelson, LS.W. Neuromus-
cular Massage Therapist. (207)772-5860. 
HEAL YOURSELF, UNITE BODY, MIND & 
SPIRIT. Unlimited Pontential offers Kripalu 
Yoga, Therapeutic Massage, Hypnotherapy, 
Meditation, Stress Reduction. and Holistic 
L~estyle Education. 170 U.S. RI. 1, Falmouth. 
Me. Call 781-3330. 
IMPOTENT? It's toughtotalkaboul.l0million 
men are affected ysarty. For more informalion 
on how to solve your problem, gauranteed and 
confidential. SASE and $9.95 to: JV Commu-
nications Group, 295 Forest Ave. #298-B, 
Portfand, ME. 04101. 
Is your RELATIONSHIP a con slant 
STRUGGLE? Couples COUNSELING CAN 
HELP. Call Jane Gair 774-8833. 
UGHTOFTHE MOON, wttll O'IIIr40,OOO_tItIes 
.. aNable, also ha. al~e se~ctlon oHarot cards, 
""'que gms. and toots 10 heal tile body. mind and 
spirit. 324 Fore St. 828-1710. Open Daly. 
body" soul 
LOVE YOUR BODY. Transform your relation-
stlip wittl your body through movement and 
art. 8-week women's group beg inn ing May 
4th . Call An ita Flores, MA .. LCPC. Expressive 
Therapist. 878-7800. 
MEDITATIVEBELLYDANCING FOR WOMENS 
HEALTH AND ENJOYMENT_ Mondays & 
Wednesday. Josie Conte, 828-6571 . 
NEVER WEAR BROWN SHOES WITH A BLACK sum Personal Asslstantllmage Consultant 
will advise busy professionals in all aspects of 
demeanor, from fashion to furn lshings! This 
isa mu~Haceted service, t,,'or-madeforeach 
Individual need. We can even cater that all-
important first date! Creative so lutions! 11 -7, 
Mon.-Frid. 846-3589. 
NEWGROUPSTARTING- Forwomenwhoare 
75+lbs. overweight. Based on Geneen Roth's 
work. Monday evenings, 6:15-7:45. $75Imo. 
Call. 775-17t 1. Facilitated by RACHEL SAGER, 
LSAC. 
NUMEROLOGY- YOUR DAYS ARE NUM-
BERED! For a persona l, handwrinen analysis 
send lull birthname, birthdate and $1 0 to : Box 
3354. Portland, ME 04104. 
SPRING FUNG- 3 relaxing foot reflexology 
sessions lor on~ $75. Call Kristin Erico, 773-
1346. 
WOMEN'S GROUP- ALL TOPICS welcomed, 
fun, safe, supportive; Thursday morn ings. 
REBUILDING YOUR LIFE AmR RELATION-
SHIP, Thursday even ings. Ten weeks, Carrie 
Peterson. 774-6779. 
WOMENS PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP. Going 
deeper: A group for personal h6aling and 
empowermenl. Thursday. 5:30-7:00pm. in 
Portland. Judith Day, LCSW. 780-1232. 
YOGA AND WRITING RETREAT IN PORT-
LAND: An evening and day 01 yoga and writ-
ing, led by cert~"d advanced Kripalu Yoga 
teacher Pam Jackson and cert ified Proprio-
ceptive Wrltmg teacher Joan Lee Hunter. April 
28-29. Cost $90. No experience necessary. 
Call 767-5607 or 797-5887 FMI. 
YOUNG WOMENS GROUP- FOCUSIng on rela-
tionsh ip IS SUes with sell and others . Call 883-
5597 or 767-3848. 
libless 
DIETS STINK. If you agree. I have the answer. 
Lose as much as you want. eat anything you 
like, and have lun doing il. Deta ils, WEIGHT 
LOSSSUPPORTNETWORK,1971 W.Lumsden 
Rd .. Su lte 190,depl.l 06, Brandon, FL.3351 1. 
HAD A LONG DAY? DON'T WANT TO COOK? 
SIMPLY DELICIOUS will provldeheanhygour-
met meals in your home. Private chef. instruc-
lion, shopping, consu ltant. Call 773-1148. 
IT PAYS YOU TO LOOSE WEIGHT! You look 
good, feel great and earn extra income with 
HERBALlFE, call 1-800-576-THIN(8446) 
LOSE WEIGHT EASILY. I lost 29 Ibs. In 30 
days- all natural. Cred it cards O.K. Susan 1-
800-948-2405. 
TIRED OF DIETING? NO ENERGY? Get off the 
diet roller coaster. Try our high energy herbal 
weight loss food supliments. Money back 
guaranty, c. II I-800-450-5130. 
WANTED: 89 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE FOR 
REVOLUTIONARYIPROVEN weight-loss pro-





Simpufted Steps Induding; 
• Resources for exam study gu ides 
• Unpubl icized shortcuts 
• Training/supervision options 
Quickty achieve your Mental Health 
,licensur. (LCPC, etc.) 
Applicable for traditional and 
creative arts therapies 
F., iiuru, p.pamlion packag< send 
"""'" oddress, and 125 to: 
Counsel Network 
ED. Box 1272 
Portland, ME 04104-1272 
David A. Lourie, Esq. 
General Practice 0/ Lo.w 
Specializing in municipal, 
zoning and local property 
tax abatement law. 
Weekend or evening consultation 
by appointment can, 
799·4922 




Consultant & Healer 
• Advance your business mission 
• Enhance healing pOlenlial -
~,~~~,!~t~~ ,_'l 
business services 
"HOME-MAID" CLEANING SERVICE. Profes-
Sional, dependable, thorough, and client Ori-
ented. Weekly. monthly or one time only. 
Reasonable rates & Ilexible schedule for you 
Excellent references, insured. Please call Nancy 
at 828-0862. 
Announcing the opening of our new 
8,000 sq_ ft. facility including spa, 
sauna, student lounge, bookstore, 
training rooms, and library. 
Apply now for Ihe over 600-hoUl; ten-month or two-year courses. 
AMTA, COMTAA, and 
VAapprowd 
Main. State Department 01 Education 
DANCE CLASSES in Jazz, Ba llet , Tap , 
Streetlunk & Dancemagic. Kids & adu lts . 
CASCO BAY MOVERS, 871-1013. 
professional servo 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION: State-
of- the-Art EQ uipment, 24-Hour Dictation Une, 
Modem Support. We transcnbe everything! 
846-0420/800-785-7505. 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY 'WHEN WORDS FAIL' 
Art, Writing.Sandtray. Drarna _ RheathaFo~ter , 
MA, LCPC. Individuals, Groups and Wor\(-
shops. 874-2103. 
For Fall Catalog: P.O. Box 24 
Waldoboro, ME 04572 
(207) 832-553t 
HOW TO obtain Powenul Color Presentation 
Material, quick, easy and economica lly. From 
Handwritten copy to profesSional image. Fax 
copy of you next presentation lor FREE 
samples. Call BizPre, 207-883-7063. Charts, 
Graphs, Handouts, Speaker Notes. 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd., LPC, NCC. - Indi-
vidual, Group. Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call tor Group offerings. 780-8301 . 
Chnrles n ltlelcher 
POI·traiu, Weddingll ,,1\0: EvclI\.I 
501 Cumberland Avellue 
POI'uaml, Maine 04101 
207 775 .6301 
cnUJor port/oli<> r.,,",w 
boats 
JEEP WAGONEER, 1977-4WD, body restored 
5 yea~ ~go, prOlessl onal~ rebuln engine wi 
5000 miles. New brakes, discs, drums cali-
pers, Imes. New tires. Excellent 4WO $1 200/ _ , SoU'.S Antiques B_O. 878-5512 after 4pm. . , 
!'ew England s largest SClcc_tJOD of antique leaded, beveled, and TOYOTA PlCK-UP- 1987, Longbod, 5-speed, 
O'DAYSAILBOAT- 23ft.,solid, wetl maintained. 
Excell"tsalls, rigging, motor. Year-old moor-
Ing. Olnghy. $3,4001B0. (617)628-79591 (207)767-4604. 
PRIVATEER RUNABOUT 1986- 18', full can-
vas. 1988 9Oh.p. EYinrutlt. Coxtraller.$5,SOO/ 
B.O_ 883-8932, leaVl message. 
- . $.000 glass wlDdows. Entry anti Fiend: do"", fireplace Inanlles 5$38K6OOIB, AMlFMICASS, NC. Excellent condltionl L B .- (20 - I' .0. 772-2886. Leave message. ______ E, ... nce or -ppt. 7) 474-$396, Rle 2, Canaan, ME_ 
~~:~~ _________________ ;.;;;~~~ , TOYOTA. PREV.IA VAN, 1991- 71passenger, aU,tomallc, NC, cruise, cassette stereo, low music miles, super clean, $16.900. Bath Subaru, 
443-9781. Trades welcome. 
RHODESI9' SAILBOAT, t974- Fiberglass wi 
keel, 3 salls, 4hp motor. Good condnion. Ten-
ants Harbor, A5king $2,400. No reasonable 
offer refused. Call 372-6617, leave message. 
ACOUSTIC GUITARS, $129. Lifetime warranly 
and FREE LESSON! Moose County Music, 610 
Congress Street, Portland. (207)761-8084. 
Moose610@delphi.com 
wheels 
BMw-nOi, 1978- Runs well. N,w; points, 
exhaust, struts. Sun-rOOf, AMlFM,cassene, 2. 
sets tires, 108K_ $2,8001B.0_ 878-2287. 
CADILLAC ELDORADO 1970- 95% restored. 
New sticker, excellent condition, runs great. 
$2.500. Moving, must sell. 892-4521. 
CORVETTE STINGRAY CONVERTIBLE, 1963-
White over midnight blue. A true classic, 
521.500. 223-4494. 
DATSUN MAXIMA 810, 1981- 6cyt, diesel, 
automat iC, power everything , NC. Excellent 
running cond ition. $2.500_ 774-9836. 
DODGE DART- '75. 4-door, automatic, 318, 
southern car. $550. Leave name & number. 
773-6765. 
EAGLE TALON TST, 1991- 4wld, 5-speed, 
turbo sport coupe. bfue/silvertu-tone, leather· 
Intenor, AlC, ca ssene, CD/stereo, power win-
dows. locks & mOre. $11 ,900. Bath Subaru. 
443-9781. Trades we lcome. 
GAS TANKSf NEW gas tanks In stockforGM . 
Ford. Chrysler, AMC. $99 Including freight, 
COD. UPS. lifetime warranty. N.B. Gas Tanks. 
Call 1-800-561-8265_ 
pass tillS paper 
on to a fnend 
8V's 
1995V.M.C. 600- Under 1,000 miles, electric 
start, hand warmers, PSI tuned exh.ust 1201 
pick car~jde, 80isey Read valves , ClutCh'WOr1< 
done. W~h COver & carbide runner $5500 839-6426. . , . 
HOLlOAY RAMBLER TRAVEL TRAILER 24' 
197t - Great shape. Furnace, Shower. hot wa: 
ter heater. $3,500. 883-5043. 
boats 
t6,o FREEDOM FOUR WINNS- 120 H.P. 
E~nrude & custom trailer. In new condition & 
Priced to sell. Scandia Yacht Sales, 443-978t . 
Trades welcome. 
ROWING SHELL- Sch .. nbrod Sieger single 
1988, SteVInson padded cover. Extell;nt con: 
dltlonl Wood refinished. $t,900. 562-7569. 
SAILBOAT, 19' CAPE OORY TYPHOON- Full 
ke~1, new S3!ls, S~innaker custom launching 
trailer, mooring. like new condition $4 950. (207)643-2721. ' , 
SAILBOAT- 26' Pearson. Compass, naught 
meter, depth finder. M.in, 120, 150, spinna-
ker. t983 Mercuryoutboard, 9.8 HP. Excellent 
condition I $10,500. call (207)539-2387. 
STUNNING 20' SLOOP by S&S architect lor 
own use. Buitt by top Maine yard in t991. 
lightly used. Fully eQuiped. Tr.li ler. $8950. 
207-832-6934. ' 
TANZER 22 '- Very good condition. Mooring, 
cradle, spinnaker. Chebeague Island $4 900 
(203)444 -8356, summer (207)846-4'205' 
(207)846-3030. ' 
200 SHAMROCK RENEGADE- 220 H.P. V8 WOODEN BOAT- Rebui~ 19' wlcabin , Gray Inboard, lull keel, used only 50 hours in fresh manne motor, 4-cyl. + trailer. $1,5001B.0. water. Scandia Yacht Sales, 443-9781. Trades .77.2.-4.8.35 •. _____ ~-__ welcome. 
campgrounds SUBARU LEGACY WAGON, 1990- 4WID, sil-ver, automatic, AIC, power wIndows & locks 
cassette stereo. roof rack & more $9 995' 
BaUl Subaru, 443-9781. Trades welCome. . 
23' HERRESCHOFFSLOOP-Seaworthy ""'tty 
fine condition. $5,000. Write: "Mar1l1i': Box 
253, Waldoboro, ME 04572. 
BAYLINER 24 ' -Volvo In/out, galvanized trailer. TOP OPEN, MUSIC BLASTING, lust imagine Llst-$10,500. $5,500. Trade 4WID truck your own Jena. fina lly! $1,250. 172-9835 for smaller boat, camper ... 773-0660. ' a test cruise. 
TOYOTA CAMRY OX, 1990- 4ldr. aulomatic 
AlC, cru ise , cassette stereo. Power windows' 
locks, power sunroof , Priced right at $8 995' 
Bath Subaru, 443-9781 . Trades welcom'e. . 
BAYLfNER CONTESSA, 1986-Aybridge, cabin 
crUiSer. Well-maintained with extras including 
radar, d~Pth l inder, Loran, cabin heater, Halon 
system In cockpit. 524,000. 667-7893. 
BOSTON WHALER 15'- 70 H.P. Johnson & TOYOTA PICK-UP. 1982- 4X4_ From Califor- trailer. Used in Ireshwateronly. Scandia Yacht nia. NO rust Great stereo, NC, low mileage. Sales, 443-9781. Trades welcome. $5.400. 839-6426. 
TOYOTA TRUCK- 1982. 160K and still going 
strong! Sanded and primed. Th ird owner, 
Many new parts. Great work truck under 
$1 ,000. B.D. Leave message. 883-7006. 
TRIUMPH TA6, 1974- Roadster, classic, to-
tally rebuitt, 53K, $10,000 Invested. Have all 
papers. $7,500. 828-1505. 
V.w. CORRADO SLC- loa~ed, cruise, AlC, 
l~~ro;l\~O%,.~g;~~m: heated seats, PIW. 
BRISTOL 22 SLOOP- Estate sale. Located in 
Camden. Well-maintained. Includes outboard. 
53.90O/B.0. (207)799- t 588. 
BROADWATER- 31' , 318 Chrysler mOlor, 
sleeps 6, full bath. w~ra l ler. 52,0001B.0. 772-
4835. 
CAPE OORY 30, 1984- Cutter dOisel , pressur-
IZed, HlC water, equ ipment list, $38,000. call 
775-t879. 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR 
TtMESHARE? We'll take It! Call America's 
largest campgroundltimeshare resale clear-
inghouse. Resort Sales InternationaL 1·800-
423-5967. 
animals 
AKC CHOCOLATE LAB PUPS- 4-males 4-
females. Championsh ip IlO es. Hips and eyes 
checked. Ready 5/22_ $450-each. (207)563-
5649. 
adult services 
• HORNY IN MAINE' Find your sex partner 
tonight! All Lifestyles. 1-900-737-7278. ext . 
S 11. Leave message free! 1-800-528-8555. 
18 •. E.T., WDC. $2.95/min. 
ADUL TXXX FILM GIRLS! Live, talented, erotic. 
l-on-1. t-8oo-252-2323, 1-900-342-2323. 
18+. HONDA CIVIC OX- 1991 . 4-door sedan. Very V.w. PASSATT G.L 1992- 4-door, 5-speed cl,anl Must sell, moving South. BIO. 774- electric: windows. doo~. sun-roof. AMIHA 
CASCADE FIBERGLASS SCHOONER, 29'-
1 Oh.p. Volvo diesel. Sleeps 6. Complete sails 
wlgenny. $7,500. (207)766-5610. 
ARE YOU READY? Singles Dateline Is the 
Placetomeetyourtype. 1-900-370-0686. Ext. 
342. $21min. 18+. 24hrs. TloneAvalon Comm. 
(305)525-0800. 
0497, eves. cassene, 34K. $12,750. 767-0789. CLASSIC 26 SLOOP, 1993-Volvo d~sel power. 
3 SallS, dar\( green hu ll, loaded with premium 
equipment. Save thousands! Scandia Vacht 
Sales, 443-9781 . Trades welcome. 
HONDA CRX 1987- Looks good, sunrool, ra-
diol1ape deck. crUise control. red , 10SK. 
$2.450. 883-0954. 
HONDA CRX-HF- 1988. 5-speed. New clutch. 
alternator, timing belt. water pump. Clean! 
102K. $3,500lFIRM. 934-0199. 
JAGUAR XJ6, t 986- Black. tan leather, 56K. 
All factory options. Th is car is mint! $8,495. 
783-33361783-3729. 
JEEP CHEROKEE, 1985- 4WD , 5-speed. cas-
sette. Runs good_ $2,OOO/B.0. 799-4869. 
MAZDA MIATA MX5, 1993- Convertable, 41cyl. 
automat~ , dart< blue. Only 4 .000lmi~s, this auto 
was stored in~de . hardtop inauded. $17,900. 
Bath Subaru, 443-9781. Trades welcome. 
MAZDAMPV 1992-4 wid, 37K. burgundyltan, 
fully equ ipt, extras, warranty, records, pam-
pered. $16,5001B.0. Call 773-4201. 
MAZDA RX-7,GS- Black wlgrey_ t03K. Ga-
raged winters_ Good tread. 1 middle-aged 
owner! Zippy. B.D. 878-2312/797-0708. 
MERCEDES 2400 t979- Brown/saddle, 4-
speed, air, stereo. One owner, like new. $2,995. 
783-33361783-3729_ Car IS mint! 
VOLVO 240GL, 1982- Newly painted Silver, 
black leather interior, automatic, 4-door, 70K, 
sun-roof. $4,2001B.0. 767-3372. 
VOLVO 740 WAGON- '91. Maroon/black, 
sunrool, airbag , dealer maintained, 39K. 
$16,0001B0.879-1456. 
FIBERGLASS 21' CENTERBOARD- Four sails, 
moonng. 6/H.P. OIB, VHF, storage stands, plus 
more. Priced reduced, $4,OOOlB.O. 878-5744. 
ATTRACTIVE PORTLAND NYMPH Seeks Sexu-
ally Open Minded Men. Married or Sing le O.K. 
Just for fun, not for money. Call Me: 1-900-
745-2453 #4, $2.99lmin. 18+. 
FOUR WINNS 1990- 26' CRUISER. lID, 70 FI BISEXUAL DESIRES: SatiSfy those Bisexual VOLVO GL TURBO, 1985- 4ldr. automatic, W hours. All amenities. Consider trade. Cravings! Fi ~t time or Experienced. Try Bil low mileage. Calilornia car. exceflenl shape, $29,583.893-0361 . 18+. S2.991min. 1-900-446-4999. loaded. $6,500. 839-4969. 
motorcycles 
FR I ENDSH IP SLOOP 24 '-Fiberglass. Equipped 
for day sailing. $5,500. Off.rs considered. Call 
Roy, 775-2936. 
COME WITH ME! Eroticfantasies explored .. .I'm 
barely lega l but f can take it any way you want 
to! 1-800-991-1888 or 1-900-344-333t , 18+. 
LOBSTER 23 ' t992, 4cyl, delsel, 12' HYD. HOT. LONELY GtRLS! 1-800-316-4462 Mc/ HONDA CM450c- 1982. Low miles , stored Haul, l iberglasslwood. $tO,300. 797-9046. VISA 1-900-745-4002,$2.50-$4.OOImin. 18+. 
winters, good condition. Great beginners bike! MORGAN 30- 1970. Excellent condition! f>J-
$650. 874-0150. most new salls. $10,000 lirm. 737-8t 58. 
HONDA XR-l00 1992- Great dlrtbike lor 10-
14 yr. Old. Excellent condition, regularly ser· 
viced. Bargain $1 ,2951B.0. 883-1643. 
NAUTICAT MOTORSAllER 36', 1984- ln ben" 
than new condition, loaded with gear, survey all 
done. Must see. PRICED REDUCED. Scandia 
Yacht S~es, 443-9781. Trades welcome. 
NORTH SHORE DINGHY- 8'. Fiberglass, tea'" 
tlronze linings. Excellent condition! Used two 
seasons. $600. (207)923-3131. 
LONELY? NEED A FRIEND? call the DATING 
LINE! Hear 100s 01 girls/guys tell you about 
themselves! You pick the Area Code. 1-900-
622-0027 Ext . I 07. $2.49Imin. 18+. 
LOOKING FOR FUN BULCAN'T FIND THE 
RIGHT ONE? Singles Dateline Voicemail t-
900-454-4075 Ext. 718. $21min. 18+ 24hrs. 
Tlone_ Avalon Comm. 305-525-0800. 
MEET SUBMISSIVE WOMEN!1f Who Don' 
Play Games! Enjoy Sex! Lustl Good times! 
Parties! FREE 24 hour mHsagel Gall Nowt 
312-670-9696. 
OVERSEXED PORTLAHD BARMAID. Seeks 
men Of all ages to help furtiU my strong sexual 
desl"s. Day time lover ... Ioome. 1-900-745-
2949. $2.49+. 
ROMANTIC ENCOUNTER FIND SINGLES 
FROM YOUR AREAf Guysl/1d gIrls waiting for 
you. t -9OO-370-o686Exl453, $2Imin_ Tlon. 
"Q'd. t8+_ Avalon Comm_ 305-525-0800. 
SEXY PORTlAND NURSE. Lisa Busty Bru-
nette with great body, very anractive. seeks 
men over 25 for Free Body to Body Rubdowns. 
My apartment only. 1-9OO-435-t935, Ext.4. 
$2.491min.+. 
SINGLES DATELINE GET TO KNOW SOME-
ONE YOU-LL really liket Singles voice mail-
box. $21mln_ 24hrs. Tlone. 1-900-288-8232 
En058, 18+. Avalon Comm. 305-525-0800. 
SWINGERSI BISEXUALS!Get Portland names 
& home phone numbers. Try n, n wOr\(st 1-
900-420-0420, Ext. t61.$2.951min.18+.ZMC. 
(702)593-0303_ 
THE HOTTEST SEX AROUND live, uncen-
sored!!1 One-on-One 107-180-116-368-028, 
GroupActlon 1 07-180-115-970-425. t8+ Int'l. 
L.D. rates apply. 
HOT LIVE 
PHONE SEX 
HOT, EROTIC WOMEN 
WANT TO TALK TO YOU 
Live 1 0.1 
212-741-1202 0., .Hj/mia.te 
ewel' 21 ... miaim_ 
HOT GROUP ACTION 
CALL AND JOIN IN 
OR JUST EAVESDROP 
1-900-711'5-21176 
_52_50-" • 'R+ YEARS 
You've tried the rest, 
now try the best! 
Hot, live, Xplicit, l-on-l 
24 hours a day 
.-INTRODUaORY OFFER: 
Only 139" for 30 minutes 
1-800-845'7754 
VlSA., iN:..CHKX !lYf"HClt.If 
1-900-448-1213 
&I.LEDTO PttOt-.E, CAUNG CARDS ALSO AV~WU: 
No fan""y will go unanswered 
MERCEDES BENZ 380, 1984- One owner. 




Fee $50.00 -8 Hour Course 
Call Now for Early Enrollment 
(an 207-490·3631 
Launching May 4th MERCEDES BENZ 450-SLC, 1977- White, tan 
leather. All options, one owner. $8,495. 783-
33361783-3729. 
MERCURY TRACER-MAZDA 323, 1989- 5-
speed, hatch back, Clarion pull-out AMlFM cas-
sette, 75K. Dependable. $2,4841B.0. 774-1804. 
MERKUR SCORPI0- 1988. Automatic, white 
wlblack leather. sunrOOf, 85K. Excellent con-
dition! $4,995. Call Daric, 773-0269. 
PLYMOUTH COLTVtSTA- 1988. 7-seats. au-
tomatic, blue, 95K, runs well, clean. Having 
surgery, need cash! $3.200. 772-8801. 
PONTIACSUNBIRO- t 984. 4-door, auto, 80K, 
"newly tuned' . Decent body. Nearly new ex-
haustiti"s. $600. 773-1897_ 
PORSCHE 924, 1977- Great shape. Must see! 
drive . Yellow. Many extras. $1 ,4001B.0. 799-
4514. 
SUBARU GL SIW, t987- 4WID, automatic, AI 
C, low miles. Only $5,900. Bath Subaru, 443-
9781. Trades welcome. 
SUBARU GL, 1986- 4ldr_ automatic, power 
windows & locks. Brown metallic, tan v.'our 
interior. Only $4,995. B.th Subaru, 443-9781 . 
Trades welcome. 
SUBARU JUSTY, 1992- 4WID. HIB, 5-speed, 
Silver met.lic, 40+M.P.G" low price, only$5,995. 
Bath Subaru. 443-9781. Trades Welcome. 
trucks/vans 
CHEVY 1500 PIU. 1992- 4wld, Scottsdale 
packa~e. V-8. 4-speed, chrome Step & Tow 
bumper, new bed-liner, tllackw/maroon cloth 
Interior. Only $11,900. Bath Subaru, 443-
9781 . Trades welcome. 
CHEVYSUBURBAN25003l4-TON, t994-4wl 
d, 454 V-Biautomatic, teaVgreen metallic, tan/ 
leather interior. Silverado package, dual AlC, 
heat system. 8600lb. trailer package, custom 
running-boards. +mOr1! Bath Subaru, 443-
9781 .(Trades welcome). 
DODGE RAM 50, t989- 2.6/litor, 5-speed, 
long bed, cap wl racks_ PSlPB, tin, power rear 
slider, Clarion amiliTVtaSs., CB, Goodyeartires, 
85K, Red. As~ng $3,985. 283-4820. 
FORD BRONCO, 1986-4wld, Blackwlred inte-
rior. 300 6cy!. automatic, stereo, CD system. 
Low mileage vehicle in exceptIonal cond~ion. 
Must see! $8,995. Bath Subaru, 443-9781. 
Trades welcome. 
FORD RANGER XLT, 1990- Xtra-cab, 4wld, 61 
cyl. 5-speed_ Blue metalliC, sliding/rear-win-
dow, custom chrome wtleels, new tires, A/C, 
cassette. Low miles/super clean . $10,900. 
Bath Subaru, 443-9781. Trades welcome. 
On Portland's Waterfront 
A fifteen-week advertising special featuring a column by 
Dodge D. Morgan 
- Elderly Boat Putterer & Noted Solo Sailor 
Floating on the premise that "ff you don't know it by 
boat, you simply don't know it at all. " 
This full page will be prominently anchored on the inside back cover. 
Rates are structured with the independent waterfront merchant in 
mind, and spot color is available, If you can smell low tide from your 
place of business, then you must be 
On Portland's Waterfront 
Space Is limited. Deadline: April 28. 
Call 775-1234 to make reservations nowl 
38 Olsco Bay Weekly 
THE CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, AND FUN WAY TO MEET SOMEONE 
women .. men 
1942 CLASSIC- SLIGHTLY USED DWF look-
ing for Gentleman with Christian values. En'· 
loys lamily evenls. I am a para professional. 
self-employed advocate. Enjoy reading. mov-
ies. research. wriling. 'Z!' 5004 (5124) 
25 WORDS: CUTE. SILLY AND SMART. 36, 
OWf, Dreams: large home, country/seaside, 
foster kIds, dog, cats, horse, writing , partner, 
Godl spirilual, clean, sober, NIS, happy, peace, 
caring, growing, giving. Personal Advertiser 
1603, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
'IJ' 4918 (5117) 
ACTIVE AND OUTGOING 40y.o. enjoys 
outdoors. theaterand life's absurdities, Seek-
ing someone to ride into the proverbial 
sunset with . Progressive . NIS, 1101. 
'Z!' 4963 (5124) 
ARE YOU MYSOULMATE?Fit. anraCl ive DWF, 
39, seeking 405, NIS, educated profess ional. 
Are you adventurous? Do you like sailing, 
paddling, wilderness camping, biking. the-
atre, arts? 'IJ' 5012 (513t) 
ARE YOU READY for a Spring adventure? 
Show me that a sun-filled romance can blos-
som. Self-employed profess ional who takes 
time1ortravel. Strong at the beach, the net and 
one-on-one. Friends say I'm warm, attractive, 
and have a "zest" for life. Best match IS fit, 48-
54, N/S . professional who enjoys out-of-doors, 
dining, dancing, holding hands and sharing 
the day with a smile. 'Z!' 4865 (SIt 0) 
ARMISTEAD MAUPIN FAN- Happy. healthy. 
anractive profess ional woman and young son 
seek energetic man, 35., (With child?). who is 
secure In body. mind. SPirit and wallet. We 
value harmony, tolerance and family fun . We 
shun Rush, hypochondriacs and playboys. 
'IJ' 5014 (5131) 
ATTRACTIVE 50. CONTRADICTlON-
ie' Healthy lifestyle, smoker; Wide-eyed, cynic; 
sophisticated. mountain woman; wr~er, reader. 
Would like to meet man to share ideas, the-
ater, art , mUSIC, dancing, food, libations 
and Druid tree-worshipping practices. 
"Ir 5017 (5131) 
ATTRACTIVE. INTERESTING DWF. 60s, 57'. 
t SOl, " rled interests. seeks tall NIS man, 60-
12. Friendship. 'Z!' 4894 (5110) 
BE MY CUDDL YTEDDY BEAR! SWF, 34, 5'9', 
who enjoys dining, dancing, playing pool, 
music, quiet even ings, taking walks. Seeking 
SlDWM, 28-40, lor friendsh ip/relat ionship. 
Portland area. 'IJ' 4920 (51171 
BIG. BEAUTIFUL, BRILLIANT! Well-educated, 
caring SWF, alluring eyes, great sense of 
humor, loves theater, music, outdoors. Seeks 
intelligent, profesSional, N/S, SWM, 24·32, 
for fun and friendship. 'IJ' 4968 (51241 
CREATIVE WOMAN SEEKS PARTNER forlif"s 
dance. Sense of humor and lightness a must. 
Helpful: a love of movies. books. ideas. qUtet 
dlOners, nature, healing.lefs celebrateSpring! 
'IJ' 4867 (SIlO) 
DWF WITH CHILDREN- Petite, cute, easy· 
goino. fairly traditIOnal. Seeking an honest, 
down-ta-earth, direct man who can say what 
he means and mean what he says in a heallhy 
way. Enjoys homelife, movies, walks. beaches, 
etc.? Looking for fr iendsh ip first. Long-term 
goal: Solid relationship. 'IJ' 5002 (51241 
DWF, 5'5', big blue eyes, seeking SIDWM, 32-
45, who enjoys danCing, romantic even ings, 
be ing with children. Sense of humor a definite 
plus! 'Z!' 4921 (5117) 
EXCEPTIONAL, SPONTANEOUS- Anractive. 
tall. intell igent. professional , educated, com-
fortable in leans orsllk. Varied Interests. Finds 
life filled with adventures greal and small , 50, 
perteClIy aged, WWF, NIS. Seeks Intelligent. 
lall, thoughtlul gentleman with SOH and ,n-
joys all life has to oNer. 'IJ' 50f 5 (5131) 
EXPECT A MIRACLE?!7! Cruis ing south 
on 1-95. sunny spring Friday. You heart. me 
star, Both of us dancing to our own music-
what about meeling? Not too lartetched! 
'Z!' 4969 (5124) 
FULL-FIGURED SINGLE PARENT. WF, 30. 
5'9". BrlBr. who likes movies, dining, danc-
ing, seeking SWM. 28-35, who likes chi ldren. 
'Z!' 5011 (5131) 
FUN, FOXY, FIFTY- Comlortable fit: blue leans 
to black velvet; cabins to castles ; ball room to 
board room. Enthusiastic explorer: rural art to 
urban museums; natural preserves to zoos; 
cart rips to cru ises. Cheerful companion: Be to 
200t : breakfastto dinner: praClical to roman-
tic. Desires playmate. 'IJ' 5013 (5131) 
HEY YOU! READ THIS AD! DWF. 30s. vaned 
Interests and I'm as demure as my head line. 
looking for secure man, 30+, who likes a 
challenge. 'IJ' 4870 (5110) 
I LEARNED IT ALL IN KINDERGARTEN- Car-
Ing, sharing, playful. happy, secure SWF. 25. 
seeks similar SWM, 24-30. who likes playing 
in sandbox, cookies and milk, naptime, show 
& tell, and crayalas, for fun and adventure. 
'IJ' 4866 (Sit 0) 
I NEVER THOUGHT I'D DO THIS! Intelligent, 
attractive, fit SWF, 29, not into the bar scene, 
seeking SIDWM. 30s, for frfendship. walks 
around the boulevard In the brig hI sunshine. 
Must do 15-minute mile or better. N/S pease. 
'IJ' 5010 (5131 ) 
I WOULD LIKE TO MEET a gentleman, SOs-
60s, to share dancmg, mOVies, rides on Sun-
days. No drinking, no drugs. Let's have fun 
logether! 'Z!' 4967 (5124) 
IF GOOD GIRLS GO TO HEAVEN and bad girls 
go everywhere- where would a passionate 30-
something DWF go 10 find an adventurous, 
aNectionate, stable male? 'IJ' 4919 (5117) 
IT'S ALL ABOUT SOUL AND SPRING-
OWF, 40s, 5'2", trim, liberal, educated, trav-
eled, professional, likes jogging, hiking, danc-
ing, movies, theater, art. laughter, friendship 
Ilrst. You: early 40s- late 50s , educated, 
professional. active, sense" of humor. N1S. 
NID a plus. Let's enjoy Spring tog,ther. 
'Z!' 4956 (5117) 
KALEIDOSCOPE GIRl, 22, creates fun I A 
laugher, a thinker, a dancer and a singer. 
Seeks unreserved, funky Inend, 20-25. who 
knows how to smile and recognize sincerity. 
'IJ' 4868 (SIlO) 
KEEP IT SIMPLE, SWE<TIE: Blonde. on the 
downhill slide to 40. funny, green eyes, mde-
pendent. good speller. bigger than a bag of 
hangers, You: smaller than a Buick, funnier 
than a rock, smarter than the average bear, 
and cuter than Kevin Costner's butt. Simple! 
"Ir 4924 (Sl17) 
NYOF FANTABUFUNISTlC- 40. WF. intelli-
gent, witty, attractive, diversified, seeks Sf 
DWM, 45., 5'8'., with Integrity, SOH, pos~ive 
attitude, emotionally/hnanciallystable. Calen-
dar: danCing, golf, picnics, books, art, every-
day adventures. Face it: life is sweet, short· No 
need to spend the remainder In solitude. No 
games. "Ir 5016 (5131) 
PASSION FOR LlFE- Sailing, McNeiVLehrer, 
movies, kids, Java Joe's, music, sports, affec-
tion , communication, fami ly, youthfulness. 
Energetic, blond, DWF seeking late 40s-50s 
lifemate, NIS, LiD. 'IJ' 4922 (SIt 7) 
SPIRITED AND FEM IN INE DWF, 32, anractive, 
intelligent, athletic. Enjoys books and music. 
Likes to run , hike. kayak and cross country ski. 
Has great affection for dogs, Thai food and 
coffee. Seeks attractive, fit, open-minded, in-
telligent man. 30s. with sense of humor and 
self. 'Z!' 5009 (5131) 
SPRING IS HERE! This caring DWF. 54. NIS. 
seeks honest DWM with sense of humor, zest 
for life. Enloy theater, walks. talks, animals. 
museums, music, trave l, quiet times. 
'Z!' 4926 (Sl17) 
~ 
HARMON'S~~ BARTON'S 
1·800-SUN·LlLY ...... !J{j~ 774·5946 
Personal 01 The week 
w ... m 
I NEVER THOUGHT 1'0 DO THIS! Intelligent, 
attractive, fit SWF, 29, not into the bar scene, 
seeking S/OWM, 30s, forfriendship, walks around 
the boulevard in the bright sunshine. Mustdo 15-
minute mile or better. N/S please_ 'ZI' 5010 (5/31) 
The Personal of the Week receives a gift certificate to Harmon's 
& Barton's Florists. Winners call (207) 775-1234 to claim prize. 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 
TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Cdls cost $1 GO/mill Must be 18 or over Touch to'le 
phones only C"sco GclY VVeekly 20( I f':- 1 23~ I 
PRETTY, CULTURED, SENSITIVE. 40ish. pe-
tite, elegant. warm. fit. educated lady. Enjoy 
the arts. class ical. jm.lheater. candlellghls. 
travel. nature, dance. Seek NIS professional 
gentleman, 44-54, with positive outlook and 
respect for individual ity, to share good com-
munication, interests, laughter and real mo-
menls. 'IJ' 4893 (5110) 
QUALITY LADY. 5'4'. dark brown eyes. long 
auburn hair, medium build. wou ld like to share 
friendshlpfirstw~h gentleman. 5'1 0' •• of so lid 
moral character. 'IJ' 4966 (5124) 
SCORPIO LOOKING FOR SOULMATE- Look-
tngfornewage, open-minded man,35-45. My 
interests are walking on the beach, going to 
rock concerts. horseback riding and astral 
projection. etc. 'IJ' 5003 (5124) 
SIMPLY PUT: SWF. 23. BVBI , ST. wrth varied 
Interests and sense of humor seeks SWM, 21-
30. who Is warm, Winy and lun . 'IJ' 496415124) 
THE FIRST STEP IS THE TWO STEP- I'm 
looking for a Country Dance partner. 2t-26. 
for a preny. NIS lady. Must have rhythm. 
Friends first. 'IJ' 4864 (5110) 
SPUNKY. ADVENTUROUS WALKER, SWF, 43, 
professional, ardent, contra dancer, global 
traveler, sports spectator, movie and sym-
phony patron, sparkling 5', NIS, no children, 
seeks healthy. respectab le, 40+, profess ional. 
'IJ' 4957 (5117) 
STORM SEEKING DESERT FOX- SWF. 
24, searching for hot Iranian man to Quench 
Ihe thirsl in Ihe desert of my soul . You: tall, 
dark., mysterious. Me: lover and friend. 
'IJ' 4863 (SIlO) 
SWF SEEKING ONE-WOMAN-MAN- Friendly. 
down-to-earlh , attract ive woman, 38. 
5'2', t 301, college educated. seeks intelligent, 
funny male fnend and companion, 35-45. 
Enjoy nature, travel, mnm, art. travel. etc. 
'IJ' SOOt (5124) 
THROW CAUTION TO THE WIND! Lose your 
inhibitions I Take a chance! Live your dream! 
Seeking attracllve SWM , 30+. to rescue 
me from cliche hell! I'm def ln~ely an original 
and firmly believe I've a male counterpart 
who's just wartlng for my cry. Are you he? 
'IJ' 5018 (5I3t ) 
VALUE: Life's spiritual journey. Open 10 com-
munication, honesty, respect, posit ive atti-
tudes, Sufi dancing, humor. fun. ENJOY: Dis-
covering.children, board games. nature. Seek-
Ing: slow moving relationship based on shared 
values. Irust. time and chemistry. Tall DWF, 
37. WPTH, NIS. no drugs, LiD. You .. . same. 
'IJ' 4925 (Sit 71 
VERY ATTRACTIVE DWF.longaubum hair, green 
eyes, 5'7',37. EnlOYs working out, dining, camp-
ing, travel, movies, etc. Looking for a long-term 
relationship with a compatible SIDWM, 34-43, 
aUractive, tall and m. 'IJ' 4869 (5110) 
WANTED: HANDSOME SOULMATE- Anrac-
tive SWF. 34, Bval. seeking outgoing, honest. 
thoughnul. NIS SWM who enloys gourmet 
cooking, arts, camping, picnic and beaches. 
'IJ' 4923 (5It 71 
WINDHAM DWF. tall, blond, N/S, anractive, 
enjoys live theater. dining OU1, lamily actIVi-
ties, seeking tall, NIS, 45-60. family-orienled 
male who likes the same. 'IJ' 4965 (5124) 
WOMAN OF INDEPENDENT MEANS-
Hardworking, intelligent DWF, 41 , mom of 
teenager with sense of humor who demands 
honesty. Seeking secure man who is mature, 
yel young at heart, possesses both w~ and 
wisdom and values communication. Are you 
slrong enough 10 be my man? 'IJ' 4927 (Sl17) 
men(~women 
'1 UVE INSIDEASHELLlhatisinsideawall that 
Is Ins ide a fort thaI Is inside a lunnel that is 
under the sea, where I am safe from you. If you 
loved me, you'd find me" (and if I were lucky, 
you'd be non-Caucasian). 'IJ' 4973 (5124) 
AAAAHH ... TIME FOR SPRING FUN! Brunswick 
area SWM, 34, 5'9', 1751, I love music, in-
cense, videos, good food , sensual fun, walk-
ing, elc. If you share any of these fascmating 
activities, please reply! Seeking SWF who's 
honestand open, enjoys fun and likes to play. 
'IJ' 4976 (51241 
ABSOLUTE STUD ... on agood day. Mostof Ihe 
time simplya tun, caring, mteiligent, fit. happy. 
professional SWM. Seeking NIS SF. 18-23.10 
share warm weather lun. 'IJ' 4980 15124) 
AN UPBEAT AND DOWN TO EARTH SWM. tall. 
dark and handsome. phYSically and ,motlon-
ally fit, good sense of humor. traveled, out· 
door pursuits, culturally dive rse , educated. 
sponlaneousand playful, seeks Ihat comb;na· 
tion of warmth, inlel lect, adventure, integrity 
and pizzazz In acounterpart who IS 38·48. lall, 
slim. attractive, indpependent and humorous, 
for long-ferm relationship . 'IJ' 4974 (5/24) 
ASK MY GRANNY, SHE TH INKS I look like 
K.1to! You be the judge (Ito). I'm SWM, 27, into 
working out, rollerbladlng, Chinese cuisine 
and hockey. I want, need a SWF, 20-28, NIS, 
fit, who has no reasonable doubts. Quid pro 
quo! 'IJ' 4928 (5117) 
ASSERTIVE. CULTIVATED DWM. 5't I '. t 701. 
attractive, muscular. romantic. highly edu-
caled. sensual. confident, secure, sensitive, 
thoughtful, dominant and atfectionate seeks 
preny. feminine. educal,d. independent. in-
tell igent. refined , shapely. sensuous woman, 
35-45. I enjoy classical and popu lar music. 
European travel. theater, reading. French cui-
sine, good conversation and a cor; home. 
'IJ' 4895 (51101 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to place your FREE 25·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
personal ad with Personal Call®: DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O. Box 1236, Your Ad: first 25-words FREE wjth Personal Call® 
portland, ME 04104; or FAX to 207-775-1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call 775-1234 
to place ad over the phone. 
• First 25 words are FREE with Personal Call"', (45 words if FAXED 
on Thursday), additional words are 50¢ each. All ads run 4 weeks. 
Others, Companions, & Lost Souls are $251first 25 words for a two 
week ad. Ads without Personal Call'" are $1 per word plus $20 mail 
forwarding or P.O. Box charges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without it! 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 600#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
• Call1 -90{}-370·2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
• Following the vojce prompts, punch in the 4-digit v# of the ad 
you wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific category. The 
date following an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
• Calls cost $1 .99 per mjnute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
• Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P.O. Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
Guidelines: 
Free Personal ads are available for single 
people seeking relationships. Others, Compan· 
ions and Lost Souls require prepayment. Ads 
seeking 10 buy or sell sexual services will be 
refused. Nofull names, street addresses or phone 
numbers will be published. Ads containing ex-
plicit sexual or anatomtcallanguage will not be 
published. We reserve the right 10 edit, refuse or 
recategorize any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 
years 01 ago. 
category/Rates: 
FREE 4-WEEl ADS $25/ftrst 25 .... nls, 
o women .. men 211H11 ads 
Omen .. women 0 others 
o women .. women 0 companjons 
Omen .. men 0 lost souls 
Confidential information: 
rNe cannot print your ad without ~·I 
phone: __________ "l::~~.t. 
name: ___________________ -1~: 
address: __________ --r'I"ll. 
r.=-~'--..:...--­
city: ----------1I;~!~U 
state: ________________ ZIP:---1." 
add 'i words @ 50¢ each: ____ ~::::__------
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add$201:~J;;;;;:_;::=::::=_ 
o 
o VISA 
YES, place my AlEE 
iI the Maile Times iii 
OMC expo date: --1rlO,""" 
QUIET, MILD-MANNERED. tall , OM, senior 
citizen, financially stable. Owns home, car, 
etc., In Knox County. Interested m hearing 
from tall, nice-looking, easy to get along with 
serious-minded lady in the 58-62 year ag~ 
group, who en,oys dmlng out, short trips, and 
eventually long trips il compatible. Please 
Include recent photo with letter. Only serious-
minded people need apply. Personal Adver-
tiser 1608. P.O. Box 1238. Portland, ME 041 04. 
REAL GENTLEMAN- ProfesSional. athletiC. 
easy-going, 40, dark hair. enjoys romantic 
candlelight dinners, outdoors , pool. Seeking 
slender, athletic SF. 28-45. NIS, SID. 
'IJ' 4898 (5110) 
ROOTED BESIDE THE OCEAN- If you under-
stand that fear gets bigger as love goes deeper, 
every step of the way, and you can walk the 
path, with equanimity, I'd like to make friends 
with you, maybe scare you a little bit, tool 
DWM, 49, two young sons. "Ir 4900 (Sit 0) 
SENSITIVE & HONEST DWM, 30-something 
5'9'. t7SI, Brl Br, up and coming body 
builder. enloys working out, OUldoor sports 
and romantic dancing evenings. Searching 
for a NIS, affectionate, sens itive SlDWF with 
a level head and good sense of humor. 
'IJ' 4975 (~4) 
SERENE, CONSIDERATE WWM, 65., enjoys 
classical music, liternture, much more. Fit, 6 , 
1751, York County. Will ing to meet challeng-
ing halcyon. Relationship. 'Z!' 4873 (SIlO) 
SIMPLY UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL seeks same for 
genuine friendship. ProfeSSional SWM, 28, 
lall. athletic. In search of m. NIS. educated 
SWF desiring to explore Maine/coastal New 
England. Prefersunselsls unrises over sitcoms 
and sofas. Interests: seakayak ing , biking, 
camping. photography, brewpubs and po i-
gnant discussions. Creative? Reply to e-mail 
Internet address: CBWswm28@aol.com or 
'IJ' 5019 (5131) 
SINCERE. MATURE, IRRATIONAL utopist 
loathes waiting In IlOe, dress codes and hu-
mor1ess bores; loves playing music, wooden 
boats. whole foods and people with crazy 
Ideas. 'IJ' 4901 (SltO) 
SLIGHTLY PREGNANT FEMALE wanted by NI 
S. NID. NID, employed. slable male with no 
dependants. for friendshlplrelationshlp. Look-
Ing forthal special person to watch grow and 
grow With. 'IJ' 4985 (5124) 
SO HARD startmg over· Humorous. attractive, 
recently divorced. 38, 6'3', 2001. dark curls, 
green eyes, NIS, Endowed With sensitiVity, 
trustworthiness. character, compassion, 
brams & brawn. Multitude of interests from 
climbing to dining, camping to romanCing . 
Looking for attractive female, 25 .. , With Simi-
lar love of life. 'IJ' 4971 (5124) 
UNCOMMON GUY SEEKS an uncommon 
wom.an. ME: NordiC, 27,6'2', Bval. very at-
lra?t lve, well-bUilt, grad. student who is inter-
es~rng, f.un, happy, d~ep and passionate. I 
enloy betng oulslde. hiking, alternative/world 
musIc, readl~g , Pho~oQraphy and traveling 
abroad. YOU. Att~Cl!ve, creati'le, somewhat 
Introver1ed, affectionate, intelligent. Dmner? 
A beer? CoNee? 'D' 4986 (5124) 
VERY . AFFECTIONATE. PASSIONATE 
romantIC, DWM. 42, good-looking. fit. love; 
home life, outdoors and kids. Seeking good-
lOOking, frt, down-to-earth, loving woman 
'IJ' 4940 (Sl17) . 
WELL·EDUCATED ANO TRAVELED 30s. in 
shape, talented, loves dancing snorkeling 
bUres. great food and more. Seeking non: 
wimpy type for tango lessons and pampering 
"Ir 4880 (5110) . 
wome .... women 
COME ,O~T, COME OUT. WILL YA7 SGWF, 
25. 57. 125/, looking lor feminine 
SGWf who enjoys alternative music 
outdooractivitles and liberal sense of humor' 
'IJ' 4955 (5117) . 
FAMILIAR FACE- A twist offatefinds me here. 
Wondertng and hoping I'll meet an honest 
woman ~Ith a trusting smile. a happy Sal/Ito 
laugh With, 10 share and to find love w~h 
Personal Advertiser ffiJ6. P.O. 80' 1238' 
Portland, ME 04104. 'IJ' 4954 (SlI7) , 
I NEED A FRIEND- GWF, 40s. dateless in 
Central Maine. EspeClal ~ Inlerested in other 
GWF emotionally affected by domestic abuse 
'IJ' 4889 (SIlO) . 
OUR OWNER IS 308 YEARS OLD (Dog years)! 
She enloys being outdoors with us. She also 
likes to do activities without us. We are not 
sure what they are. She is kind and gentle to us 
and h.umans while she enjoys the company of 
her frrends, she te lls us she wishes she had a 
woman partner in her life. Why donl you call 
her? -The Dogs. 'IJ' 4890 (SIlO) 
SHARE IN. THE UNEXPECTED- Do Adrienne 
RICh, ElVIS and Bach interest you? Are 
you calm at Morrill 's Comer but frenZied by 
Carolyn Cosby? Are you 45,? Then calli 
"Ir 4991 (5124) 
men~men 
t 9y.o .. 5'8', 1501. BriGr. seeking someone 
to go oul and have a good time with . 
'ZI' 4994 (5124) 
40y:O. MAN looking for good times and 
fun, slraight·acllOg and discretion a must 
'IJ' 4882 (5110) 
SOWING THE SEEDS OF LOVE- Bangor. 42 
6'2", lean, Intense, focused, strong work ethic: 
Enjoys music, outdoor actiVi ties. running, 
mountain bikes, my dog , home hfe, travel. 
Seeks tall. trim. outgoing woman. 30-40, wtth 
unklndled desires lor a commlned, quallly 
relatIOnship. An open mrnd and a caring heart 
reqUired! 'IJ' 5005 (5124) 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS: 28, 6'. 2101. Brl 
BI. NSIND. reality-based. college educated. 
profeSSional, honest, excellenl communica-
tor, outstand ing sense of humor. mentallyl 
emotionally secure, Maine transplant, seeking 
individual with similar traitslvalues. Goals of 
venture include: buildrng solid friendship; se-
cUring mutual/functional long·term relation-
ship; enjoyment during the process. 
'IJ' 4876 (SIlO) 
ANIMAL PASSIONS ABOUND- GWM 27 bull 
s.eek!ng hairy beast for spring feve; m~ling 
rtfuals. Happy campers only need apply. 
Hot summer nights are coming. Ready! 
'IJ' 4884 (5110) 
GM. HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL. seeking 
t~ meet man w~o can givel recelve honesty, 
fnendsh!p, stab.lhtrand an understanding that 
peop le. live t.helr lives In different ways and 
grow .ln Ihelr experiences. LeI's share our 
elq)enences over coffee or an Inlimate dinner 
It's a great beginning! 'IJ' 4902 151101 . 
GOOD GUYWANTED- GWM, 26. 5'10', 1301, 
BVGr, chern-free. Ukes cooking, gardening, 
m.ovles, . pet~ , bowling. LOOking for honest 
fnendshrp With possiblity of Mure monoga-
mous relalionsh ip. 'IJ' 4886 (5110) 
GWM LOOKING FOR ANOTHER- BrlBr, 6', 
200/. 25. educated. looking for a clean, dis-
creet. 19·27, NIS. NID, fit. straight-acting. 
Interests. Sports, dining, beaches, movies 
and working out. 'IJ' 4992 (5124) 
GWM. 32. BrlBl, loo<ing for beer drinking, 
cigarette smoking, attractive, straight-acting, 
bl~e collar type for a discreet, private friend-
ship. 'IJ' 4953 (SIt 7) 
GWM.S'I t ',.1501. 3Os, searching for human-
Ity, IIkrng, fllendshrp, fondness, admiration. 
t~nderness,. affection, desire, courtship, pas-
Sion, adoration, dellOtion, faScination, enchant-
ment. .. Love. Where .reyou?'IJ' 4883 (511 0) 
GWM, 52. would like to meet other GM for 
good lovin·. 2201, 6'. discreet. Would like 10 
meet lOVing man. Personal Advertiser 1599 
P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104' 
'IJ' 4888 (SIt 0) . 
HAVE HOUSE,. CAR AND JOB- SWM, 31 , with 
speech ifT'l!'ledlment, looking lor young female 
~ompanion to spend time togelher walking 
logging. bike riding. etc. 'IJ' 4947 (51171 ' 
I A~ HERE. WHERE ARE YOU7 GWM. t 30/, 
56 .• BrlBl, In York Counly. likes swimming. 
hlkm~, m,ovles, seeks GM, 18·30, who's fit 
and Itves In York County. 'IJ' 4881 (5110) 
I KNOW WHAT REAL LOVE IS! I'm 20. 5'11 '. 
shm, BrlHz, WM.looking for preferably a NIS, 
masculine, closeted, clean·cut guy who's at· 
tractIVe and honest. 18-25. 'IJ' 4950 (Sl17) 
MIDDLE AGE- If you Ilk, qUiet dinners, 
?ccaSslonal walks and sharing your 
Innermost fee lings, le t's get together 
'IJ' 5007 (5124) . 
MUSCLEMAN WANTED: BodybUilder seeks 
25-35y.o. welghtlifter for fantasy fulf illment. 
Me: 29. S·t I ', t 901, good-looking. You: 2001 
of muscle. lit. handsome. 'IJ' 4951 (Sll71 
NATURAL MAN- Sports and wildemess lover 
muscled and trim. dark hair wlmoustache' 
co~struction worker type, 30s, seeks lighl~ 
haired companIon. 30s, lean, masculine. 
'IJ' 4887 (SIlO) 
NO STOOPING YET, FRIENDS FIRST- HIV. 
male, 38, looking lor friendship and nurturing 
from a healthy (a musl). pos~ive male. or an 
ope ::, negative man. 'IJ' 4885 (SIlO) 
SAY IT AIN'T SO, MR. RIGHT! Feends say you 
~on't readlileseads. This 31y.o. averagewor1c:-
Ing guy thinks you might. Me: 5'8', t481. You: 
Similar. Prove 'em wrong! 'IJ' 4995 (5124) 
SEEKING NIS GWM, 18., who enjoys camp-
Ing, h ~krng, runnlOg, traveling, skiing, movies, 
cuddling, walks on the beach, quiet times at 
home, etc. 'IJ' 4993 (5124) 
SM, 47, closeted, wants to meet similar 
guy •. 35-40, for friendship or monogamous 
relatronshlp. Own my small business in 
So. Maine. college grad. hardworking, grew up 
10 small Maine town, enjoy garden farming , 
landscaping, theatre and quiet moments. 
'IJ' 4997 (51241 
STEVE KELSO WANTED: Good-looking coun-
Iry boy. 33. looking lor same, 25·35 Musl be 
very masculine and have It together. Honesty 
a must. Call me. 'IJ' 4949 (5117) 
THINK FUN! GWM, 34. 1701. Br/Hz. ,njoys 
wot1clng out, hot tubs. beach, camping. dinner 
In/out, and qUiet times. NIS. average man 
desired . 'IJ' 4996 (5124) 
YOUNG BRONCO SEEKS SAME· 22, tan, 
toned , workout 5 dayslwk., masculine , 
funny. down-to-earth lock seeks t 8-26 stud 
to hang With. Hall No fatslfems 
'IJ' 4952 (5117) 
others 
ATTRACTIVE, SENSUOUS, FUN MWM, 39, 
profeSSional, seeks alluring S!BiF, 25-40. for 
daytime adventures. Dlscretron assured. 
'IJ' 5021 (5111) 
ENERGETIC. HEALTHY SWM, 35. seeking 
enc~unlers with interested couples to enjoy 
erotic evenings. Clena, discreet, not a pest, 
always polite. let's enjoy somellme soon. 
Let's lalk. 'IJ' 4998 (Sl4) 
MWBiF, 34. SLIM, FIT. PETITE. seeks same 
t~pe WB<F to join her and her husband, 36, In 
discreet, bisexual pleasures. NID, NJS UO. 
'IJ' 5000 (513) , 
TAKE A CHANCE- Attract ive SWM 
professional. 31 , seeks Singles and/o; 
couples lor summertime adult 1un. Sense of 
adventure and strong heart reQulre.d. 
'IJ' 4999 (513) 
lost souls 
LISA, SAW YOU IN THE DYLAN ticket 
line, aller the "Show, then last week at 
Lechmere. Would like 10 meet you! -Paul. 
'IJ' 5020 1511 t ) 
ersona s 
T1tE CONFIDENTIAL, SAFE, AND F\JN WAT TO ME£T SOMEONE SPECIAL! 
have lI:veryone talking. 
Our n(W Pmonallntrrvlew ftaturt makes recordmg the perftct voicr gruting rom EASIER. 
Just fol,low al~, record;:our responses to a few simple questions and you've got yoursetf a great voice greeting. 
A voICe greetmg that Willie! people knew everything abcut the real yoo. A voice greeting that will get fesutts. 
For more Information on Personal Interview or to place your own 
FREE voice personal ad, call 207-775-1234. 
SPRING HAS SPRUNG. LET'S GO! 
SWM. 6'. 1801, 39, blue eyes. long ha r, 
moustache, beard, homeowner, waterskiing, 
canoeing, beaches, triPS, animals, lookmg for 
anractive female, similar interests I'm 
very clean, thoughtful. Just a call away! 
'IJ' 4931 (5117) Till -.-e_1I.11111 WeIL_ 
SPRING WITHOUT ROMANCE? Lon9-
term commitment expected by lhls stab le. 
well-educated. handsome, sensitive, tal,. NIS, 
45y.o. OWM. You are a happy. aNeCllonate. 
pretty, Portland area woman wrth a healthy 
mind and body. We enloy biking, hiking, golf. 
daytrtps. dancing. holding hands and kids. 
Let's grow old together! Personal Advertiser 
1605, P.O. Box t238. Portland. ME 04104. 
"Ir 4942 (5117) 
STILL SEARCHING FOR A CLUE? Captain of 
hiS own ship seeks mate for mutual sailing. 
Age unimportant. Realistic. artistiC, poetry 
lover a plus. Wining, dining. dancing a must. 
We haven't left yet? 'IJ' 4930 (51171 
STILLSEARCHING FOR YOU! Me: 32, fit, N1S, 
LiD, Single dad. lonely. hardworking, 2nd-
shift family man. You: 25-40, slim-med. bu ild. 
SID, wlwithout children. York County area. 
"Ir 4982 (5124) 
SWM, 37. 5'9'. who enjoys dinner out. 
movies, playing poo l, quiel even in gs 
logether, walks, seeking SIDWF. 30-40, un-
derstanding and fun, NIS, LID, likes cats. 
'IJ' 4937 (5117) 
TAKE A HIKE- Catch some Shakespeare, kick 
back with a cocktail. WM, 40, looking for an 
intelligent lemale to help get In shap' for the 
mountains and gear up for summer. NQ 
Barbies. Only fun-lOving, thinking, beer swill-
ing types need apply. 'Z!' 4944 (Sll71 
TALL, HANDSOME. understanding dominanl· 
type bUSinessman, 40, would like to 
meet attractive, submissive-type female. 
'IJ' 4878 (5110) 
TIRED OF MEETING JERKS? Marriage-mind,d 
SWM looking fora woman who can appreciate 
s nice guy. This Bval, lit 2ay.o. is kind of a 
reb'l. but also romantic, happy with my caretr 
and who I am. Want someon, to share my I~' 
with. and in time, kids. 'IJ' 4978 (5124) 
TOTAL MAN SEEKS TOTAL WOMAN-
SWM. professional. 6'2', 225#. blu. eyes. 
grayish hair and beard, seeks SWF, 
40-50, who Is physical~. emolionally and 
spiritually fit, to walk the beach less traveled I 
'IJ' 4871 (5110) 
WE Do NO; KNoW /I: WIS AUDIENCE'S APPRECI-
An'lE SNICKERS ARE fl MEASURE OF nlEI~ 
IGNoRANCE OR TtlEIR HYPIU,RISy' GillEN 
iHE REPvBLltAN5 ~AVr:: £LEVATEI> 
USE OF 1"ALI(ING POINTS To AN ART 





FACT Of" POLI1"1CAL LIFE To IHS T" VIEWERS 
L.ATEL-(-~S'1' SHOWING CLIPS oj: VARIOUS 
DEMOCRATS WHO ARE 08VIOUSL"( READING 
F'ROM 1"11 E SAME S PT .•• 
40 Casco Bay Weekly 
INTRODUCING 
HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION 
An a/l-Ilew Iletwork devoted to everything you love about home! 
Celebrity hosts. Celebrity guests. 24 hours every day of never-seen-hefore programs 
filled with fun and illformation. Here's just a sampling: 
"~lIard ScUll's 
Home & Garden 
o\lmanac 
Rooms for Improvemt'nl u'ilb Spencer Christian's 
Leslie t'ggams andp Rugxiero Wine Cellar 
American Hobbies and 
Pastimes reitb Jobn 
Ratztnberger 
Tune in for more home and garden shows on: 
Home Remodeling & Renovation • Home Decorating & Interior Design 
Gardening & landscaping • Crafts & Hobbies • SpeCial Interests 
Now on Channel 551 
To order, call us for detallsl 
~ au remember how it 
was with Mom - she was 
always there smiling, 
encouraging you, paying for 
French horn lessons, 
golf shoes, underwater basket 
weaving classes ... she wanted 
you to be a success , 
Casco Bay Weekly 
does too! 
To help we're offering a 
MOTHER'S DAY 
ADVERTISING DISCOUNT: 
Place an ad two times consecutively on your 
choice of dates: May 4th, 11th (Mother's Day), 
18th, or 25th and we'll take 15% OFF EACH. 
So, come on, plan ahead and call us now -




TEL 775-6601 • 1-800-286-6601 
FAX 775-1615 
561 Congress Street, Portland, ME HCWf & GARDEN TElf"'SION 
CALL NOW FOR FULL DETAILS! 
1995 BMW 318is 
You know you've always wanted 
10 <kive a BMW To feel the road 
whiz by and know you're in 
complele conlrol. And at lhese 
prices. now you can. VISiI us for 
a lesl·drlVe loday. 
ONLY 
$299/mo.* 
, 1995 BMW 318is: 3C montlt cfoood lease. 
Cash do¥.n or trade EQJly of '3,500. Security 
depo.il of '300, Firsl paymenl due at 
inceplion. 29 remaining paymenls lotal 
'8,671. Tax and title extra. Ptxchase option 
price al end '15,991 . Subject 10 BMW 
fi1ancia1 credit apfl'O\Iaf. MSR' '26,215. 
t9951MW 3251 
WHICH IS MORE 
EXCITING-THE 
PERFORMANCE 
OR THE PRICE? 
Is il the ability 10 oulperform 
orcinary cars or the knowledge 
you didn't have to pay a pref'n1um 
for il? Bolh probably. VISII us for 
a lest-drIVe loday. 
"1995 BMW 325i: 3C MONTH CLOSED 
LEASE. Cash do¥.n Of trade eqt.ity of '3.500. 
Seclrity deposit of '400, Fist pa'jR1Of'II due at 
inceplion. 29 remaining paymenls tolal 
'10.701. Tax <I1d Ille extra. Ptxchase optioo 
price al end '22,843 . Subjecl 10 BMW 
frl!VlciaI credt approval. MSRP '36,200. 
1995 IMW 3181C 
DRIVE A BMW 
WITH NO 
OVERHEAD. 
The Wind In your hair, sun on your 
skin And all the performance, safely 
and comforl lhat make il a BMW 
Visil us for a lesl· lan loday 
ONLY 
$534/mo.t 
tl995 BMW 325iC: 3C MONTH CLOSED 
lEASE. Cash do¥.n Of trade eqtily of '4.000. 
Secllity deposit of '550. Frs! paymont due 
al inception. 29 remaining paymenls lolal 
'15,486. Tax <I1d title extra. Purchase optioo 
price al end '27,t 48. Subjecl 10 BMW 
financiat~.MSfP'42.420. 








Luxury, comforl and conlrol. 
Everything you've longed for In a car. 
Incfuding a greal value. VISiI us for 




tt 1995 BMW 525i: 3C MONTH CLOSED 
lEASE. Cash do¥.n Of lrade eqtiIy of '4,000. 
Secuity deposiI of '500, Frs! pa-,mrrt dIJO at 
inceplion. 29 remaining paymenls 10lal 
'14.471. Tax and title extra. PlIChase opt"n 
price al end '26,429. Subject 10 BMW 




Needing more space doesril haIt~ 
mean a sentence WIth a rnri-VM 
In facl. maybe you should II'orl< II! 
kids for making this necessatY 
See us for a lesl·aNe today. 
't 1995 BMW 525iT: 3C MONTH 
lEASE. Cash dov.n Of trade 
Seariy deposit of '550. FnI ~ 
inception. 29 remaining 
'15,921. Tax..-d title extra f'tId'oo8 
price al end '28,428. Subjecll' 
financial credit apprOYal. MSR' '44,4~ 
& & & & &, 
TltE ULTIMAlE DRIVING MACHINE.' TltE ULTIMAlE DRMNG MACHINE.' TltE ULTIMAlE DRMNG MACHINE.' TltE ULTIMAlE DRMNG MACHINE.' TltE ULTIMAlE DRIVJjG MACIIE 
MAINE'S ONLY BMW DEALERSHIP 
LOCAL CALL 854-3200 • TOLL FREE 1-800-498-3666 
EXIT 8, MAINE TURNPIKE I LARRABEE RD. WESTBROOK 
PPA'S SEASON 
KICKS OFF WITH 
THE cH .arLI E 
HA DEN 
Q U AR t ET 
CloUd left with 81 
" owner ake Andrews, attempts a crossing of High Street at rush hour. photo/Tonee Harbert 
IBy Bob Young 
On a January morning in 1992, Paula Craighead walked her 
daughter across Stevens A venue to Longfellow Elementary 
School. Craighead was heading home when she heard screeching 
brakes. She turned and saw a crossing guard dive for safety as two 
cars ~ammed another that had stopped for the guard. 
That accident made a huge impression on me," Craighead 
recalIed "It h d . s owe you could have a crossing guard, a car 
stopped, and there still could be an accident." 
So Craighead revived a neighborhood crusade to slow 
speeding traffj S con tevens Avenue. Trying to pinpoint the 
problem, she spent days sifting through police reports on Stevens 
Avenue accidents. She found that most accidents involved non-
Portland reSidents, and confirmed her hunch that most motorists 
Were corning from the northern suburbs. 
Craighead and neighbors appealed to police for help. They 
even tried th . JJ II' elr own ro mg roadblocks" - driving their own 
Cars t· 
a Just below the posted speed limit to slow the traffic. All 
theygotw ere curses, horns and one-fingered salutes, 
Then they learned about "traffic-calming" techniques used in 
Europe. Craighead became familiar with ~nnovative federal 
programs aimed at cutting pollution and boosting alternative 
tr~sportation options. The Deering Center residents came up 
WIth theIr own ambitious - and costly traffic I' I - -ca mmg pan. 
But then came resistance - from merchants, city officials 
and taxpayers. And the Deering Center group opted to scale 
back their plans. 
The compromise in Deering Center mirrors a retreat 
throughout Greater Portland and Maine by alternative 
transportation advocates. When Mainers adopted the Sensible 
~ransportation Act in 1991, it looked as if they were poised to 
nde a new wave of transportation innovations. But the effort 
seemed to stall. Powerful forces in the state, like the Senate 
p~esident and The Portland Newspapers, are now pushing to 
WIden ~he turnpike, build more roads and continue going to 
expensIve lengths to help commuters shave a minute or two off 
their commute. 
Now comes the tough part for citizen activists - following 
through on the vision. 
cOlltinued on page 8 
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